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CHAPTER 1 
  

INTRODUCTION  
 

    During the 1980s, the Department of Defense (DoD) annually requested authority from 

Congress to close military bases because excess base capacity was grossly inefficient and was 

diverting funds needed to field new weapons. By 1988, infrastructure exceeded military 

personnel levels by 5-10%, and a projected post-Cold War personnel drawdown of 33% 

threatened to increase excess base capacity to 38-43% if base closures did not occur. In 1988, to 

address DoD concerns, and as the Cold War began to wane, Congress authorized a Base 

Realignment and Closure Commission (BRAC) to close excess military bases. Meanwhile, 

communities with nearby bases braced for what was commonly perceived as impending doom 

should their bases be selected for closure (Sorenson, 1995; Weiss, 1995; DoD, 1998; 

globalsecurity.org, 2003). This thesis examines the spatial distribution of BRAC closures at the 

national level, analyses the community impacts of BRAC at the national and local levels, and 

scrutinizes three comparative case studies that focus on elements of the process.    

Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC) 

   Public Law 100-526 of 1988 created a BRAC Commission that was to convene for one year to 

select military bases for closure or realignment1 in the U.S. and U.S. territories. Effectively, this 

removed Congress from the political realities of closure decisions while not granting DoD direct 

closure authority. BRAC Commissions worked nearly a year to visit bases, sort out DoD 

statistics, pore over the work of BRAC Commission staff members who provided data analysis 

in-house, and to make decisions. Decisions were made to keep bases open, close them, or to 

realign bases to take on additional functions or move functions to another base. Immediately 

upon issuing the 1988 BRAC Commission closure decisions, it became clear that additional 
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bases would have to close in order to match base infrastructure to projected 1990s personnel 

levels. Congress reacted in 1990 through Public Law 101-510, which authorized three additional 

BRAC Commissions, to be selected and complete work in 1991, 1993, and 19952. Each 

Commission was charged with contributing to the overall goal of a 33% reduction in base 

infrastructure by the completion of the 1995 BRAC cycle, while minimizing negative economic 

impacts to communities. While the BRAC process was fine-tuned each BRAC year, problems 

occurred at all points in the BRAC process. Political and other actors interfered with, and 

attempted to influence, the BRAC Commissions. Bases often did not close in a timely manner 

once BRAC closure decisions had been made. Environmental restoration became problematic 

because of the enormous costs borne by DoD and extended times required to complete cleanup, 

delaying turnover of acreage and buildings to local governments for reuse. Redevelopment and 

reuse presented problems at the local level. Arguments sometimes raged over functional reuse 

types during planning stages. In many cases, lag times between BRAC closure decisions, base 

closures, and environmental restoration after Base Reuse Plans were formulated caused years of 

delay before plans could be implemented, potentially harming local communities.  

    Many external factors interact with the BRAC process, as depicted in Figure 1.13. Social, 

economic, political, geographic, military and other factors influence BRAC Commission 

decision-making, while the factors interact with each other and are also being influenced by the 

BRAC process in a feedback loop. Over time, the BRAC process has evolved, with new laws 

and rules implemented in response to community reaction and experience. Politicians, 

bureaucrats, organizations, businesses, and citizens at the national and local scales have 

attempted to influence the process and prevent bases from closing or change reuse outcomes. 

Meanwhile, throughout the process, the Department of Defense (DoD) was attempting to recoup 
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dollars from sales of property and to reduce annual infrastructure maintenance costs. Further 

savings were to be realized by increasing the base utilization rate at the remaining facilities.   

 
POLITICAL   

-Evolving rules in response 
   to community reaction             
-Impact of various actors  

  
MILITARY        

   -Savings versus costs 
   -Base utilization rate 

  
ENVIRONMENTAL  

       -Environmental condition 
       -Restoration delays/costs          

 

FACTORS 
INFLUENCING  

BRAC PROCESS   

 
               SOCIAL                       
-Sense of place/sprawl 
-Reuse planning 
 

 

 

  
     ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY     
     -Employment/business vitality 
      -Base Reuse Plan           
       

 
Figure 1.1  Conceptualization of Interacting Factors Surrounding BRAC  

Environmental restoration must be accomplished and paid for, reducing DoD savings and also 

delaying new economic activity and job creation in local communities. Base Reuse Plans cannot 

be put into action fully until restoration is complete, and then they must reflect the needs of the 

community for both economic and social benefits to be felt in the community. Closing bases can 

be a short term problem for communities, but they can also be an opportunity for the creation of 

open space, businesses, housing, and other development needed in the local area, turning the 

problem into a solution. 

Purpose of the Thesis 

    A common perception that has persisted throughout the BRAC process is that base reuse is apt 

to fail (Figure 1.2). Whether this doom and gloom perception is supported by facts and analysis 

can now be evaluated. This thesis analyses a newly created database and earlier research by the 

General Accounting Office and Office of Economic Adjustment to describe the attributes and 

spatial distribution of major BRAC bases and to measure community impacts and reuse patterns. 

Community impact will be addressed by evaluating BRAC base characteristics data, the 
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timeliness of the closure process, methods of property transfer, rural versus urban location, jobs 

lost and gained, reuse types, and the costs/duration of environmental restoration. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1.2  1993 political cartoon that encapsulates popular reuse perceptions.  

Used by permission of Dayton Daily News  

   Comparative case studies in Chapter 5 will enhance the quantitative analysis, highlighting 

selected communities where agendas of local “actors”, such as citizens, businesses, non-

governmental organizations, and politicians, lead to different outcomes. One case study describes 

how two similar base closure situations can lead to different outcomes when local actors have 

different agendas. A second case study approaches the problem of conflicting yet legitimate 

agendas, sometimes leading to an incorrect base closure decision. A third case study examines 

the achievement of a successful base reuse solution in a rural location. 

Organization of the Thesis 

   Chapter 2 presents a literature review of the BRAC process and summarizes previous research 

on this topic. Chapter 3 introduces data and methods used in the analysis. Chapter 4 presents 

national-level statistics of the BRAC process that will examine the BRAC process in empirical 
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terms, the spatial orientation of BRAC base closures, and its effects on communities. Chapter 5 

presents three sets of comparative case studies designed to show the importance of particular 

situations and local context in the relative success of reuse at individual localities. Chapter 6 

relates the results of Chapters 4 and 5 in a summary and conclusion, and offers suggestions for 

future research. 

Significance of the Thesis 

   This thesis evaluates the results of the BRAC process through 2004. Research results are 

valuable for anticipating future problems and prospects, especially considering the impending 

BRAC closure process slated to take place in 2005. This research uses the first comprehensive 

data set on this process from which assessments can be made, including jobs lost at closure and 

gained through reuse, environmental restoration costs and years to complete cleanup, regional 

distribution of closures, functional types of bases closed and types of reuse at the national level. 

Earlier research relied mostly on case studies of individual closures and reuse scenarios. In 

addition, this research presents and provides analysis of comparative case studies highlighting 

the role of various citizens, politicians and other actors in the context of local needs in 

determining specific outcomes. One set of case studies highlights functional needs within local 

political context that changed reuse outcomes, a second set of studies shows how bureaucratic 

actions influenced base closure decisions and how subsequent BRAC decisions reversed the 

original decisions for geographic reasons, while a third set of cases demonstrates how a rural 

location can be a problem for reuse, but that positive outcomes are possible and that new 

business can be targeted to meet the needs of the economic geography of the locality and region. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

 
     This literature review follows the sequence of events within the Base Realignment and 

Closure (BRAC) process. First, the historical background leading to a need for base closures is 

explored, followed by a description of the creation of the BRAC Commission process. BRAC 

decision-making is then addressed, including problems of political interference and the question 

of which bases to select for closure. Closure of bases is discussed next, with an emphasis on 

timeliness, obstacles, and environmental restoration. Finally, base reuse is discussed.  

Concluding the chapter is a discussion of the state of the literature and questions not yet 

adequately addressed. 

Background and Historical Perspective of U.S. Military Base Closure 

     Military bases have been located throughout what is now the U.S. since the colonial period. 

Locations and numbers of bases have fluctuated depending on perceived threats, changing 

missions, level of technology, and expanding national borders. Many bases were originally 

situated for vastly different missions than they are used for today. For example, some recently 

closed bases were originally located to protect the Pony Express from indian attack, or protect 

ports from enemy ships using cannons. More recently, bases were opened in large numbers 

before and during World War II, yet many were closed after the war during the largest U.S. 

demobilization to date. Some bases were closed after the Vietnam era, but closures came to a halt 

after 1977 for three reasons. First, members of Congress did not want base closures due to 

perceived negative economic-political impact to their home districts. Second, Congress had been 

loath to grant the Department of Defense (DoD) domestic base closure authority for fear that it 

would become a tool in DoD’s political arsenal to influence Congress. Third, due to the Carter-
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Reagan military buildup during the late 1970s and 1980s to counter the Soviet Union/Warsaw 

Pact, the existing infrastructure was perceived by the political leadership as necessary to house 

and support a larger military organization (Behar, 1995; Burrell, 1982; Congressional Quarterly, 

1988; Dearing, 1996; Fisher, 1995; Hansen, 1996; Sorenson, 1998; U.S. News and World 

Report, 1989). With the collapse of the Warsaw Pact and fall of the Berlin Wall in the late 1980s, 

and further erosion and devolution of the Soviet empire in the early 1990s, geopolitics, public 

sentiment, fiscal constraints, and DoD policy largely agreed that the military threat had reduced 

sufficiently that the U.S. military could and should be downsized (Sorenson, 1998). Budgetary 

problems and resulting economic pressures in the U.S. also created overwhelming pressure on 

Congress to reduce the number of military bases in the United States. DoD had been reporting to 

Congress for several years that billions of dollars could be saved annually if excess base 

infrastructure could be eliminated, which was estimated at the time to be 5-10 percent of bases 

(Sorenson, 1998). 

Base Realignment and Closure Commission (BRAC) 

     BRAC was legislated in 1988 to de-politicize the process of choosing bases for closure. It was 

a classic piece of Congressional handiwork: by enacting Public Law 100-256, the burden of 

decision and resulting blame would be transferred from Congress and DoD to BRAC. The 1988 

BRAC Commission was legislated for one year only, operated inside DoD, with the BRAC 

Chairman reporting directly to the Secretary of Defense. Soon after the legislation was signed 

into law, the Secretary of Defense selected commission membership. Each military service 

submitted a list of bases it desired closed to DoD, which combined the lists, reviewed and 

modified them, and forwarded this list of bases for potential closure to the BRAC Commission. 

Together with a technical staff, the commission was to examine all of the recommendations 
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made by DoD, visit bases, perform independent analysis, and vote on each recommendation. 

Money was to be saved through increased efficiency by closing unneeded bases, and by 

realignment and consolidation of functions at other bases that were to remain open. Additional 

funds were to be generated by sales of base property to individuals, businesses, and local 

governments (Defense Secretary BRAC, 1988).  

     BRAC 1988 did not select enough bases for closure to match personnel and missions to 

existing infrastructure, even without considering a projected military personnel drawdown of 

33% during the 1990s. DoD was still paying for excess capacity with increasingly limited funds, 

so Congress enacted Public Law 101-510 in 1990 to carry out three additional BRAC 

Commissions, in 1991, 1993, and 1995.  

     As a result of the politicization of the 1988 BRAC process (discussed in the next section), 

Public Law 101-510 (1990) included new rules for naming BRAC Commission members, 

ensuring representation from Republicans, Democrats, and two members selected by the 

president. New rules were also initiated for collecting, certifying and comparing data used in 

BRAC decisions (BRAC, 1991). Subsequent BRAC Commissions under Public Law 101-510 in 

the years 1991, 1993 and 1995 would be independent of DoD (BRAC Reports, 1991, 1993, 

1995). 

     BRAC Commission membership was generally characterized by a balance of expertise in 

business, politics, the military, and a category I call broad1, consisting of well-rounded 

individuals, with careers spanning numerous fields (Table 2.1). Commissions varied in size 

between the 1988 Commission, with 12 members, and the three subsequent Commissions, with 

seven to eight members, while the 2005 BRAC Commission is slated to be composed of nine. 

Political party affiliation reflects a slight tendency toward Republicans overall, with a shift to 
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more Democrats in the 1993 and 1995 Commissions, however, there are enough members whose 

affiliations are in question that broad characterizations cannot be made. These results support 

Sorenson’s (1998) argument that the membership became more equitable over time. Table 2.1 

does reveal some differences in the career histories of the 1993 and 1995 Commissioners 

selected under the Clinton administration with a shift away from members with narrower careers 

in either politics or business towards more military expertise as well as broad careers.   

Table 2.1  BRAC Commission Member Expertise, Political Affiliation, and Numbers 

 1988 1991 1993 1995 
 % % % % 
Career History     
    Politician 25 38 29 13 
    Military 25 13 29 38 
    Business 25 25 0 13 
    Broad 25 25 43 38 
Political Affiliation     
    Republican 42 63 43 25 
    Democrat 25 25 29 38 
    Unknown 33 13 29 38 
Number of Members  12 8 7 8 

 

     By the time the 1991 BRAC Commission decisions was completed, communities that had lost 

a base as a result of the 1988 BRAC process were in various stages of reuse planning. A 

common complaint was a lack of adequate federal government support for local communities in 

addressing unique problems inherent to the base redevelopment process (BRAC, 1993). These 

issues led to additional rules for the 1993 BRAC Commission designed to assist local 

communities facing a BRAC closure. BRAC closure decisions had to consider local economic 

impact as a primary consideration. Also, new provisions assisted communities affected by a 

BRAC base closure, discussed later under base redevelopment (BRAC, 1993; DoD BRIM, 1995; 

GAO, 1998). 
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     After completion of the 1993 closure decisions, another process reassessment took place. It 

was generally agreed that the 1993 BRAC round was the smoothest to date, yet some problems 

remained. Further refinements were made for the 1995 BRAC process, including additional 

efforts to expedite environmental cleanup, which had remained a significant problem in terms of 

delaying redevelopment and reuse. In an effort to assist communities to begin the redevelopment 

process and simultaneously relieve DoD of a portion of the “caretaker status” problem, bases 

could now be turned over in parcels. Instead of the entire base being forced to wait until a 

Finding of Suitability to Transfer (FOST) is made, each parcel can be the subject of a separate 

FOST (DoD BRIM, 1995a). This action simultaneously relieves DoD of the burden of taking 

care of property it no longer requires while allowing communities to redevelop the parcels.  

   The 1995 BRAC round was again cited as the best to date, and will serve as a model for the 

2005 BRAC. The BRAC 1995 Commission recommended an additional BRAC round in its 

report, while testimony of the Secretary of Defense and Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff 

before the House Armed Services Committee in July, 2001 included a statement that 25% excess 

base capacity existed (BRAC, 1995; GAO, 1998; Lockwood, 2001; globalsecurity.org, 2003).      

BRAC Closure Decisions and Politics 
 
     In theory, the BRAC system was supposed to remove politics from the process. A feature of 

the BRAC 1988 Commission that invited questions of political influence was that it was not truly 

independent. Under Public Law 100-256 of 1988, the BRAC 1988 Commission operated within 

DoD under the direct control of the Secretary of Defense. Subsequent BRAC Commissions were 

independent of DoD per Public Law 101-510 of 1990. In the 1991, 1993 and 1995 BRAC 

decision years, DoD was to submit closure recommendations to BRAC, which then studied these 

inputs and initiated its own study of the existing base infrastructure. Upon voting on each 
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decision, BRAC then submitted its decision to the President for approval, who forwarded it to 

Congress, which either had to approve or disapprove the package without changing any of it. In a 

case where the President or Congress did not approve the package, it could be returned to the 

BRAC Commission for revision, or, failing revision and subsequent approval, the Commission 

would be dissolved for that year with no action. On the surface, this provision was intended to 

prevent a Member of Congress from removing his or her local base from the list, but it also 

conveniently distanced Congress from responsibility and blame for any one base closure 

decision. In order for progress to be made in closing bases at all, it was never the case that the 

President or Congress did not accept the BRAC recommendations, with the possible exception of 

adding the privatization-in-place of Air Force industrial capacity in 1995. (Banks, 1990; Dering, 

1996; Sorenson, 1998). 

     BRAC 1988 decisions were highly skewed in favor of Republican Congressional Districts. 

When both major and minor BRAC 1988 base closure decisions are considered together, nearly 

90% of the closures were in Democratic Districts2 (Sorenson, 1998). When only major bases are 

considered for BRAC 1988 closures, Democratic Congressional Districts experienced less bias, 

absorbing only 57% of major base closures. In BRAC 1991, major base closure decisions 

targeted Democratic Districts in 68% of cases. BRAC 1993 selected 61% of major bases in 

Democratic Districts. BRAC 1995 selected 53.8% major bases in Democratic Districts, 42.3% in 

Republican Districts, and 3.8% (one base) with acreage within both a Democratic and 

Republican District. Combining all four BRAC decision years, party affiliation for major bases 

was 60% Democrat, 39% Republican, and 1% shared acreage (Congressional Quarterly 

Almanac, various years). 
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     Although the BRAC process was designed to be non-political, there have been allegations of 

collusion between Republicans and DoD to punish Democrats by closing bases in Democratic 

districts (see Sorenson, 1998, for examples). Because of the appearance of politics entering the 

decision-making process, selection of BRAC commission membership was changed after the 

1988 BRAC round to include input from both parties, and certainly not allow the DoD to select 

the Commission. This may explain why parity between closures in Democratic versus 

Republican districts was closer in subsequent BRAC decision years. Despite efforts to de-

politicize the process, individual closures drew a heavy political and media magnified response 

because of job losses, negative local economic impacts, and perceived unfair advantage given to 

competing bases/localities. 

     Political actors were dynamic in highlighting various geographic advantages to bases in their 

regions, districts, and cities. Members of Congress were constantly communicating with BRAC 

by letter or telephone, and attending local meetings and accompanying BRAC Commission 

members on base visits. Studies were initiated of the economic value of the base to local 

Congressional districts, and town meetings were held raising local furor over the impending 

doom on the community if the local base should close. Efforts to save bases from closure were 

initiated by loose coalitions consisting of members of Congress, local governments, base 

personnel, business owners, and citizens. Presentations were given to BRAC members on fact-

finding visits, often pitting base against base and community against community in cases where 

two or more bases had similar missions. Senators and Congresspersons from both parties were 

prolific in writing letters of protest, and to request GAO investigations of the BRAC selection 

process and individual closure decisions. Other methods of political pressure included “creative” 

statistical methods for comparison of bases and local economic impacts, frequent media blitzes, 
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town meetings, letter-writing campaigns, and Congressional investigations. Congressional 

newsletters periodically mailed to constituents were another forum. For example, Representative 

Bill McCollum from Florida’s Eighth District, which included the Orlando Naval Training 

Center, was outspoken in his comparisons of the closure of Orlando versus the alternative of 

closing a similar Naval Training Center in Illinois. He was ultimately unsuccessful in saving 

Orlando from closure, however (McCollum, 1994). Three Navy Recruit Training Commands 

located in San Diego, Orlando, and Great Lakes, Illinois (north of Chicago) were consolidated 

into the Great Lakes facility because the personnel drawdown had reduced the need for Navy 

recruit training capacity. Great Lakes was a larger base, and was seen as being able to absorb 

larger numbers of recruits to accommodate wartime surge capacity if required at some future 

date. Often mayors and other political officials would join the fray, comparing the relative 

advantages of “their” base to a similar base in another location. The combined effects of political 

action, media attention, investigations, and public interest forced the BRAC process to become 

more equitable with each successive round (Sorenson, 1998). 

     Close economic and social ties, a sense of regional justice, and nostalgia, were factors in 

binding local communities and base personnel together in an attempt to save the local base from 

closure. Many local civilians worked at bases, contracts were let to local firms, local utilities 

serviced the base, base personnel supported local business, and local military retirees frequented 

both the base and local businesses (Lochhead, 1993; Warf, 1997; Sorenson, 1998).    

     Frequently, the BRAC process was characterized as brutal, but the situation must be put into 

context. Active duty military and federal civilian reductions during the BRAC era represents a 

drawdown of approximately one-third between 1988 and 2000, and if infrastructure was not 
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reduced it would contribute to the annual expenditure of billions of dollars, all of it unnecessary 

for national defense (DoD Defense Almanac, various years).    

Base Closure Process 

     Once BRAC closure recommendations have been ratified by Congress, bases chosen for 

closure have six years to drawdown, cease operations, and close. Some bases close in as little as 

a year or two. Closure is a crucial transition period, involving many military and community 

actions and requirements. For DoD, it is a time of drawdown during which time all military 

functions cease, equipment and furniture is shipped to new locations or otherwise disposed of, 

personnel are transferred or separated, and the base plays host to the Local Redevelopment 

Authority (LRA), environmental restoration, community meetings, open houses, and other 

transition related activities. Simultaneously, the LRA is formulating a combined Environmental 

Impact Statement (EIS) and Base Reuse Plan, and is often attempting to carve out a corner of the 

base to begin redevelopment work prior to base closure. This involves interacting with 

contractors, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), state environmental officials, 

architects, planners, base personnel, and other actors (DoD, BRIM, 1995a).   

DoD Impacts of the BRAC Closure Process   

     Debate currently rages on the seemingly incongruent need to expand military infrastructure to 

combat terrorism versus the need for the 2005 BRAC round to reduce excess infrastructure 

(Kelly, 1999; Burns, 2002; Hines, 2000; Lockwood, 2001; McClemore, 2004; Shields, 2002; 

Vaughn, 2003). One aspect of the “War on Terror” that is sometimes lost is that because this is 

being fought at various locations overseas, many new bases are being established overseas to 

support the war, including Uzbekistan, Pakistan, Israel, Iraq, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, among 

others. On the other hand, after four previous BRAC rounds, total domestic base infrastructure 
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was reduced by about 21% (major bases were reduced by 19%). However, during the same 

period, personnel levels were cut by about 33%. Therefore, excess capacity still exists and bases 

still are not being used as efficiently as they could be if more bases were closed, excess industrial 

capacity were reduced, and functions combined. DoD estimates that an additional 20% of base 

capacity could be trimmed without harming national defense, while saving an additional $5-6 

billion per year that could be used to modernize the force. In short, an imbalance exists between 

infrastructure capacity and needs in 2004 just as in 1988. In this light, BRAC 2005 is needed.  If 

additional factors come to light as the result of the 9/11/01 terrorist attacks that require a 

reassessment of infrastructure needs based on a larger force, a domestic base cut of an additional 

10% should still be possible, instead of the 20% DoD estimates. Because it took four BRAC 

rounds to cut 20% of infrastructure, it is unlikely that a single BRAC round in 2005 would be 

able to cut another 20%, especially when it is considered that many of the bases cut in the first 

BRAC years were obvious choices (Kelly, 1999).  

    Projected annual DoD savings of $6 billion from BRAC took over 10 years to be realized. 

(McMillan, 1991; GAO, 1996; GAO, 1998; Burns, 2002; Global Security.org, 2004). There are 

several reasons why savings took so long to accrue: 

Caretaker Status. DoD is still paying fees to maintain and secure bases that have ceased their 

mission and have closed, but are still in “caretaker” status awaiting environmental restoration 

and/or turnover to an LRA, a lease arrangement, or sale.   

Environmental Restoration. DoD is paying enormous sums for environmental cleanup. Studies 

performed to develop Environmental Impact Statements (EIS) at BRAC bases uncovered 

problems the scope of which DoD had not taken into account. GAO (1996c) estimated that it 

may take as much as $200 billion over a period of decades to complete environmental restoration 
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of BRAC bases, so it now comes as no surprise that restoration has proven to be the largest 

single cost in closing bases (Marden, 1991; DERP, various years; GAO 1996b; Nathan et al., 

1998). At the onset of BRAC, however, DoD nor the EPA had any real idea as to the extent of 

contamination on bases. Bases are open for decades, managed over time by a succession of 

personnel, older equipment and methods are replaced by new, environmental laws were either 

non-existent or evolving, and bases were sometimes operated during times of war where the 

courts have often stated that environmental concerns are secondary (Dycus, 1996). Furthermore, 

the most expensive environmental problem to remediate is groundwater contamination, which 

cannot be seen, and sometimes does not become apparent until many years after the original 

contamination, when water in a nearby well is tested (DoD, DERP, various years; Marden, 1991; 

GAO, 1996b; Nathan, et al., 1998; Trescott, 1998). 

Property Conveyance. In cases where the LRA can demonstrate that a Base Reuse Plan will 

benefit the general public, such as an airport, school, prison, park or similar use, the property can 

be transferred at no cost under a Public Benefit Conveyance. In cases where the LRA, usually 

with assistance from the Office of Economic Adjustment (OEA), can demonstrate that a base 

closure significantly hurt the local economy, the base can be transferred to the LRA at no cost 

under an Economic Development Conveyance. These are the most common methods of no cost 

transfer. Others include a Utility Conveyance for utility rights-of-way for a power or pipe line, 

and a Homeless Assistance Conveyance for buildings or new construction designed to house the 

homeless, the result of the McKinney Act in 1993 (GAO, 1996; DoD BRIM, 1995a). No-cost 

conveyances of property were not taken into account at the time DoD calculated its annual 

savings from BRAC closures, but instead calculations relied upon sales, the anticipated receipts 

of which were based on market values of property and structures (DoD, 1998). 
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Community Impacts of the BRAC Closure Process 

     Most often, impacts on communities during the closure period are negative, due to direct and 

indirect job losses, loss in rental incomes, and other negative real estate and small business 

impacts. In much of the literature and popular media during the early BRAC years, there was a 

tendency to focus on the negative. The fight communities undertook to “save” a base was a 

classic human-interest story, with dire statistics and predictions for local economic collapse 

should a certain base be closed. One study characterized the outlook commonly expected by 

communities facing an imminent BRAC closure decision during this early period as 

“apocalyptic” (Dardia, et al., 1996). Experience has since shown that closure of a base does not 

guarantee an economic downturn and net loss of jobs, much less an event of biblical proportions. 

On the contrary, the OEA has compiled case studies of cities where bases have closed in years 

prior to the BRAC era. In almost every case, the communities are better off economically than 

when the base was open (DoD, OEA, 1986). Partially because of the lack of a substantial body of 

research during the BRAC era, the loss of a base was commonly thought to deal a staggering 

economic setback that the community would not be able to withstand. Experience has shown that 

this is most often not true. The key to success has been planning and implementing a sound reuse 

strategy (Dardia, et al., 1996). 

   Another reason for the overwhelming negativity is that much of the interest from actors 

ranging from politicians, the media, and the public took place in the early BRAC years, when all 

of the bases were in the closure period, having not yet reached the point of redevelopment. Yet 

another reason for negativity during the early BRAC years was that the BRAC process needed 

improvements, including the closure phase. One of the hurdles communities must overcome is to 

shift from defending the base from closure, to accepting the decision and beginning reuse 
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planning (Behar, 1985; Connolly, 1988; Eaton, 1988; U.S. News and World Report, 1989; 

Henderson, 1990; National Parks, 1991; DoD, OEA, 1986, 1992; Auster, et al., 1993; Miller, 

1993; Bradshaw, 1993, 1999; Nathan, 1994; Crock, 1999). Specific community impacts during 

the closure period are discussed below, including primary (direct) and secondary (indirect) job 

losses, loss of contracts, and extended closure time periods3.   

Primary Job Losses. Primary job losses are the direct jobs lost on bases by civilians employed by 

the federal government (federal civilians) and military personnel. Primary job losses on closing 

major bases often equate to thousands of federal civilians and military personnel directly 

employed at a base (Sorenson, 1998; DoD, 1992; United States Congress, 1995). It is sometimes 

assumed that federal civilian jobs lost at a base equates to an increased local unemployment rate 

similar to what would occur in the case of a closed manufacturing plant, for example (Dardia, et 

al., 1996). In the case of a base closure, however, most of the primary job losses do not equate to 

an equivalent increase in the local unemployment rolls. During the personnel drawdown 

throughout the closure period, or at the final base closure date, many of the military and civilian 

personnel choose to retire, resign or complete their enlistment to return home at another locality, 

or are transferred to duty stations or federal jobs in other locations. Federal civilians may remain 

in the local area because they are filling federal jobs in other local federal offices. Some federal 

civilians are offered jobs with environmental cleanup firms or redevelopment agencies, and thus 

contribute to an often small, but positive, short-term local economic impact during the closure 

period. Still others take advantage of local training programs paid for with federal funds that are 

targeted to employment needs in the local area (BICC, 1996; Behar, 1985; United States 

Congress, 1995; Bielling, 1996; Derring, 1996; Matsuoka, 1997; Bradshaw, 1999; California 

Trade and Commerce Agency, 1999; Crock, 1999; Gramm, 1999). 
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   Military personnel losses are often tabulated at the same value as federal civilian job losses, 

contributing to overly negative local economic prospects. In reality, military personnel tend to 

have less of an economic impact on a community than raw numbers may suggest. They tend to 

make lower wages than civilian workers on average, because the average age of a military person 

is about 20 years of age, in lower rank and pay scale, while the average federal civilian is older, 

has been working for the Government longer, and is thus in a higher pay scale. Military 

personnel tend to spend more of their pay on base (Commissary, PX, Clubs, Golf Courses), 

largely subsist on base (galleys/dining facilities/mess halls), and tend to live on base (bachelor 

quarters/barracks, married housing, aboard ship). In contrast, federal civilian employees tend to 

live, shop, and own homes off base. Military personnel also tend to deploy for training exercises, 

scheduled overseas deployments, war, and international peacekeeping missions, while the 

civilian employees remain in the local community. Because of these differences, a metric is 

emerging in the literature that calculates the economic impact of each military job lost as about 

one-third that of each civilian (Lynch, 1970; Udis, 1973; Erickson, 1977; Henderson, 1990; 

Dumas, 1993; Bradshaw, 1993, 1999; Rubin, 1996; Dardia, et al., 1996; Warf, 1997).  

 Secondary Job Losses. Secondary job losses include all jobs lost in the community due to base 

closure other than the primary jobs lost. An example of secondary job losses is a reduction in 

staffing at a local department store brought about due to a local base closure and resulting loss of 

customers. Other examples are apartment houses, pubs, laundry services, contractors, or other 

businesses that are reduced or fail as a result of a base closure. To fully calculate the secondary 

jobs lost for a business that is reduced in volume or fails, jobs lost at the local distributor level 

must also be calculated. Obviously, it is not a simple task to fully account for what percentage of 

the activity at a particular business was the result of a local military base, much less the ripple 
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effects through the economy that have proven hard to quantify. More research is needed in this 

area, although it will be difficult given the often classified nature of defense contracts, the 

privacy of business records, and the accounting nightmare to separate transactions by source.  

    Secondary job losses have been especially difficult for researchers to calculate because they 

include job losses in the community as the result of contracts involving the base. Contracts can 

take several forms. Service Contracts can include such services as laundry, landscaping, gate 

guards, and janitorial work. Supply contracts can include food for the base dining facilities, 

products to be sold in the Base Exchange store or Commissary, office supplies and many other 

items. Maintenance contracts are let for air conditioners, copiers, computers, and other 

equipment. Construction contracts can include small jobs such as repaving a parking lot, or the 

construction of large buildings. Especially large contracts, in excess of $25,000, are termed 

prime contracts, and come under specific rules for bidding, and other special considerations, such 

as quotas for women and minority owned business. 

     A factor that skewed early economic analyses of local base closure impacts is that too much 

weight was assigned to contracts. It is difficult, and often impossible for a researcher to 

accurately assign local and non-local portions of contracts awarded by a base to civilian 

contractors. Even if a contract is awarded locally, often a subsidiary or sub-contractor in another 

state actually does all or a portion of the work. If this is the case, then the other location is where 

the majority of the economic benefit accrues. Primary and/or sub-contractors may split work 

amongst many locations. A study of contracting at military bases in California, as well as other 

studies, found much less local economic impact due to secondary job losses from contracts than 

previously assumed (California Trade and Commerce Agency, 1999; Bradshaw, 1999; Crook, 

1999; Dardia, et al., 1996).    
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     Factors tending to reduce the negative impacts of secondary job losses include spouses of 

transferring or retiring military personnel or federal civilians who abandon jobs in the civilian 

economy as bases close. This opens up jobs for local residents, reducing the unemployment rate, 

and somewhat lessens negative local short-term impacts. Schools that were often overcrowded 

when a base was in operation find that they can stop using portable buildings, and that the tax 

receipts per pupil often increase because military personnel tended to pay less property tax per 

capita. Losses from contracts may not be as severe as expected due to contractors not being 

based in the local area. Research to date has not been comprehensive, so broad conclusions 

nationwide cannot yet be drawn (Lynch, 1970; Udis, 1973; Erickson, 1977; Henderson, 1990; 

Dumas, 1993; Bradshaw, 1993, 1999; Rubin, 1996; Dardia, et al., 1996; Warf, 1997). 

Base Closure Delays. Communities are harmed economically for the duration of the time lag 

after base personnel drawdowns begin during the closure period, and before new economic 

activity can be generated from base reuse (DoD, DERP, various years; Marden, 1991; GAO, 

1996b; Nathan, et al., 1998; Trescott, 1998). While the degree of harm caused by closure delays 

differs by community, harm can be reduced by closing bases as quickly as possible after the 

BRAC closure decision is made, and by rapidly developing an EIS/Base Reuse Plan. 

Environmental restoration has become the largest single time delay in closing and turning over 

BRAC bases to the LRA, sometimes brought about by extensive surveys and investigations to 

determine the true extent of contamination, and in other cases because of complicated procedures 

brought to bear to remedy the problems found. (Marden, 1991; DERP, various years; GAO 

1996b; Nathan et al., 1998).   
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Reducing Delays in the BRAC Closure Process 

     Five methods were developed to reduce delays during the closure period, mostly the result of 

President Clinton’s leadership through his Five-Part Plan to Revitalize Base Closure 

Communities (Office of the President, 1993). 

Base Transition Coordinator (BTC). 1993 BRAC rules provide for a BTC at each major BRAC 

base during the closure period. Yesensky (1998) relates the closure period from the perspective 

of a former BRAC military base Commanding Officer and as a BTC. The BTC functions as a 

link between all of the varied actors in the closure process, acting to cut through “red tape” in 

order to make base transition smoother. A base Commanding Officer is under considerable 

pressure to lead and manage the base and its mission, already saddled with the additional burden 

of base closure preparations. The LRA sometimes takes a lower priority, which is one reason the 

BTC has become such an important link in the closure process. 

Environmental Technology. Development and sharing of innovation and new methods to 

remediate environmental problems has reduced cleanup times and costs. As they are proven, new 

processes can be rapidly exported to other BRAC sites, reducing lag times prior to turnover of 

the base to the local community (U.S. Army, 1995). Since the Defense Environmental 

Restoration Program (DERP) involves active bases as well as BRAC bases, and because BRAC 

provided a wake-up call on the extent of environmental contamination on bases, additional bases 

chosen for closure in the 2005 BRAC closure lists will already have remediation underway, if 

not complete. Surely, this will result in more accurate estimates of restoration times and more 

rapid property turnover for the benefit of communities (DoD, DERP, 2002). 

Targeting Degree of Remediation to Reuse Type. The extent of environmental cleanup is now 

being tailored to the specific end use of the property per the Base Reuse Plan. For example, a 
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residential neighborhood parcel would have to be cleaned up more than a park. Time is saved 

from this method, and communities are able to begin redevelopment sooner (DoD, DERP, 

various years; DoD BRIM, 1995).  

Property Turnover by Parcel. Rather than waiting until all of the acreage and buildings on a base 

have completed environmental restoration, now turnover of property can occur in parcels. Since 

the 1993 BRAC rules went into effect, DoD can turn over parcels as they meet or exceed 

environmental standards for the intended property use per the reuse plan. This helps the 

community to begin redevelopment efforts and employ people sooner. Turning over the base in 

parcels makes sense because military bases often contain both very polluted and very pristine 

areas. Some parts of the base were subjected to extremely heavy use, with long-term, highly 

polluting activities in an era of little or no environmental regulation. Meanwhile, other parts of 

the base may have been remote, with little or no human interaction with the environment. As a 

result, much of the land inside the base is relatively unspoiled compared to the surrounding areas 

outside the perimeter fence due to urban development that often encroaches upon bases. Many 

military bases have undergone better environmental management than the surrounding civilian 

areas, and contain remote natural areas (Gerhardt, 1988; Marden, 1991; Grizzle, 1993; Audobon, 

1995; Biondo, 1997; Allen, 1998; Williams, 1999; Beck, 2000). 

Leasing. Per EPA regulations, parcels of base property cannot be turned over permanently to the 

LRA if environmental restoration is not yet complete, unless the LRA or other new owner also 

assumes all responsibility for environmental restoration. Leasing of property to cities or 

developers so that reuse plans can be implemented concurrent with environmental restoration is a 

solution. Leases can take the form of interim (short term) leases where cleanup is anticipated 

within a few years, or long term leases spanning decades (DoD, BRIM, 1995). 
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   These five methods and policies have reduced time lags in base closure and turnover of 

property. Impetus for developing and implementing them came from experience early in the 

BRAC process, community input, and the President’s Five-Part Plan to Revitalize Base Closure 

Communities in 1993 (Gerhardt, 1988; Marden, 1991; Office of the President, 1993; Wegman 

and Bailey, 1994; United States Army, 1995; Burke and Ellenholm, 1996; Dycus, 1996; US 

Government, GAO, 1996b; Nathan and Bronstein, 1998; Trescott, 1998; DoD DERP, various 

years; Williams, 1999; Youth, 1999).   

Base Redevelopment/Reuse Process 

    As soon as Congress approves a BRAC closure list, BRAC base communities begin economic 

redevelopment planning, including the creation of an LRA, and the development of an EIS/Base 

Reuse Plan. Therefore, part of the redevelopment process takes place during the closure period. 

Additional redevelopment hurdles that must be overcome during the closure period are issues 

with utilities, environmental restoration, property litigation between local communities, efforts to 

bring other military or federal agencies to the base, disputes over reuse plans, and other problems 

which must be resolved prior to base reuse taking place. Redevelopment can lead to the 

demolition of existing buildings to make way for new infrastructure, depending on the Base 

Reuse Plan. In other cases, existing infrastructure can be reused immediately, without a lengthy 

period of redevelopment. 

Office of Economic Adjustment (OEA) 

    Because of the complexity of the redevelopment process and the need for cooperation between 

many levels of government and the private sector, DoD maintains the Office of Economic 

Adjustment (OEA). OEA provides the experience of earlier base closure communities, 

workshops, guidebooks, and other means to smooth the transition for a community when a local 
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base closes. In early BRAC years, OEA was often limited in what it could do based on DoD and 

other federal rules, which tended to be inconsistent and often unhelpful to communities. Delays, 

red tape, conditions on grant moneys, and other obstacles sometimes hindered OEA from 

accomplishing tangible and timely redevelopment assistance (United States Congress, 1995). 

Community Assistance 

     In 1993, President Clinton issued a Presidential Directive, the President’s Five Part Plan for 

Revitalizing Base Closure Communities. It was aimed at assisting communities to recover from 

the economic problems resulting from local base closures (Office of the President, 1993). This 

directive provided impetus for many of the innovations described in the closure section, and 

others of value to communities in base redevelopment. BRAC Commissions in 1993 and 1995 

were to consider the military value of a base and the potential economic impacts on the local 

community due to potential redevelopment opportunities with equal weight. Previous BRAC 

Commissions in 1988 and 1991 had to consider community impact, but it was a lesser 

consideration than military value. In 1993 and 1995, some potentially tricky redevelopment 

problems were averted by not selecting for closure certain bases where economic problems were 

anticipated, while other communities where bases did close were afforded higher quality 

assistance by OEA (BRAC, 1995). Additional new rules starting in 1993 were homeless shelters 

included in BRAC base reuse planning, and surplus government property, such as furniture, 

could be given to the LRA (instead of being sold to the public) in order to speed up and reduce 

the cost of the reuse process. Additionally, no-cost conveyance of land to local communities was 

initiated in certain cases, as discussed earlier. Interim leases allowed creation of jobs prior to a 

Finding of Suitability to Transfer (FOST) decision being made subsequent to environmental 

cleanup (BRAC, 1993; GAO, 1998b; GAO, 1998c). 
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Local Reuse Authority (LRA) and Base Reuse Plans 

     Local governments join with other local groups, sometimes with regional governmental 

bodies, and with other interested parties, forming an LRA. One of the primary functions of the 

LRA is to complete and submit a combined EIS and Base Reuse Plan as part of the BRAC 

Process. The Base Reuse Plan is the result of a lengthy effort including public meetings and 

debate, and becomes the blueprint for redevelopment. Official guidelines for Base Reuse Plans 

have evolved during the BRAC years, and were published in 1995 by DoD as the Base Reuse 

Implementation Manual (BRIM) (DoD BRIM, 1995; Meadows, 1997). Once the LRA agrees on 

community needs and formulates a plan, it is submitted to both EPA and DoD. EPA reviews the 

EIS while DoD reviews the Base Reuse Plan, and upon approval environmental restoration 

intensifies and redevelopment can begin. 

     A common thread in redevelopment planning is to attempt to balance the former economic 

impact of the closing base on the local economy with new economic activity. The base 

redevelopment process involves the turnover of the base to the LRA or sales to a private party, 

but the LRA has first priority. Few city and other local governments balk at the opportunity to 

acquire property cheaply, often at no cost, which has often become prime real estate over time. 

This explains why the LRA is almost always the recipient of the property (DoD BRIM, 1995a; 

Thomas et al., 1999; Bradshaw, 1999).   

Cutting Red Tape 

     In 1988, during the first BRAC round, there was confusion concerning what rules were to be 

followed in the development of reuse plans by communities, and property transfers to 

communities by DoD. The existing rules were rather old, including the Federal Property and 

Administrative Services Act of 1949 and the Surplus Property Act of 1944. Under the 1944 and 
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1949 Acts, federal authority was shared among the General Services Administration and DoD 

and tended to be confusing and mired in bureaucracy. Passage of Title XXIX of the National 

Defense Authorization Act in 1994 (Public Law 103-160) included provisions for BRAC 

property transfer. The 1994 rules streamline federal authority for reuse planning and property 

transfer action under DoD alone, and provides a way for the community to request a no-cost 

Economic Development Conveyance of property. The new rules were incorporated into the Base 

Reuse Implementation Manual (BRIM), which is distributed to and followed by, all essential 

personnel in the BRAC process (DoD BRIM 1995a).   

Appropriateness of the Base Reuse Plan 

     Base reuse planning attempts to establish a measure of appropriateness of the plan to the site 

and situation of the property and to community needs. What is designed into the Base Reuse Plan 

and ultimately becomes reality could spell the difference between economic success or failure 

for the community. Further, a plan designed for maximizing the tax base may be inappropriate if 

there is no regional park for 20 miles in any direction and the property is predominantly open 

space. On the other hand, a base in a rural area with plenty of open space surrounding it may be a 

prime location for a new regional airport, especially if the base that is closing was an air base 

with millions of dollars worth of reusable hangers and runways. Another possible outcome of 

reuse is that the same forces of unchecked growth common to urban areas in the U.S. will 

continue. Through greed/maximization of profit, the base could be parceled into as many units as 

can be created, with the end result more of the same concrete jungle of urban sprawl. Base reuse 

planning is supposed to incorporate the somewhat murky concept of “best and highest use” of 

the property, which can be interpreted as the greatest good for the greatest number of citizens, 

perhaps, or as the highest level of profit and/or tax revenue that can be generated. 
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     Realistically, the above outcomes represent different ends of the spectrum, and a more likely 

outcome is somewhere in the middle. Due to oversight, public meetings, reuse plan reviews, and 

other methods, the resulting plan of what to do with a closed base should result in a larger ratio 

of open space and park land to development, contributing to a more sustainable redevelopment 

plan. Considerable attention has been given this aspect of base redevelopment in the literature 

(Katz, 1994; Simonds, 1994; DoD BRIM, 1995; Urban Land, 1997b; Youth, 1999). 

     Some of the specific issues faced in base reuse plan formulation are discussed below: 

Mixed-Use Reuse Plans. Often, a single-use reuse plan cannot be agreed upon because of public 

debate, and strong disagreement among the LRA itself. What often emerges is a mixed-use plan, 

consisting of multiple functions on various parcels. Mixed-use plans have the advantage of 

satisfying multiple constituents in order to reach agreement, and providing for community needs 

when several functions are required. Often, mixed-use plans can also take advantage of the 

existing buildings and other infrastructure on the base, eliminating a lengthy and costly 

redevelopment phase. One of the early successes in BRAC mixed-use development was Lowry 

Air Force Base in Colorado, which contains both high and low density residential development, 

industrial and commercial zones, as well as open space and parks, all master-planned and fitted 

skillfully into the available space. Another achievement at Lowry was that the plan meshed 

perfectly with the areas surrounding the former base, including traffic flows and other details 

sometimes overlooked (Meadows, 1997). Thrall (2002) cautions that one potential problem with 

mixed-use development planning is that it can be complex. Additional care must be taken to 

ensure complete success. 

Open Space. Public debate often rages over what to do with a closed base, and much of this 

debate focuses on open space and parkland. A common thread of reuse plans is at least 25% of 
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the land is usually reserved as open space and parks. This may not always be possible, and is 

reviewed on a case-by-case basis (DoD BRIM, 1995b). One aspect of the open space question is 

how much open space already surrounds the base. Another question concerns the nature of the 

open space existing on the base, including biota, ecosystem health, endangered species habitat, 

and other issues that are detailed in the EIS portion of the Base Reuse Plan. A potential problem 

to be considered if an entire base is slated to become open space is tax revenue and whether the 

local area needs more open space, more tax revenue, or both.    

     Base redevelopment can represent an opportunity to correct an imbalance between the built 

environment and open space/park land. Many urban areas are almost completely built out, with 

little indication that any thought was given to the setting aside of land for parks, buffer zones, 

public sports fields, wildlife corridors, or any other type of open space. Several former military 

bases have been designated, at least in part, as National Wildlife Refuges (Audubon, 1995; 

Benton, 1995; Gerhardt, 1988; Grizzle, 1993; Youth, 1999). Others have been found to be 

nesting areas for bald eagles and other endangered or threatened species (Williams, 1999). Bases 

near the ocean are often some of the few areas in the region where remaining estuaries and 

wetlands are left undeveloped (Biondo, 1997). In recent years these have been found to be 

important breeding sites for a variety of economically important shellfish and other species, as 

well as provide a cleaning and filtering action on the local shore area (Grizzle, 1993). An 

example of a military base set amid a rapidly urbanizing area is Seal Beach Naval Weapons 

Station in southern California. The base has become a National Wildlife Refuge, and is one of 

the few remaining areas in coastal southern California not overcome with congestion and urban 

sprawl, providing rich habitat for local species with few other places to go (Audubon, 1995; 

Burrel, 1982; Gerhadt, 1998; Grizzle, 1993; Marden, 1991; Simonds, 1994; Williams, 1999). In 
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cases such as this, the closure of a local military base can be the perfect solution to the open 

space dilemma. Because activity on a military base is usually concentrated in only a few small 

portions, and past pollution was also concentrated in these same areas, much of the base is able 

to be transferred to the local community soon after closure, and can be turned into parkland. One 

example of this situation was an outlying (emergency) landing field (OLF) located in urban 

Orange County, California to serve El Toro Marine Corps Air Station and Los Alamitos Naval 

Air Station. The OLF had outlived its usefulness because the runways were too short for modern 

aircraft, and is now Mile Square Park in the City of Fountain Valley. 

     There is a relatively recent trend in the federal government to manage federal lands by 

ecoregion (Bailey, 1998; Biondo, 1997). In the case of the U.S. Forest Service, geographer 

Robert Bailey has revolutionized the U.S. government approach to land management. In the case 

of former military bases, depending upon the local ecoregion, more or less open space may be 

required than the 25% rule of thumb. Additional evidence of a concern for land management by 

ecoregion is provided by Biondo (1997), in a case study of Eglin Air Force Base in west Florida.    

Historic Buildings and Archeological Sites. Many bases contain historic buildings, museums, 

cemeteries, and other features of special value to the local area, region, and country as a whole. 

One example is the Presidio of San Francisco. It was ordered closed by the BRAC 1988 

Commission, and was the largest military base within city limits in the U.S. prior to closure in 

1994. A beautiful, historic base directly on the San Francisco side of the Golden Gate Bridge, it 

bordered on parkland and was used mainly as a rest and relaxation spot. The Presidio has been 

acquired by the National Park Service and connected to the existing parkland nearby, while 

renovation of historic buildings has begun. The historic value of buildings and other human 

artifacts on bases often comes to light during the creation of the EIS/Base Reuse Plan. In other 
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cases, artifacts are discovered when buildings are demolished or earth moved as a part of 

environmental restoration and re-development (Benton, 1997; California Trade and Commerce 

Agency, 1999; Matsuoka, 1997; Marden, 1991; National Parks, 1991,1994; Ordano, 1993; 

Smith-Heimer and Shiver, 1996). 

Industrial Reuse Plans. Bases that performed industrial processes are often reused to perform a 

similar, civilian process. This approach is attractive because of the high value equipment, 

buildings, and milieu of highly trained, specialized people in the immediate area who had 

worked at the base. Abandoned industrial bases share common issues and problems involved 

with the reuse of Department of Energy Weapons Laboratories (Fritch, et al., 1998), and civilian 

defense contractor plants (Dumas, 1982, 1993). Harmful materials and hazardous waste may 

have accumulated over a period of decades, so reuse of such bases might include a long lag time 

for environmental restoration.     

     Often the military industrial process did not take into account economic realities necessary to 

a civilian firm, such as distances to potential markets, proximity of raw materials/suppliers, and 

the commuting time for potential employees. The best use of the facility from an infrastructure 

point of view may not translate into best use from an industrial location viewpoint. One solution 

to this problem has been the use of Privatization-in-Place (PIP) of industrial bases upon closure. 

This involves the replacement of military and federal civilian employees by a private company to 

run the plant and produce the same products for consumption by the military. In theory, many of 

the federal civilians could retire or resign one day and go to work at the same plant the next. In 

one respect, this solves problems associated with the production and marketing of a new product, 

and with staffing. A problem with many Air Force and Army PIP schemes is that the base was 

originally selected for closure because of excess industrial capacity in addition to excess base 
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infrastructure. While it can be argued that PIP provides local jobs and can often provide products 

to the military cheaper than had been produced earlier, often these products are not needed given 

the industrial capacity retained elsewhere (Braman, 1997; Garcia, 1996; Lee, 2001; McClemore, 

2001; Pidgeon, 1996; GAO, 1999; Weiss, 1995). 

Airports. Airports are the most common reuse of military bases. One reason is that it is expensive 

to build an airport, so when an air base closes, communities often seize the opportunity to 

convert the military airfield. Bases reused under mixed-use plans often include airports as one of 

the uses, further increasing the popularity of this reuse. 

State of the Literature 

     There has been a perception among earlier authors on the topic of military base closure that 

there has not been a large response from the academic community to study the various aspects of 

military base closure. This perception was stated as fact in the introduction of several academic 

works (Burrell, 1982; Bradshaw, 1999; Warf, 1997). Inspection of references for these and other 

papers reveals that each academic discipline is tending to cite earlier research performed by 

others in the same discipline. Literature reviews based upon references cited from a single 

discipline perhaps leads other researchers to assume less work has been done on the topic than is 

actually the case, and the literature becomes segmented among many academic disciplines. 

Academic literature has been published on BRAC in political science, geography, economics, 

urban planning, military science, naval science, public administration, environmental science, 

environmental management, environmental engineering, urban and regional development, civil 

engineering, law, business, logistics management, peace studies, social science, and resource 

development. To date, the discipline of political science has published the most literature on the 

BRAC process, mostly concerning the Commission process and decision-making. One reason for 
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less attention being given redevelopment is that redevelopment is currently in progress, and 

research papers are forthcoming. 

     BRAC is by nature a multi-faceted issue, involving spatial factors, political situations, 

economic issues, social concerns, environmental problems, military related topics, urban and 

rural planning, and others. However, a limited scope of work is often found in work addressing 

BRAC. One likely reason is because accurate and consistent data concerning bases, BRAC, 

property transfers and other facts and figures has been difficult to obtain. Each military service 

generates data based on different standards, which are different than the DoD standards they 

report to. GAO has consistently reported that they cannot sort through DoD data in sufficient 

detail to properly analyze it. Therefore, academic researchers have chosen to contribute to the 

literature on a local level, such as a case study, or a specific segment of the process, such as the 

closure decision. A result of this specialization and limited scope is that a sense of the entire 

process is never achieved in the literature, further hampered by the tendency for multi-

disciplinary coverage of the problem independently without a true interdisciplinary approach that 

seeks to bring together the various facets of the topic in a holistic way.  

     Often, misleading and incorrect statistics are repeated in the media and other sources, which 

find their way into the literature. One example is the number of bases closed by BRAC. 

Sometimes a figure is used that includes only three out of the four BRAC decision years to date. 

Stories on BRAC often mix up major and minor bases, and/or mix up closures with 

realignments. A recent newspaper article (McClemore, 2004) states that ten major bases closed 

in Texas under BRAC. This is not true. Of the three bases mentioned specifically in the article, 

two did not close (Kelly AFB was officially a realignment, and Carswell AFB was renamed 

NAS/JRB Fort Worth). False, but oft-repeated, statistics concern the number of major bases 
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closed nationwide: while BRAC did select 97 major bases for closure, only 92 of these bases 

really did close. This factor is discussed in more detail later in this paper.   

     One of the negative outcomes resulting from the current state of the literature has been the 

wild claims concerning dire consequences of base closure by politicians and the media, which 

seem to have been accepted in the minds of the general public because they have never been 

challenged and alternative data effectively disseminated by academia. This has been to the 

detriment of an orderly base closure process, and sound base reuse planning. Instead, the public 

and BRAC actors should have reliable data on BRAC in order to better understand such 

important factors as community impacts resulting from the BRAC process. 

Conclusion 

     The BRAC process was created due to an imbalance between base infrastructure and DoD 

missions. A commission was deemed necessary in order to remove as much politics from the 

process. In the early years, lessons were learned that have proven useful in improving the 

process. Politics were (and are) an integral part of the BRAC process, despite original intentions, 

but the process has become more equitable over time. DoD did not earn as much money from the 

sales of BRAC property and buildings as originally projected, but this loss to DoD was offset 

somewhat by the annual maintenance expenses that were in fact saved, totaling about $6 billion 

per year. Communities benefited from conveyances of property from DoD, and some studies 

have shown that bases can be reused and jobs created on the former bases. Despite the evidence, 

however, public perceptions still equate base closure with negative outcomes. Therefore, more 

research is needed to study the effects of base closures and subsequent redevelopment in order to 

separate reality from perception, and to provide an overall view of BRAC community impacts.  
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CHAPTER 3 
 

METHODOLOGY 
 
     This chapter focuses on the data as well as methods that make use of the data for analytical 

techniques in Chapter 4, and methods for comparative case study analysis in Chapter 5. Data was 

not easily obtained, a problem that has plagued earlier BRAC research. Therefore, methods for 

the development of a BRAC database are described in detail. Descriptive statistics derived from 

this database are used to gain a sense of the national and regional character of BRAC bases and 

their location, functions, personnel, size, and other attributes. From this database, an individual 

base can be compared to national averages for the first time, as well as regional statistics 

tabulated, information by BRAC decision year, branch of service, and many other details not 

possible in earlier work. Therefore, the database lays the groundwork for Chapter 4, which 

analyses major military bases and BRAC closures at the national and regional scales, and 

functions that relate to community impacts and local outcomes, such as jobs lost due to closures 

and new jobs created due to new economic activity. Because environmental restoration (clean-

up) represents a barrier to redevelopment, restoration cost and time factors are explored next. A 

multi-regression analysis explores the possibility of a connection between various base attributes 

and environmental restoration times. Property transfer from federal to local authority is analyzed 

for a sample of closures from Navy data, and new jobs data are analyzed from a pair of earlier 

studies. 

     Chapter 5 is designed as a qualitative analysis to augment the statistical treatment in Chapter 

4, using three sets of two comparative case studies. These highlight factors that can complicate 

outcomes, and the actions of local individuals and groups important to the understanding of the 

BRAC process, but cannot be predicted or understood using quantitative methods alone.    
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Data 

     No single source of data exists that provides comprehensive, consistent and accurate coverage 

of all BRAC bases and their attributes. To develop a comprehensive data set, a four-part 

procedure was developed to accurately record data for each closing base as well as bases 

remaining open (Table 3.1).  

Step One 

     The first step was to consult BRAC Reports to the President from 1988, 1991, 1993, and 

1995. Each report was written by a different Commission, so there are slight differences in 

content, with each giving more data, culminating with the 1995 Report, which includes data for 

all four BRAC years. BRAC reports include lists of bases selected for closure by service branch, 

whether a base is a major or minor installation, closure decision rationale, and the functional type 

of base (such as a shipyard). From this source, a rudimentary database was constructed.   

Table 3.1  Data Attributes and Sources 

Attribute Sources 
Years Open www.globalsecurity.org; Base Histories and Directories
Acres DERP Reports, BRAC Reports, Base Structure Reports 
Jobs Lost from Closure BRAC Reports, OEA, GAO, Base Structure Reports 
New Jobs from Reuse OEA Reports, GAO Reports 
Service Branch BRAC Reports 
BRAC Decision Year BRAC Reports 
Base Closure Date OEA Reports, GAO Reports, DERP Reports 
Base Functional Type BRAC Reports 
Restoration Costs, Times DERP Reports 
NPL Listing DERP Reports 
Building Square Footage Base Structure Reports 
Reuse Functional Type OEA Reports, GAO Reports 
Property Transfer www.navfac.navy.mil 
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 Step two 

     Since there are numerous inconsistencies and errors in the BRAC reports, many the result of 

events taking place after the BRAC report was published, the second step in database 

development was to check the accuracy and reliability of the data provided for each base by 

examining other governmental documents. Individual Members of Congress representing 

districts where a base was closing would often question the BRAC figures and request that the 

General Accounting Office (GAO) investigate BRAC’s closure decisions, rankings, calculations, 

or other manipulations of data. The resulting GAO Reports1 provided a more accurate estimate of 

which bases actually closed, realigned or, in some cases, relocated in the immediate area.  

     Base Structure Reports, published annually by the Department of Defense (DoD), also 

provided a check on whether the base should be classified as a major or minor base. The 

different services classify bases as major or minor in terms of “mission” rather than the BRAC 

definition of 300 civilian personnel. In some cases, BRAC apparently did not check whether the 

300 civilian personnel or the “mission” definition was used to classify the base, and in other 

cases actual numbers of civilians present was used instead of authorized numbers, military and 

civilian personnel were combined, or contractor personnel were added to lists of civilian 

personnel. Bases in this study conform to the 300 authorized civilian personnel BRAC definition. 

Those that did not, or for other reasons did not qualify as a major BRAC closure, were omitted 

from the study2. This resulted in a reduction from 97 to 92 the number of bases examined in this 

thesis. Additional DoD sources were used3 as well as other federal sources4 to check individual 

bases not listed in the Base Structure Reports or where some attributes were missing.  

     Other federal sources provided data for several attributes. Environmental clean-up costs were 

accessed from GAO reports (GAO 1995a, 1996a, 1996c, 1998d, 2001c), and the annual Defense 
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Environmental Restoration Program (DERP) reports. Bureau of the Census data was consulted to 

determine if a base was in a rural or urban area. The GAO provided data on numbers of new jobs 

created (GAO, 2002a) and base closure dates (GAO, 1994, 1995f, 1996b, 1998c, 2001d, 2002a). 

The Office of Economic Adjustment (DoD, 1999a) provided additional employment data for 

new civilians jobs created after base redevelopment.   

Step Three 

     Third in the database development process was a check on BRAC data provided through a 

series of non-governmental sources, including Bonn International Center for Conversion (1996), 

State web sites (State of California, State of Texas), Congressional journals (Congressional 

Quarterly), academic literature5, and popular literature6. These multiple sources provided 

additional data, identified other errors in the BRAC reports, explained the reasons for the errors 

and provided corrected data. Congressional Quarterly revealed the name and political party of 

the Representative in each BRAC base District at the time of the closure decision. Finally, the 

academic literature on BRAC closures was reexamined. Every thesis, dissertation, and academic 

article that had been gathered for the literature review were used to further check data already 

obtained and to obtain additional references. Finally, the popular literature was consulted to 

check the timeline from BRAC decisions to base closures.  

Step Four 

     The fourth stage of the process was a final check on numbers, and filling in blanks in the 

database of 92 bases where no written source could be found. In some cases, interviews and 

personal communications (Love, 1999; Grooms, 2000; Ingram, 2001; Fressilli, 2000; Lasseter, 

2001; Clemons, 1999; Williamson, 2001) cleared up problems, and 17 base visits7 were 

conducted, providing ground truth. Interviews/personal communications were conducted in a 
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non-formal manner, with questions relative to specific local data problems. Often, when one 

person could not answer a question, they obtained an answer for me from others.  

Chapter 4 Methods 

     Bases were initially classified into 13 functional types that were then reduced to five for ease 

of analysis (Table 3.2). The first category was defined as airports, consisting of active and  

reserve Air Force Bases and Naval/Marine Corps Air Stations. A second category, industrial, 

included depots, rework facilities, shipyards, weapons stations, technical centers, and certain 

Table 3.2  Compression of Base Functional Types From 13 to 5 Categories 

Original New 
Active Air Bases Airports 
Training Air Bases Airports 
Reserve Air Bases Airports 
Repair Depots Industrial/Depots 

Army Ammunition Depots Industrial/Depots 
Logistics/Storage Depots Industrial/Depots 
Army/Reserve Training Bases Reserves/Infantry/FieldTraining 
Army Infantry Bases Reserves/Infantry/FieldTraining 
Administrative/Classroom Training Support Bases 
Hospital/Medical Center Support Bases 
Intelligence/Communications Support Bases 
Naval Stations Seaports 
Army Military Ocean Terminals Seaports 

 

supply depots where industrial processes occurred, followed by a third category, support, which 

includes hospitals, administrative bases, communications and intelligence. Training, consisting 

of reserve and active non-aviation training facilities constituted a fourth category. The final 

category, seaports, included Naval Stations and Army Military Ocean Terminals.   

     To determine how new economic activity has offset jobs lost due to base closures, data on 

new jobs was extracted from an Office of Economic Adjustment (OEA) study of 77 bases (OEA, 
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1999) and from a similar study of 81 bases undertaken by the GAO (GAO-02-433, 2002). Nine 

bases in the OEA study were either minor bases or realignments and were deleted for this 

analysis, leaving 68. In the OEA study, the GAO study, or both, new jobs are combined for 

separate bases that were co-located. For example, new jobs for Long Beach Naval Station are 

combined with new jobs for Long Beach Naval Shipyard and Long Beach Naval Hospital under 

a single category called Long Beach Naval Complex. When combined bases are removed from 

the sample, 54 bases remain that are common to both OEA and GAO studies, forming the sample 

used in the analysis of new jobs. New jobs are categorized by functional type of base reuse, 

BRAC decision year, and urban versus rural location. Functional type of reuse (Table 3.3) is 

compared to new jobs created in order to determine if different types of reuse result in more or 

less job creation. New jobs are categorized by BRAC decision year in order to demonstrate that 

many years beyond closure have been required to create substantial numbers of jobs at most 

former bases. Urban base closure communities are compared to rural ones to determine 

differences in job creation at urban versus rural locations. 

Table 3.3  Base Reuse Functional Type Classification 

Category Uses 
Mixed Multiple uses on a single site, such as residential, commercial, industrial, 

aviation, retail, open space 
Aviation Civilian airports 
Industrial Civilian shipyards; Aircraft maintenance; Privatization in Place 
Retained Federal airports; Retained by DoD for training, reserves, Defense Finance 

and Accounting Service; Parkland retained by National Park Service, 
Retained by Fish and Wildlife Service for preserves 

Education College; University; Secondary School; Vocational Training 
Seaport Civilian seaports 
Other Sports Stadium; Prison; Office Park 

 

     Environmental Restoration was quantified in terms of cost and time to clean-up major BRAC 

bases. The National Priorities List (NPL) and its role in restoration is described and calculated. 
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Listing on the NPL is significant because it indicates extensive environmental degradation, and 

the site is therefore given a high priority and funding level in order to remediate the 

contamination. Multiple-regression analysis is used to determine if there are any connections 

between environmental restoration times and various base attributes. Base size, military and 

civilian base population, time in operation, whether or not the base is on the NPL, restoration 

costs, functional type of base, and building square footage will be independent variables, in an 

effort to determine the effect of these attributes on environmental restoration times.   

     Property transfer data obtained for a sample of 38 Navy and Marine Corps BRAC bases 

indicates the acreage transferred to various categories of land recipients in the public and private 

sector and the method by which the property was transferred. This analysis is intended to verify 

that communities are being afforded property conveyance as a result of 1993 BRAC rules.   

Chapter 5 Methods 

     While empirical data is important to understanding and evaluating BRAC, community 

impacts are often the result of additional factors that are not apparent through macro-level 

analysis. Chapter 5 utilizes three sets of comparative case studies to highlight communities and 

the problems and prospects they face as the result of local BRAC base closures. The case studies 

were: Austin, Texas (Bergstrom Air Force Base) and Orange County, California (El Toro Marine 

Corps Air Station); Bee County, Texas (Chase Field Naval Air Station), and Kleberg County, 

Texas (Kingsville Naval Air Station); Dallas Naval Air Station and Carswell Air Force Base, 

both in the Dallas-Fort Worth, Texas Metropolitan Area. All three sets of case studies were 

former airports, and were selected for three reasons. First, airports were the most common 

functional base type closed during the BRAC era and the most common functional type of 

civilian reuse of former bases, as well as a constituent of many mixed-use reuse plans. Second, 
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all six bases were accessible to the author. Third, the bases selected were good subjects for 

comparative case studies not only because they highlight the most common type of base closed 

and redevelopment type, but also because their individual cases illuminate particular features of 

the process that may cause different outcomes even amongst bases of the same type.   

     The Austin, Texas and Orange County, California case studies highlight communities facing 

similar needs in addition to similar BRAC base closure situations, yet different outcomes result 

due to the involvement of various local actors in the reuse process. The Dallas/Ft. Worth cases 

highlight a situation where two local bases faced closure, and various actors led to a faulty 

decision BRAC decision, only to be overturned later. Also highlighted in these cases is 

combining elements and functions from different bases into one joint-service base, better 

utilizing resources and sharing support services. Bee and Kleberg Counties in South Texas serve 

to address the impact of a BRAC base closure on a rural area, and to measure this impact against 

a similar community that did not experience a closure. Kleberg County did not experience a base 

closure, and acts as a control for national and regional economic impacts other than a local base 

closure. Kleberg County is the site of a similarly rural base that did not close under BRAC, and 

took over the mission, though reduced, from the closed base in Bee County. 

     In the case of rural communities, the impact of a base is large enough so that employment 

patterns are discernable in economic census data, not easily seen where bases are within large 

metro areas. In rural areas, economic data can be a valuable tool for measuring employment 

before and after a base closure in a comparative analysis.  

Conclusion 

     This chapter described the processes by which the data were collected. A national database 

was constructed from a variety of GAO, DoD and OEA sources, supplemented by previously 
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published research. Chapters 4 and 5 analyze BRAC through a combination of methods. Chapter 

4 describes and analyses the BRAC process in terms of the national distribution of closures with 

an emphasis on the overall community impact using quantitative methods. Chapter 5 builds on 

this analysis using the qualitative technique of comparative case studies that are designed to 

emphasize selected outcomes, problems, and attributes that were not apparent from a quantitative 

approach. In addition, the comparative study cases were selected to highlight the role of local 

context in the BRAC process. 
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CHAPTER 4 
 

 QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS 
 

 
     This chapter opens with a description and analysis of the spatial distribution of major 

domestic military bases in 1988, prior to the first Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC) base 

closure decisions. Second, major BRAC base closures are dissected spatially and functionally 

both nationally and by region, using attributes including acreage, location, jobs lost, functional 

type of base, military service, year of BRAC closure decision, and elapsed time to close. Third, 

environmental restoration is considered, primarily because this function bridges the gap between 

base closure and reuse, and is the main source of problems faced by communities as they attempt 

to redevelop and reuse former BRAC bases. Fourth, redevelopment and reuse are considered, 

with a main goal to answer questions on how the BRAC closure process affected communities, 

and the rate of community economic recovery using the measures of new jobs created, rural 

versus urban location, and functional type of reuse. 

Geographic Distribution of Pre-BRAC Bases 

     About 485 major military bases existed in the United States and territories of Guam and 

Puerto Rico in 1988 (DoD, 1998). See Fig. 4.1 and Table 4.1. The geographic pattern displays 

five major characteristics. First, except for a few regional clusters, military bases are spread 

relatively evenly throughout the nation. This pattern reflects the opening of large numbers of 

bases before and during World War II that were designed to train thousands of men for wartime 

service. Second, the geographic distribution of bases in the U.S. reflects a south and west bias. 

Regionally, the South had the most bases in 1988 with 222. Of these, 68 percent are in the South-

Atlantic Sub-Region, including a large cluster of bases that surrounds the Washington D.C. area. 

However, California had 79 bases, the largest number. Both of these concentrations contribute to 
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the south and west bias corresponding roughly to the sunbelt region: where year-round training 

can be carried out, quality of life is perceived to be higher, ice-free coastal locations for national 

perimeter defense and quick deployment are available, and suppliers and defense prime 

contractors are in close proximity (Markusen, 1991). Third, bases are concentrated in coastal 

areas because of the needs of Navy ports, shipyards, fleet air bases and associated maintenance 

and support facilities and the similar needs of the Marine Corps. Fourth, there are few bases   

 

 
Figure 4.1 Major Military Bases Open 88 W hin th . and ories 
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Table ajor Militar ase ntin by Re nd S

REGION or Sub-Region 
Sta ry 

1988 
B
Open 

BRAC
B s 
Closed 

 4.1 M y B  Accou g gion a tate 

te or Territo
ases 

Percent 
of Total 

Open 
ase

Percent 
of Total 
Closed 

Percent 
of 1988 
Closed 

WEST REGION 142 29.28% 33 35.87% 23.24% 
Pacific 107 22.06% 28 30.43% 26.17% 
Alaska 5 1.03% 1 1.09% 20.00% 
Hawaii 12 2.47% 1 1.09% 8.33% 

California 71 14.64% 23 25.00% 32.39% 
Oregon 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0.00% 

Washington 14 2.89% 1 1.09% 7.14% 
Guam 5 1.03% 2 2.17% 40.00% 

Mountain 35 7.22% 5 5.43% 14.29% 
Montana 1 0.21% 0 0.00% 0.00% 

Idaho 2 0.41% 0 0.00% 0.00% 
Wyoming 2 0.41% 0 0.00% 0.00% 
Nevada 2 0.41% 0 0.00% 0.00% 

Utah 7 1.44% 2 2.17% 28.57% 
Colorado 10 2.06% 2 2.17% 20.00% 
Arizona 7 1.44% 1 1.09% 14.29% 

New Mexico  4 0.82% 0 0.00% 0.00% 
MIDWEST REGION 64 13.20% 15 16.30% 23.44% 
West North Central 21 4.33% 1 1.09% 4.76% 

North Dakota 2 0.41% 0 0.00% 0.00% 
South Dakota 1 0.21% 0 0.00% % 0.00

Nebraska 4 0.82% 0 0.00% 0.00% 
Kansas 4 0.82% 0 0.00%  0.00%

Missouri 8 1.65% 1 1.09% % 12.50
Iowa 1 0.21% 0 0.00% % 0.00

Minnesota 1   0.21% 0 0.00% 0.00%
East N l 4orth Centra 3 8.87% 14 15.22% 32.56% 

Illinois 14 2.89% 5 5.43% % 35.71
Indiana 8 1.65% 4 4.35% % 50.00
Ohio 1  % 1 2.27% 3 3.26% 27.27

Michigan 9  % 1.86% 2 2.17% 22.22
Wisconsin 1   0.21% 0 0.00% 0.00%

NORTHEAST REGION 57 11.75% 16 17.39% 28.07% 
N 14 2.89% 5 5.43% 35.71ew England % 

Maine 2  % 0.41% 1 1.09% 50.00
Vermont 0  % 0.00% 0 0.00% 0.00

Rho   de Island 2 0.41% 0 0.00% 0.00%
Connecticut 1 0.21% 0 0.00% % 0.00

Ne  % w Hampshire 2 0.41% 1 1.09% 50.00
M  % assachusetts 7 1.44% 3 3.26% 42.86

Middle Atlantic 43 8.87% 11 11.96% 25.58% 
New  %  York 11 2.27% 5 5.43% 45.45
Ne  % w Jersey 8 1.65% 1 1.09% 12.50

Penn  % sylvania 24 4.95% 5 5.43% 20.83
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Table 4.1 (Continued) 

REGION or Sub-Region 
State or Territory 

Bases
1988 
Open 

Percent 
of Total 

Open 

BRAC
Bases 
Closed

Percent 
of Total 
Closed 

Percent 
of 1988 
Closed 

SOUTH REGION 222 45.77% 28 30.43% 12.61% 
West South Central 41 8.45% 8 8.70% 19.51% 

Texas 25 5.15% 5 5.43% 20.00% 
Oklahoma 6 1.24% 0 0.00% 0.00% 
Louisiana 5 1.03% 1 1.09% 20.00% 
Arkansas 5 1.03% 2 2.17% 40.00% 

East South Central 30 6.19% 5 5.43% 16.67% 
Kentucky 7 1.44% 2 2.17% 28.57% 
Tennessee 3 0.62% 1 1.09% 33.33% 
Mississippi 9 1.86% 0 0.00% 0.00% 
Alabama 11 2.27% 2 2.17% 18.18% 

South Atlantic 151 31.13% 15 16.30% 9.93% 
West Virginia 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0.00% 

Virginia 55 11.34% 4 4.35% 7.27% 
Delaware 1 0.21% 0 0.00% 0.00% 
Maryland 20 4.12% 4 4.35% 20.00% 

Washington D.C. 12 2.47% 0 0.00% 0.00% 
North Carolina 8 1.65% 0 0.00% 0.00% 
South Carolina 14 2.89% 3 3.26% 21.43% 

Georgia 13 2.68% 0 0.00% 0.00% 
Florida 26 5.36% 4 4.35% 15.38% 

Puerto Rico 2 0.41% 0 0.00% 0.00% 
TOTALS 485 100% 92 100% 18.97% 

Data Sources: 1998 DoD Report on Base Realignment and Closure; BRAC 
 Commission Reports to the President for 1988, 1991, 1993, 1995. 

 
located near both the Canadian and Mexican borders, indicating the friendship between our 

nations. Fifth, forward bases are located in Hawaii and U.S. territories on islands in the 

Caribbean Sea and Pacific Ocean to protect against attack and to provide staging points for 

global deployments in both peacetime and war. A minor characteristic of the distribution pattern 

is that bases tend to locate in or nearby urban areas to be close to suppliers, contractors, other 

civilian labor, sources of reserve manpower, and to provide recreation opportunities and higher 

quality of life for military personnel.  

Geographic Distribution of BRAC Base Closures 

     There are similarities in the pre-BRAC geographic distribution of bases and the distribution of 

bases selected by BRAC for closure. This would seem to be obvious, but considering the 

inefficiencies in the pre-existing pattern of bases, it indicates an attempt by BRAC Commissions 



to rationalize base distribution by spreading closures across the country in roughly the same ratio 

as the existing pattern, in an attempt to achieve an even distribution in what Sorenson (1998) 

characterizes this as “bureaucratic politics”. There are three reasons for this. First, political  

 
Figure 4.2  Geographic Distribution and Service Branch of Major BRAC Base Closures

 

realities would seem to indicate that wholesale abandonment of entire regions of the country 

would have ramifications including the possible refusal of the President and/or the Congress to 

approve the BRAC Commission recommendations. (There are exceptions to this argument, 

which will be covered in a subsequent paragraph). Second, negative local economic impacts 

were always a consideration in the selection of bases for BRAC closure, especially in 1993 

 

and 

1995. A more even distribution of closures would spread the economic impact more broadly and 
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not overly impact communities that were wholly dependent upon bases. Third, military reserve

personnel are needed in large numbers, and bases tend to locate nearby urban areas spread 

 

e 

is the 

ed to concentrate bases in some 

 

 

centrate forces in San Diego, Seattle, and Hawaii by combining the 

ase. Seven bases closed 

throughout the country to draw the numbers of reserve personnel needed, and to minimize the 

distance between the homes of reserves and their training/drilling locations to save travel funds. 

     Despite the tendency towards an even pattern, the actual closing pattern demonstrates som

concentration in a few areas. Sorenson (1998) provides some insight as to the reasons. One 

ability of particular geographic areas or constituencies to protect bases in their regions from 

closure, thus shifting a higher burden of closures elsewhere. Second, the Commission also 

attempted to increase the efficiency of the remaining bases that included the consolidation of 

functions previously conducted at individual bases. This tend

areas and cause large declines in others. The results of this uneven distribution of closures are 

evident in several states and regions (Table 4.1, Figure 4.2). 

     The three clusters of base closures in California, the Washington D.C. region, and the Ohio

Valley region reflect these attempts at function consolidation. Most of the California closures

were concentrated in the Los Angeles and San Francisco metropolitan areas, representing an 

effort by the Navy to con

existing forces at those locations with the units moved from locations in the San Francisco bay 

and Los Angeles areas. 

     Ten bases closed in the San Francisco area. The Navy, which closed eight bases, wanted to 

consolidate the fleet elsewhere because of the high cost of living in the San Francisco area and 

the higher variable housing allowance paid monthly to thousands of sailors. Two Army bases 

also closed here for similar reasons although the Presidio of San Francisco was closed primarily 

because it was perceived to be of more value as a historic site than as a b
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in the Los Angeles area. Two were part of the Navy’s consolidation, two Marine Corps aviati

consolidation, and three reflected Air Force consolidation. 

     In the Washington D.C. region, including parts of Maryland, Pennsylvania, Virginia, and

Delaware, many of the 11 bases that closed had previously been reduced to missions that c

be performed in a few buildings, and/or performed missions that could be more efficiently 

carried out when co-located with similar functions. In addition, several of these bases had 

on 

 

ould 

f 

st functions of the Naval Air Warfare Center base 

in Indianapolis shifted to C solidation of finance and 

 

8, 

rd, in New York City, operated from 1801 until 

 

suffered from encroachment and were seen as potential sources of income from the sale of 

valuable land. For example, Fort Holabird in Baltimore, Maryland, became an office park.          

     Fourteen bases were closed in a region loosely centered on the Ohio River Valley in the 

States of Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, and Kentucky. Primarily, this cluster represents consolidation o

industrial capacity, including two out of three Navy bases, four out of five Army bases, and two 

out of five Air Force Bases. For example, mo

alifornia. Other bases closed because of con

accounting functions, or training functions.  

Characteristics of Bases Closed by BRAC 

     Ninety-two major bases have closed as a result of the BRAC process (Table 4.1, Figure 4.2).

One of these bases had been open for only 5 years, and had another open for nearly 200 years, 

but most opened during WWII. For example, Naval Station, Mobile, Alabama opened in 198

and was selected for closure early in the BRAC process in order to consolidate Naval forces into 

fewer, larger, bases. Brooklyn Naval Shipya

partially closed in the 1970s, and served as an administrative support base prior to BRAC closure

decision in 1988 and base closure in 1995. 
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     Major BRAC closures involved a total land area of over 578,000 acres. Bases ranged in size 

from less than 10 acres, such as the Ontario Air Guard Facility in California, to over 75,000 acres 

at the Naval Air Facility, Adak, Alaska. Tustin Marine Corps Air Station and the Presidio of San 

Francisco, both in California, serve as examples of bases with acreage near the median bas

of approximately 1,500 acres. Similarly, numbers of base personnel ranged widely from less than 

50 to over 10,000, with the median being between 1,000 and 1,500. Personnel assigned to major 

BRAC bases totaled just over 450,000, which includes both federal civilians and military 

personnel (Table 4.2a). Roslin Air Guard Station in New York employed only 43 civilians, whil

several bases had less than 10 military personnel, su

e size 

e 

ch as Naval Surface Warfare Center, White 

tary 

of 

 

ses, 

les 

linois, and 

McClellan Air Force Bas eserve and active duty 

Oak Detachment, in Maryland. Conversely, Naval Station Charleston had over 20,000 mili

personnel assigned, albeit some were always deployed on ships. Just next door, the Charleston 

Naval Shipyard employed about 15,000 civilians.  

     Airports were the most common functional type of base closed, accounting for 39% 

closures (Table 4.2b). Airport closures ranged from Naval Air Station Barbers Point on the island

of Oahu, Hawaii, to Reese Air Force Base, Lubbock, Texas. In the cases of both of these ba

the assets once assigned here for active squadrons, reserves, or for training were either 

disestablished as part of the drawdown or were dispersed to other air stations so that DoD is left 

with fewer air bases that are more fully utilized. Second was the industrial functional type, 

accounting for 27% of closures. Industrial type bases include depot level maintenance on 

aircraft, ships, tanks, and includes ordnance stations and weapons facilities. Industrial examp

include Long Beach Naval Shipyard in California, Savanna Army Depot Activity in Il

e in California. Third, a category consisting of r
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training bases  Ord in C rnia,

account for 11% of closures, such as Mili  

2a B ase is

, such as Fort alifo  represented 13% of closures. Fourth, seaports 

tary Ocean Terminal Bayonne, New Jersey.

Table 4.  Major RAC B Character tics 

 Range 
Characteristic Mean Median Sum Min Max 
Ye 67 6ars Open 56 ,187 5 192 
Ac 6,287 1 578,381 .5 6,800 res 1,65 8 7
Mi 2,988 62 274,915  0,264 litary Personnel 1,4 1 2
Civ 47 176,791 43 2,100 ilian Personnel 1,922 1,1 1

 

2b  Major BRAC B  Functional Type By Military Service Table 4. ase

Functional Type Air Force Army Navy Totals 
Airports 24 0 12 36 
Industrial/Depots 2 10 13 25 
R /Treserves/Infantry aining 1 9 2 12 
Seaports 0 2 8 10 
Support 1 4  4 9 
Totals 28 25 39 92 

 

Table 4.2c  Major BRAC Bases by Year and Service Branch 

Service Branch 1988 1991 1993 1995 Totals 
Air Force 5 13 6 4 28 
Army  7 4 1 13 25 
Navy  2 8 20 9 39 
Totals 14 25 27 26 92 

   Note: Army data includes two DoD facilities in 1995
    one Marine Corps base in 1991 and one in 1993. 

.  Navy data includes 

 

al 

Army and the Navy closed a wider mix of functional types. 

Support bases were the least common functional type (10%), and included hospitals and other 

types of administrative and non-industrial support activities, such as Fitzsimmons Army Medic

Center in Colorado. Air base closures accounted for 86% of Air Force reductions, while both the 
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     Base closures varied by year, as did the mix of bases closed by service branch (Table 4.2c).  

BRAC 1988 closed only 14 major bases, increasing in the three succeeding BRAC years to an 

average of 26. Overall, the Na f major base closures. By 

e most closures in 1988 and 1995, the Air Force in 1991, and 

s. Direct job losses totaled 459,856. This breaks 

down to 274,9 t include 

secondary losses due to service, maintenance, supply, and construction contracts, local business, 

onomy. 

vy and Marine Corps absorbed 42% o

BRAC year, the Army absorbed th

the Navy/Marine Corps in 1993. 

Outcomes of Major BRAC Closures 

Military and Civilian Job Losses 

     Figure 4.3 indicates the military and civilian direct job losses through the closing of major 

bases over the course of the four BRAC round

15 military jobs and 176,791 civilian job losses. These numbers do no

and other ripple effects in the local ec

Figure 4.3  Civilian and Military Primary Job Losses by BRAC Year 
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Regional Distribution of Job Losses 

     Job losses were greatest in the Pacific region, followed by the South Atlantic (Table 4.3)

Together, these two regions account for 64% of all jobs lost. Not only were the largest num

bases closed in these two regions (together accounting for 47% of bases), on average Pacific an

South Atlantic bases had larger military and federal civilian populations. Somewhat mitigating 

Table 4.3 Regional Distribution of BRAC Job Losses 

. 

ber of 

d 

Median Sum Range Region Bases Mean
Pacific 28 6,993 4,088 195,793 22,758 
Mountain 5 5,315 4,212 26,574 14,774 
West North Central 1 768 768 768 0 
East North Central 14 3,219 3,253 45,064 7,408 
Middle Atlantic 11 4,046 2,174 44,502 20,152 
New England 5 3,661 4,201 18,304 7,821 
West South Central 8 3,354 3,405 26,829 5,423 
East South Central 5 4,458 2,311 22,292 13,850 
South Atlantic 15 6,674 4,151 100,109 27,992 

 

the large losses in

to say that cities isc and others were not 

affected by the closures, but that the local and regional econom d ough to 

bounce back fair l of m  j d th r s most often 

put to use quickly in ways that improved the co er the loss of 

 many jobs may not have been the case in some of the more northerly regions. 

 these regions was the size and strength of the regional economies. This is not 

 such as San Franc o, Oakland, Charleston, Orlando 

ies were iverse en

ly quickly from the oss ilitary obs, an e base ac eage wa

mmunity. This positive outcome aft

so

Distribution of Job Losses by Base Functional Type 

     Airports account for 41% of jobs lost by functional type, just slightly more than the 

proportion of airports closed. Training bases lost the second largest number of jobs because they 

tend to have large numbers of trainees, and while these personnel usually move on rather 

quickly, the average student population is a relatively constant large number. Seaports have the 

second largest mean jobs lost per closure, yet this number is abnormally low for two reasons. 
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Table 4.4  Distribution of Job Losses by Base Functional Type 

Functional Type Bases Mean Median Sum Range 
Airports 36 5,195 4,049 187,031 19,903 
Industrial 25 4,049 2,616 101,223 15,823 
Training/Reserves 12 8,988 7,671 107,850 22,845 
Support 10 2,155 2,486 21,547 3,762 
Seaports 9 6,954 2,265 62,584 27,544 

 

First, out of nine seaports two were Army military ocean terminals that had thousands fewer 

military personnel than the average Navy port. Secondly, several of the Navy ports were newly 

constructed as part of the Strategic Homeporting Plan and had not completely ramped up to full 

operation. For example, new ports in Mobile and Seattle-Tacoma together resulted in only 1,630 

lost jobs, while the closures of the major ports in Charleston and Long Beach resulted in the loss 

of over 47,000 jobs between them. Five out of six jobs lost at seaports were military positions, 

whose loss causes about two-thirds less negative economic impact than civilians. Industrial type 

bases, however, had 88% civilian workforces. This would appear to indicate a much greater 

economic impact on communities faced with the closure of an industrial base. However, there 

are factors that tend to reduce the impacts of industrial base closures on local communities below 

the predicted levels in almost every case.  

Factors Mitigating Job Losses 

     Several factors somewhat mitigate BRAC job losses, reducing negative impacts on 

communities. BRAC law developed by Congress did not take into account military job losses, 

only civilians. Military job loss is a lesser factor because military personnel are generally 

transferred to other bases upon closure, normally will return “home” to another locality upon 

discharge or retirement, and do not become part of local unemployment statistics.   
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Former military personnel that do stay in the local area often make that decision because of a job

offer or to use the G.I. Bill and return to school. Secondly, earlier studies have found that 

military personnel spend two-thirds less money, on average, than federal civilians in the local 

community. (See, for example, Dardia, et al., 1996). Therefore, military personnel job losses 

generally cause less negative economic impact on communities than the raw numbers may 

suggest simply because their positive effect on the economy was overestimated originally. 

     Combined military and civilian job losses are the most significant characteristic concerning 

potential community impact of a local base closure. The numbers of job losses, especially 

civilian job losses, are what the BRAC process uses to gauge the dividing point between a m

and minor base. Civilian job losses are also used as a measurement criterion for comparison to 

determine if base redevelopment and reuse is successful, because the number of new jobs created

through base reuse is compared to the number of civilian jobs lost at closure. 

     Federal Civilian

 

ajor 

 

 job losses are more damaging to the local economy than military job losses, 

 

 

t 

obs 

l as 

but less damaging than an equivalent number of jobs lost at a closed private sector business.  

Federal civilians are usually offered federal positions at other locations upon base closure, and

therefore do not contribute to local unemployment statistics or compete for local private-sector 

jobs. Federal civilians who do remain in the local area upon closure are often able to secure other

federal jobs locally as part of a seniority system, while others opt for regular or early retiremen

programs. Another reason local unemployment generally does not rise to high levels upon base 

closure is that both military and Federal civilian dependents (spouses and children) who had j

in the local area vacate those jobs when their family leaves the area upon base closure, thus 

opening up jobs to locals. Finally, new economic activity at a former base creates new jobs and 

contributes to a healthy community. This last factor can vary due to site and situation, as wel
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due to the quality and timeliness of base reuse planning, base closure delays, and delays in 

property transfer. 

     Industrial bases are often cited as representing potential doom to the local economy upon 

closure, due to the large proportion of civilian job losses. However, industrial bases were the 

most likely to be “closed” one day and then open the next day under the direction of a civilian 

company doing the same work, under contract with the government in what has beco

as Privatization in Place. In cases where the base does close, under provisions of base cl

guidelines, in order to lessen negative economic effects on the community, buildings are turned 

over complete with tools and equipment should the community Base Reuse Plan represent a 

viable strategy for manufacturing products that would make use of the equipment. In cases such

as this, many of the workers at the former military plant may opt to refuse 

me known 

osure 

 

relocation to another 

same work for a government 

 

es 

y 

government job in order to remain in the area and perform the 

contractor or civilian company using the same tools to manufacture different items. Either way,

the community retains jobs, and the turnover is normally very quick.   

     Early projections of the impact of BRAC job losses tended to be overly gloomy, perhaps 

because they tended to focus on raw numbers. What has emerged more recently is that these raw 

numbers are mitigated by factors at work simultaneously. What is often missing is that BRAC 

represents an opportunity to convert unused acreage into parkland, to reuse existing 

infrastructure to create new civilian jobs, to redevelop bases into new uses to revitalize 

communities, and to create a magnet for new business ventures in the area. Many communiti

have quickly created more new jobs than were lost due to BRAC, and this new economic activit

is often a better fit for the needs of the particular geographic locations, adding jobs in targeted 

industries to increase economic vitality while preserving a sense of place. 
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Elapsed Time To Close Bases After BRAC Closure Decision 

     In most cases, bases must first close and have environmental restoration completed prior to 

redevelopment and/or reuse. It is not an easy task to actively redevelop a base while it is still 

open and performing a military mission. A base commander must divide the decreasing budge

and personnel between mission related work while also planning and acting to cease the mission 

and close the base. Simultaneously, the local community is developing its Base Reuse Plan a

attempting to take actions designed to quickly reuse the base when it does close. Often, 

communities try to assume control over at least some parcels of the base prior to closure. These 

goals of the military and community are not always compatib

t 

nd 

le. Closing bases faster after a 

. 

ss 

Another was an ongoing effort on t ment to lessen the negative 

ample, Base Transition Coordinators assigned to each major 

al 

 

n 

BRAC closure decision is made reduces the negative economic impact on communities caused 

by the loss of base-related jobs as the base draws down to closure by allowing full community 

access to the property sooner in order to put the Base Reuse Plan into operation.   

     An average of 64 months elapsed between 1988 BRAC closure decisions and base closures

This time period averaged 39 months in 1991, 42 in 1993, and 36 in 1995. Clearly, the proce

became more efficient over time. One reason was community response early in the BRAC years 

to bureaucratic red tape resulting in federal efforts to streamline specific parts of the process. 

he part of the federal govern

effects on communities. For ex

BRAC base between 1993 and 1995 were a positive factor in improving and hastening the 

closure process. Distribution of the Base Reuse Implementation Manual (BRIM) to all essenti

actors in the base closure process also improved efficiency. 

     With the average time to close a base following a BRAC closure decision dropping to only

three years, it may be possible in the BRAC 2005 round to reduce allowed closure times dow
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from six years to three years. This would certainly help communities by further reducing lag 

times prior to new job creation on former base sites, and set a new benchmark from which to 

further reduce closure s depending on 

planned type of redevelopment and degree of environmental degradation allowing communities 

to b d /r f d in  sectio .  

Environ  Restoration 

pot 

rs to complete restoration beyond the BRAC 

 times. Another initiative that divides bases into parcel

egin the re evelopment euse process aster is discusse  the next n on restoration

mental

Restoration Costs and Times. 

     Despite reductions in time to close, the major impediment to property transfer and subsequent 

base reuse is environmental restoration. Restoration costs range from $50,000 for the newest 

base (Naval Station Mobile, Alabama) to over $1 billion for a large aviation industrial de

(McClellan Air Force Base, California). The latest estimates of total restoration costs exceed 

$7.8 billion dollars (Table 4.5), while total yea

closure decision ranges from two to an extreme value of 308 years, with a median of 17 years 

(DoD, DERP, 2002). Some BRAC property is transferred prior to completion of restoration, 

Table 4.5  Environmental Restoration Cost and Time 

 Range 
 Mean Median Total Estimates Minimum Maximum 
Cost ($) 84,682,124 39,400,000 7,790,755,400 50,000 1,012,400,000 
Years 25 17 2,315 2 308 

 

 under the condition that the new owner is responsible for any remaining cleanup. Therefore

restoration costs for these properties are understated. For example, the Presidio of San Francisc

closed in 1993, was transferred to the National Park Service in 1994, and, in

, 

o 

 1996, 80% of the 

acreage was tran cies, 

responsibility for remainin n l 

sferred to The Presidio Trust. While both of these are federal agen

g enviro menta restoration was transferred along with the property.   
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BRAC Bases and the Nat t

ne-third of the major BRAC bases have been placed on the National Priorities List (NPL), 

 

orts 

cture. 

Table 4.6  Bases on National Priority List (NPL) by BRAC Year 

ional Priorities Lis  

     O

also known as superfund (Table 4.6). NPL listed bases tend to take more time and money to 

remediate. The Air Force has the largest number of NPL listed bases, followed by the Army and

Navy. Airports are the functional type most often NPL listed, followed by industrial. Airp

and industrial sites involve the use of large amounts of solvents, fuels, and other chemicals that 

have been spilled or disposed of improperly over time, polluting groundwater aquifers and soil, 

which are expensive and time consuming to remediate. No Seaports are listed on the NPL, 

possibly an indication that tidal and longshore currents have dispersed many of the pollutants 

that may otherwise have been deposited, although this remains conje

Bases 1988 1991 1993 1995 Totals
NPL 6 10 7 8 31 

Not NPL 8 15 20 18 61 
Totals 14 25 27 26 92 

       

     On average, it takes twice as long to remediate an NPL listed base, at over three to four tim

the cost. Tables A.6a and A.6b indicate the magnitude of the problem. Because of the scope o

environmental remediation in general, and the added effects of NPL, both DoD and local 

communities have suffered. DoD has not seen the savings originally anticipated from BRAC d

to large unanticipated costs extended over many years, while communities have often not b

es 

f 

ue 

een 

 

able to fully translate their reuse plans into action when parcels are not available for reuse 

because remediation is years from completion. However, listing on the NPL also gives a high 

priority to cleanup, which can reduce restoration times, if not costs. 
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Regression Analysis of Environmental Restoration Times 

     If DoD and communities could predict environmental remediation costs and times, then plans 

     Regression analysis was r previous BRAC years 

using remediation time in years beyond  as the dependent variable. Several 

predictor variables used in mpt t p as  of the reason for restoration times 

umber of civilian and military personnel working on the base, functional type of base, total 

square footage of base buildings, and whether 

     The logarithm toration cost g em the most reliable 

indicators of resto The resulting R2 of .571 indicates that about 57% of the variation 

in environmental r  can be explained due to the predictor bles. The residuals 

curve was nearly straight, indicating normality. Th lt is importan use linear regression 

relies on the variables being normally distributed, and explains why data must sometimes be 

le 4.7a  Regression l Summary 

Change Statistics 
F Change Df1 ignificant F e 

could be tailored to anticipate them in future BRAC rounds. One method that may be able to 

provide such estimates is the statistical technique of regression analysis. Regression uses an 

equation consisting of a dependent variable, and one or more predictor variables that explain a 

portion of the variability in the dependent variable, such as soil type and climate as predictor 

variables used to predict the dependent variable of natural vegetation found at a location.   

performed with data gathered from the fou

 the BRAC decision

were  an atte o ex lain  much

as possible. Predictor variables include base acreage, number of years the base was in operation, 

n

or not the base was listed on the NPL.   

of environmental res  and NPL listin erged as 

ration time. 

estoration time  varia

is resu t beca

Tab  Mode

R2 Change Df2 S Chang
.571 5.978 10 00 45 .0

Predictors: (Constant) p l base personnel, acreage, listed NPL, building 
uare footage, functional type of base (airport, industrial, training, support, seaport) 
ependent Variable: years to complete environmental restoration beyond year of BRAC closure decision 

 
 

, logarithm of restoration cost, years o en, tota
sq
D
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Table 4.7b  Regression Coefficients 

Predictor Variable Standardized 
Coefficients Beta

P-Value 

(Constant)  .012 
Training Base -.095 .489 
Industrial Base -.185 .228 
Air Base  .119 .420 
Acres -.099 .385 
Total Base Personnel   .087 .440 
Open Years -.080 .470 
Seaport base -.087 .475 
NPL listing   .286 .025 
Building Square footage -.097 .440 
Logarithm of Restoration Cost .496 .001 

 

transformed from a non-normal distribution to a normal distribution in order to use it in 

regression. Data transformation was performed with the cost factor in this analysis. 

     Perhaps the most important findings to emerge from regression analysis are that only 

environmental factors such as NPL status and restoration costs were significant in explaining

time to complete environmental restoration. Little effect was attributed to the length of tim

base was open, numbers of personnel, acreage, building square footage, or functional type o

base. Generally, this result indicates that some other factor is at work to cause variation in th

dependent variable that was not included in the model. One possibility for an additional pred

variable is the specific number and type of cleanup sites at bases. Additional variability may be 

explained by differences in state and local environmental laws that may have influenced the 

degree of pollutants discharged into the environment, influenced the degree of investigation for 

contamination at base sites, or dictated additional restoration measures. A problem encountered 

was that restoration statistics are a “moving target” because of property transfers, technical 

 

e a 

f 

e 

ictor 

improvements, and changes in degree of restoration tied to intended base reuse. Each yearly 
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Defense Environmental Restoration Report (DERP) reports changes to costs and times for 

restoration that may be unrelated to the true degree of contamination at base locations. For 

example, in the case of the Presidio of San Francisco, when the base was transferred to the 

National Park Service and the Presidio Trust, responsibility for any remaining restoration 

r 

ll 

use 

to 

ly 

 

e of the 

re 

became the responsibility of the new caretakers, zeroing out the base in DERP reports. In othe

cases, new technology improvements bring down the costs and times to complete restoration, but 

these improvements are not equally distributed across the data set during the same year. In sti

other cases, bases are divided into parcels and degree of restoration is targeted to intended re

of the parcel. These changes in cost and times in subsequent reports cannot easily be divided in

specific causes using available data, and tend to skew any statistics derived from them because 

the data does not represent the cases equally or present a true picture of the original extent of 

contamination (DoD, DERP, various years).  

Factors Mitigating Environmental Restoration 

     One way that DoD reduced negative community impacts in 1993 was to divide bases into 

“clean” and “dirty” parcels for transfer or interim lease of the “clean” areas while simultaneous

carrying out restoration actions on the remaining parcels. In some cases, interim leases were 

made where environmental restoration was not yet complete, depending on specific type of

reuse. Second, improvements in environmental remediation methods and technology over the 

course of the BRAC process has reduced both costs and times. Third, once the magnitud

environmental condition of bases closed under the 1988 BRAC was known, more funds we

made available for the environmental restoration of bases remaining open. Therefore, bases 

chosen for closure in subsequent BRAC years would be further along in the identification and 

removal of contamination, such as removal of single-walled underground storage tanks and clean 
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up if any had leaked. Fourth, a methodology was initiated to target the degree of restoration to 

the type of reuse per the Base Reuse Plan. For example, an airport would require a lesser degre

of remediation than a residential area, where people would spend many hours per day and 

potentially absorb more pollutants. In many cases, restoration targeted to use reduced rest

time and funds, however, in other cases there have been problems. A base opened in an 

arrangement with a municipality that retained land ownership often involved a contractual 

e 

oration 

agreement, which state as found. This 

e degree of restoration to land use. Communities also argue that 

ential? 

tion to reuse type at other bases. 

from 

used as a sam s of June, 

2004, all b ses in th ast  fi al property transfer had 

d that acreage was to be returned in the condition it w

would conflict with targeting th

if the land use is changed at some later time, who will be responsible for additional restoration to 

bring the site up to the level required by the new use, such as a change from park to resid

A lawsuit filed by the City of Dallas against the U.S. Navy resulted over this argument in the 

case of NAS Dallas (Crawford, 2001). In settling the case, the Navy agreed to clean parcels to 

residential standards, estimated to cost $34 million, in addition to paying an $18 million 

settlement directly to the City of Dallas (Michaels, 2002; Austin, 2002). It remains to be seen 

how this case will impact the practice of targeting restora

Redevelopment and Reuse of Former BRAC Bases 

BRAC Base Property Transfer 

     Each service branch reports property statistics differently. Data is readily available only 

the Navy/Marine Corps concerning BRAC land transfers, including dates, acreages, and 

recipients. Navy and Marine Corps BRAC bases account for 41% of the total, and this data is 

ple of 38 bases to classify the ultimate disposition of BRAC property. A

a e sample had transferred at le  one parcel and n
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taken place at 65% of sample bases, with the remaining acreage already slated for transfer by 

The 

date, recipient and type of transfer (sale or conveyance). 

     While almost one-third of the acreage was transferred to private concerns, most of this 

category consists of 47,150 acres of former Naval Air Facility, Adak, Alaska, transferred to 

Aleut Corporation, effectively returning the land to Native Americans (Table 4.8). Federal 

Government retention accounts for 36% of the acreage. DoD retained the majority, while the 

remainder reverted to other federal agencies such as the Fish and Wildlife Service, National 

Table 4.8   BRAC Property Transfer from Navy/Marine Corps Sample 

 Local/Regional Government Federal Gov.   
 City/LRA County State DoD Other Private Total 
Acres 39,095 2,206 5,792 23,298 32,474 51,271 154,545 
Percent 25.6 1.4 3.7 15.1 21.0 33.2 100 

 

 

can dem ip as a result of the base closing or a pre-existing condition. 

Power Transm

and substations. Hom

barracks in

of the for

Park Service, and Bureau of Prisons. In cases of federal retention of acreage, no money was 

raised from sales of property, and where DoD remained the landholder no savings accrued from

reductions in future operations and maintenance costs either. Of the nearly one-third of the 

sample acreage transferred to local and regional government, over 80% (37,807 acres) were 

transferred in no-cost conveyances. Several types of land conveyances are possible. A Public 
 
Benefit Conveyance is allowed in cases of parks, hospitals, schools, airports, and other end uses 

tied to the public good. Economic Development Conveyances are possible where the community 

onstrate economic hardsh

ission Line Conveyances allow public utilities to site high-tension power towers 

eless Assistance Conveyances are designed either to refurbish existing 

to homeless shelters or build housing for homeless families, which can be on the site 

mer base or at another site if the reuse plan has no suitable parcel available.    
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     BRAC property transfer i munities benefited from 

no-cost conveyance of property, even though the federal government saw less dividends from 

BRAC property sales than if it had all been sold at fa rket value. Federal retention of 

property, mainly intended to transfer fa ther encies that needed additional office 

space, also helps communities retain so feder mployment.   

Base Reuse Functional Types 

s 

 

 Total

s a crucial step in the reuse process. Com

ir ma

cilities to o  ag

me local al e

     Nearly half of the former BRAC bases are in various stages of becoming mixed-use 

developments, including commercial, industrial, high and low density residential, government 

functions, and a target of 25% parks/open space (Table 4.9). Aviation accounts for the largest 

single-use category, as well as an element in at least 15 mixed-use plans. Not only were airport

the most common functional type of base to close during BRAC, but also the timing coincided

Table 4.9  Base Reuse Functional Types 

Mixed 43 
Aviation 14 
Industrial 12 
Retained 9 
Education 5 
Seaport 3 
Other 6 
Total 92 

 

with a general need for additional aviation infrastructure in the U.S., which will be discussed in 

ort was retained by the federal government: Moffett Field Naval Air Station Chapter 5. One airp

was retained as a Federal Airport to serve NASA. Another airport, Williams Air Force Base in 

Arizona, was converted primarily for education use, divided between classroom training and a 

flight school. About half of industrial reuse involves the use of pre-existing infrastructure and 

tools to manufacture products for the civilian market. The remaining half of industrial reuse falls 
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into the category of privatization-in-place, where a private company with civilian management 

and workforce produces under government contract the same military products as when the ba

existed. Together with retained federal acreage discussed earlier, these top four reuse functional 

types total 85% of former bases. A few bases were converted into educational use, container 

seaports, and other uses such as office parks (2), prisons (2), and a sports stadium in the case of 

land formerly occupied by the Philadelphia Naval Hospital.  

se 

New Civilian Jo

     New economic activity as replac  the ue sure. Nearly 108,000 

direct civilian jobs w on  b  the /GA p r a mean job loss of 

1,996 jobs. By 1999, 44% of these jobs had been replaced, and 50% two years later. Sample data 

indicates differences e s  dep ng on as use functional type 

(Table 4.10a). Bases ted int -u lop  rec  f lost jobs by 1999, 

 

s 

Jobs Lost 1999 Jobs 2001 Jobs 

bs 

 h ed many of  jobs st d lo  to ase  b clo

ere lost am g the 54 ases in OEA O sam le fo

 in the numb rs of job  created endi  the b e re

conver o mixed se deve ments overed half o

and 60% by 2001. Similarly, aviation reuses replaced 58% of lost jobs by 2001. The “Other” 

category recorded a net increase, mostly due to highly successful cases involving a prison at the

former Castle Air Force Base in California and an office park on the site of the former Army 

Material Mechanical Research Center in Massachusetts. Industrial reuse has created fewer job

to date than other reuses for several reasons. First, of the eight industrial reuse cases in the 

Table 4.10a  New Civilian Jobs by Base Reuse Functional Type 

 
 X % X∑ % 

Mixed 39,975 1,428 50 1,082 60 
Aviation 19,587 2,448 56 1,429 58 
Industrial 29,524 3,691 25 1,128 31 
Retained 695 348 32 152 44 
Education 11,670 2,918 30 921 32 
Seaport 2,015 2,015 0 252 13 
Other 4,331 1,444 135 1,744 121 
Total 10 96 0 s 7,797 1,9 44 995 5
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sample, seven had closed u der BR  1993 o 1995, hese base  ha not had time to fully 

redevelop. In contrast, only one out of eight former bases used for aviation reuse closed under 

BRAC 1993 or BRAC 1 ec u ype b  lost  th umber of civilian jobs 

ompared to aviation ba n  T

tion 

 

e,  

n AC r so t s ve 

995. S ond, ind strial t ases twice e n

c ses upo  closure. hird, though half of the industrial reuse cases are 

undergoing privatization in place, even in these sites only 48% of jobs have recovered. Educa

reuse creates fewer direct jobs, but has resulted in enrollments of nearly 10,000 full-time students

and hundreds of part-time jobs.     

     Bases selected for closure early in the BRAC process in 1988 and 1991 have had more time to 

complete the closure process, and for new economic activity to create jobs (Table 4.10b). 

Locations where bases closed earlier have recovered about 68% of jobs lost due to base closur

Table 4.10b  New Civilian Jobs by BRAC Decision Year 

 Jobs Lost 1999 Jobs 2001 Jobs 
 ∑ % X  X  % 

1988 25,370 2,537 53 1,654 65
1991 33,168 1,668 72 1,181 72
1993 37,530 2,085 35 856 41
1995 25,361 2,113 21 702 33
Totals 119,629 2,028 46 1,064 52

 

while bases clo  analysis 

demonstrates that jobs are being created at closed bases, but that it

process to occur, and is de

   Rural as defined in th is  n ated within an MSA or iles of a city 

y 

cted 

sing more recently have recovered only about 37% of lost jobs. This

 is taking several years for the 

 still un rway. 

  is thes  is a base ot loc within 25 m

of 30,000 population or greater. Only 10 BRAC bases were in rural areas. Though more new 

jobs have been created in the urban areas, when considered as a percentage of jobs originall

lost, rural areas have rebounded better than urban areas (Table 4.10c). This was not an expe

outcome since urban areas represent larger markets, have larger labor forces, contain 
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support/service infrastructures in place, all of which add to the urban advantage in potential b

reuses and job creation. In the relatively few

ase 

 cases where a rural base closed, a combination of 

 that have come to the rescue of jobs through a variety OEA, State, County, and other interests

Table 4.10c  New Civilian Jobs: Rural Versus Urban BRAC Bases 

 Jobs Lost 1999 Jobs 2001 Jobs 
 ∑ X  % X  % 
Urban 113,883 2,190 44 1,110 51
Rural 5,746 821 75 727 89
Totals 119,629 2,028 46 1,064 52

 

 

ow job recovery that 

the reuse plan was ineffective. H ocal residential tax base is 

se 

type was planned that did not so closely match community needs. An example of this scenario is 

of methods. One such case, the closure of Chase Field in Beeville, Texas, is outlined in Chapter 

5. Another case, involving the redevelopment of the former Loring Air Force Base in rural 

northern Maine, involved a mixed-use development including a new Defense Finance and 

Accounting Service location, an insurance company, a Job Corps Center, and the eventual 

addition of health care, residential, recreation, aviation, and industrial use. Job recovery had 

already surpassed 77% at Loring by 2001. 

Job Gains Versus Economic Recovery 

     It is not entirely accurate to make comparisons directly between jobs lost and jobs gained in 

the case of base closure and reuse. Often, there will be short-term jobs created due to new 

construction and environmental restoration, as well as part-time employment not considered in

the OEA and GAO studies. In the case of new residential development, where there are many 

short-term jobs created, but fewer long-term jobs, it would appear from the l

owever, when the increase in the l

considered, and the new and/or expanded businesses nearby that service the new residential 

development are also considered, the reuse plan may be more successful than if another reu
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the former Cameron Station in urban Alexandria, Virginia, now a large residential develo

This new “bedroom community” development provides housing for wo

pment. 

rkers who commute into 

 

n and Chapter Summary 

al 

most closures by service.   

the Washington D.C. area and its’ booming edge cities, such as Alexandria. While job creation is 

certainly important, it must be remembered that another goal of community redevelopment is to 

balance the greatest public good with the acreage available. In some cases this may be a park, 

and while it may not provide a multitude of jobs, it provides solace for a multitude of visitors, as

well as providing for wildlife corridors, and other environmental benefits.   

Discussio

     Pre-BRAC distribution of the approximately 485 major military bases in the U.S. can be 

described as fairly evenly distributed, with exceptions including larger numbers of coast

locations, fewer bases along the northern and southern borders, a south and western bias 

associated with climate, and forward bases in Hawaii and territories.   

     Ninety-two (92) major bases closed during the BRAC era, not the commonly repeated ninety-

seven (97) bases which were selected for closure by the BRAC Commission. The closure pattern 

was roughly equitable except for California, which suffered a large number of closures. Other 

clusters of closures appeared in the Washington D.C. region and in the Ohio Valley region. Air 

bases were the most common functional type of base closed, while the Navy/Marine Corps 

absorbed the 

     Considering that massive unemployment was predicted in local communities affected by 

BRAC closures, now that the original BRAC sequence of four closure rounds has been 

completed, combined effects of primary and secondary job losses (primary gross job losses are 

estimated at 459,856) are less than they would appear from simple addition for two reasons.  

First, since military personnel losses (estimated to be 275,065) do not impact the community as 
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much as civilian losses, there is not an equivalent community impact as would be expected from

raw job losses alone. Second, it is not easy to assign how much impact on the local economy and 

business that can be allocated to base personnel. In addition, evidence from a sample of 54 base

drawn from GAO and OEA studies suggests recovery rates from civilian job losses of 50 percent 

as of 2001.   

 

s 

 

 

own 

ase 

g the 

 

ns (of which a majority was transferred to a native American group). 

one 

     The elapsed time to close a base after a BRAC closure decision is generally a function of

environmental restoration delays and contributes to negative local economic effects. NPL listing

is a major factor associated with increased restoration times. However, as the BRAC process has 

matured, and environmental remediation techniques have become more sophisticated, elapsed 

time to close has been reduced. It should be possible to legislate a maximum closure time d

from the previous time of six years, down to four or possibly even three years (the mean time it 

took for the 1995 BRAC bases to close). Interim leases have been used successfully to reuse b

property prior to restoration being completed and a final transfer can take place. Targetin

degree of restoration to reuse has been an effective way to reduce restoration time and costs, but 

can be problematic as discussed in Chapter 5.  

     Sample data indicate that the federal government has retained about one-third of BRAC 

acreage, another one-third has been transferred to Local Reuse Authorities, and about one-third

transferred to private concer

In a federal gesture to reduce negative impact on communities, most of the real estate transferred 

to communities have been no-cost conveyances for such uses as airports, parks, hospitals, 

schools and other specific uses designated by Congress. Conveyances providing for specific uses 

of land provide communities with a golden opportunity to match new economic activity with 

locally underserved niche markets and sectors of the economy that had thus so far g
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unrealized. Aviation was largest base reuse functional type (14), as BRAC coincided with a need

for new commercial aviation in

 

frastructure. Aviation was also an element of at least 15 mixed-

bs 

 

 quantify as natural capital 

ut should not be discounted. 

   Rural areas have rebounded better than urban areas. Evidence suggests that rural communities 

can bounce back economically in a short p fter a base closure. As more anecdotal 

and empirical evidence reache  to successful redevelopment 

versus doom and gloom, the more positive the outlook by communities to a local base closure 

and the more smoothly the transition will take place. Planning for community life after a base 

closure is not an easy task, and one that a purely numerical analysis cannot address. In the next 

chapter, a comparative case study approach is used to highlight examples of additional factors 

that come into play in the closure and reuse of bases, and how factors seemingly pointing in 

certain directions do not always translate into expected outcomes.   

 

 

use developments. Aviation replaces a large percentage of jobs lost due to closure quickly, 

especially when coupled to the additional jobs gained by hotels, services, and other secondary 

employment is considered. 

     Caution should be taken not to gauge the success or failure of a reuse plan or outcome on jo

created alone because some reuse plans (e.g., residential) will generate only short term jobs 

during construction, but will generate tax revenue and secondary jobs due to retail trade etc. and

if housing is needed in the local area, then this represents best and highest use. Open space and 

parkland also will not create jobs to replace those lost at closure, but will generate 

environmental, recreational, and other social benefits that are hard to

b

  

eriod of time a

s the public that base closure can lead
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CHAPTER 5 

COMPARATIVE CASE STUDIES 
 

   

     This chapter supplements Chapter 4, using three comparative case studies to highlight and 

analyze various features, problems, and prospects of Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC) 

base closures at the local/MSA scale. Comparative case studies are a qualitative research method 

designed to illuminate issues that may not come to light through quantitative analysis. Each 

comparative case study follows a similar outline. First, each case is described individually, then 

comparisons and contrasts are drawn focusing on why different outcomes occurred. These 

outcomes link back to the broader context of BRAC base closures and redevelopment nationally.   

     Cases were selected in order to illuminate several key points. The first set of cases examines 

different reuse outcomes in communities where the context was similar. Marine Corps Air 

Station, El Toro, California is compared to the case of Bergstrom Air Force Base, Austin, Texas.  

Both communities had inadequate commercial airport capacity brought about by rapid 

population and business growth, both had air bases close under BRAC, yet the communities 

diverged sharply on reuse planning, community response, and politics. A second set of cases 

highlights conflicts between various federal government actors within a large metropolitan area 

when multiple local bases are considered for closure. Factors leading to an initial BRAC closure 

decision, and changes made to these decisions by a subsequent BRAC Commission are 

considered. Additionally, this set of cases focuses on elements from several bases can be 

combined at one location to increase the utilization rate and military value of the resultant base, 

while reducing infrastructure costs due to sharing. Selected cases are Naval Air Station, Dallas 

and Carswell Air Force Base, Fort Worth, both located in the Dallas-Fort Worth, Texas, 

Metropolitan Area. A third comparative case study focuses on rural areas. A special concern 
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surrounding BRAC closures is the future health of rural communities where military base 

closures occur. While rural areas only accounted for ten major BRAC closures, these defense-

dependent communities were expected to rebound slowly from a local base closure. This set of 

cases compares a rural community/county where a BRAC base closure occurred to a similar 

community where a base survived the BRAC era. Naval Air Station (NAS) Chase Field, located

outside of the City of Beeville, in Bee County, Texas, closed under BRAC 1991. NAS Cha

Field is compared to NAS Kingsv

 

se 

ille, Kleberg County, Texas, which remains open. 

     Each case highlights a former ommon functional base type 

losed during the BRAC era. Aviation is also the most common functional type of civilian reuse 

of former bases, as well as a constituent of many mixed-use reuse plans. Bases selected were 

good subjects for comparative case studies not only because they highlight the most common 

type of base closed and redevelopment type, but also because they illuminate particular features 

of the BRAC process that may cause different outcomes even amongst bases of the same type. 

Focusing on air bases illustrates the many possibilities for reuse/economic conversion that one 

base functional type presents, and cases where different outcomes occurred where similar 

outcomes might be expected.     

Comparative Case Study One 

 

nd 

air base, which were the most c

c

Austin, Texas & Orange County, California 

     These cases illustrate how communities approach BRAC base redevelopment. There is a 

striking similarity in the base functional types and the future civil aviation requirements of both 

case study communities, but each community contrasted markedly in their approach to base 

redevelopment. Marine Corps Air Station (MCAS) El Toro in Orange County, California a

Bergstrom Air Force Base in Austin, Texas, would both seem to be perfectly suited for 
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conversion to commercial airports as the perfect reuse solution, considering that both bases we

located in fast-growing urban areas with similar needs for new commercial airport capacity.   

Austin, Texas 

     Bergstrom Air Force Base was one of many air bases opened during the World War Two era

Located about 7 miles southeast of the city center of Austin, it occupied an area that remains 

relatively sparsely populated to this day (Figure 5.1). Named for the first Austin resident to die in

World War Two, the base was enhanced after the war with longer runways to accommodate th

B-52 bomber. More recently, Bergstrom had been reduced to an air-reserve training base. 

Meanwhile, Austin grew at a rapid rate due to such factors as high-technology business, the

of the University of Texas (nations’ largest enrollment university), a warm climate, excellen

recreation and entertainment possibilities, and it’s function as the Capital of Texas (Raffe

1989). The existing airport, Mueller Field, was situated near downtown Austin. Encroachment 

re 

. 

 

e 

 site 

t 

rty, 

the alternatives, including a plan to construct a new airport west of the city, the City of Austin 

requested the closure of Bergstrom AFB during the 1991 BRAC round because the base was 

viewed as a good location for a new commercial airport. Price was also a consideration because 

it was anticipated that the base could be converted to a commercial airport at a fraction of the 

cost of new construction. An agreement between the City of Austin and the Army Air Corps 

stipulated the return of base property back to the city when it was no longer needed by the 

military. Air Force officials were reluctant to close the base outright, so a compromise was 

reached whereby the BRAC 1991 Commission recommended a partial closure, creating 

Bergstrom Air Reserve Base (ARB), which was to be co-located with the new Austin-Bergstrom  

International Airport. It is not unknown for an Air Force Base to share runways with a civilian  

around Mueller was a problem, making expansion of the airport impossible. After considering 
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Figure 5.1  Austin-Bergstrom International Airport and Surrounding Land Use 
Modified from Bergstrom Base Reuse Plan and City of Austin web site 
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airport: Kirtland Air Force Base and Albuquerque International Airport in New Mexico is one 

example. Two years passed, and the base partially closed in 1993. During these two years Austin 

continued to grow. BRAC 93 saw an opportunity to combine the resources of several existing 

bases at one large joint-use air base. Units from all military services could co-locate and share 

much of the infrastructure, reducing costs and increasing the military value of the base. Because 

Bergstrom ARB was being shared now with a civilian airport, this eliminated Bergstrom as the 

location of a new Joint Reserve air Base (JRB). Instead, it was decided to locate the JRB 

elsewhere (as described in the next case study). So, BRAC 93 closed Bergstrom ARB, 

completely turning over Bergstrom to the City of Austin for civilian use. In 1998, following 

conversion and the construction of a new terminal, the first commercial flight arrived at the new 

Austin-Bergstrom International Airport (IAP). The former 12th Air Force Headquarters building 

was converted into a hotel. As of 2004, freeways linking Bergstrom IAP to downtown Austin are 

still under construction. Plans exist to link the airport to downtown with a light-rail line as well. 

Several awards were bestowed on the design, construction, and landscape of the new airport, and 

true to Austin’s reputation as a world leader in live music, bands play on a stage in the airport 

terminal, bringing the flavor of Austin to Bergstrom. Austin-Bergstrom IAP stands as a highly 

successful conversion of a military air base to a commercial civilian-use airport. 

     Redevelopment of Mueller Field, the old downtown airport, is part of the formal Base Reuse 

Plan for Bergstrom AFB. Mueller is currently undergoing conversion into much needed housing, 

retail, and open space in the increasingly crowded downtown area of Austin. Noise problems in 

the downtown area have been abated, as well as buffer zones eliminated that were designed to 

reduce development near the ends of Mueller runways where the risks of a crash are highest. 

Conversion of Bergstrom Field into Austin’s commercial, private, and cargo airport eliminated 
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the need for Mueller Field. Therefore, a negative situation downtown has been turned into an 

additional opportunity at the former Mueller Field site, magnifying the already positive outcomes 

associated with the conversion of Bergstrom. 

Orange County, California  

     El Toro Marine Corps Air Station opened in 1943, and was situated in what was then a rural 

section of Orange County, California. El Toro provided aviation infrastructure supporting other 

Marine Corps elements located 30 miles south at Camp Pendleton. Over the years, the growth of 

this region was phenomenal, with the opening of Disneyland in the 1950s, construction of 

freeways, suburban sprawl, high technology business, myriad recreation opportunities and a 

warm climate all contributing as pull factors into the area. Close by, the newly incorporated City 

of Irvine became home to the University of California, Irvine, further enhancing Orange 

County’s appeal. Interstate Highways 5 and 405, constructed during the 1950s and 1960s 

intersect near the base, and are the main routes between San Diego and Los Angeles (Figure 5.2). 

Urban infill development surrounding these freeways further increased the rate and density of 

sprawl in central Orange County. 

     California had the largest concentration of military bases in the country in 1988. Because of 

this large existing military infrastructure, the booming California economy, and because it was a 

high cost of living area for military families, BRAC saw much opportunity in California for 

closures and combining functions. Most military bases in the San Francisco and Los Angeles 

areas were closed by BRAC and functions moved to existing bases, including many in the San 

Diego area. El Toro was ordered closed by BRAC 93, and its functions were moved to Miramar 

Marine Corps Air Station (MCAS) in San Diego, MCAS Camp Pendleton, and other stations.   
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     In addition to the regional decisions BRAC made concerning bases in California, there were 

also two additional reasons making El Toro a candidate for closure. First, despite that the base 

preceded the advance of urban sprawl into the area, local communities were complaining of the 

impact of the base on their communities, including noise and the danger of plane crashes. Table 

5.1 and Figure 5.2 clearly indicate that encroachment continues to hem in the MCAS El Toro  

 
Figure 5.2  South-Central Orange County, El Toro Buffer Zone, and Local Cities 

  Modified from County of Orange, 1999a, Orange County Register, and City web sites 
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site, with the cities listed accounting for 28% of the acreage in the County, but over 35% of the 

population. From 1990 to 2000, while the population of Orange County increased 18.1%, several

of the cities surrounding El Toro grew at rates of 25-35%, including

 

 several of the newly 

d.  

incorporated cites where 1990 data is not available. A second additional reason El Toro was a 

candidate for closure was the possible future reuse of the base as an airport and/or as parklan

Table 5.1  Demographics of Selected South-Central Orange County Cities 

 
City 

Year 
Incorporated

1990 
Population

2000 
Population

Area 
(miles2) 

Population 
Density 2000

Aliso Viejo 2001 NA 40,166 6.9 5,821 
Irvine 1971 110,330 143,072 46 3,110 
Laguna Beach 1927 23,170 23,727 8.7 2,727 
Laguna Hills 1991 NA 29,939 6.6 4,536 
Laguna Niguel 1989 44,400 60,108 13.8 4,356 
Laguna Woods 1999 NA 17,794 4 4,449 
Lake Forest 1991 NA 75,997 16.8 4,224 
Mission Viejo 1988 72,820 93,064 17.4 5,349 
Newport Beach 1906 66,643 70,032 50.5 1,387 
Rancho Santa Margarita 2000 NA 47,214 13 3,632 
Santa Ana 1886 293,742 337,977 27.2 12,426 
Tustin 1927 50,689 67,504 11 6,137 
County of Orange  2,410,668 2,846,289 789 3,608 

       Sources: U.S. Census Bureau, County of Orange, City Web Sites 
     

Little parkland was has been set aside as developers built out much of the former orange groves. 

As a result of this same development, a new airport was needed in Orange County to handle the 

rapidly increasing demands for commercial air and cargo capacity. 

     Commercial air traffic in the booming county is currently handled by John Wayne/Orange 

County Airport. Located in a densely populated area of Orange County on the 405 Freeway 

between Newport Beach and the county seat of Santa Ana, the Orange County airport is subject 

to rather extreme controls designed to minimize the negative impacts of airport operations on 
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nearby residents and businesses. The airport is closed at night and all takeoffs are performed in 

such a way so as to power up the aircraft for maximum takeoff angle over the airfield, then 

quickly level off and move more quietly over urban areas until the plane is over the ocean. Due 

to complete encroachment, the airport cannot be expanded, and cannot handle the existing need 

for air travel and cargo, much less future needs. Passengers are shunted to other regional airports, 

further straining the freeway systems as well as the other airports.   

     Because a new airport was considered the best and highest potential reuse for MCAS El Toro, 

ered in 

 

rime 

hey 

y, 

beit 

 

unty population (Table 5.1). 

the Base Reuse Plan focused on redevelopment as Orange County International Airport.  

Millions of dollars were spent designing every element of the new airport to the last detail. For 

example, nearly $1 million was spent in 1999 for a noise study using several leased commercial 

airliners, including a Boeing 747 and others, which made approaches, landings, and take offs, 

simulating conditions that would exist after the base was converted (County of Orange, 1999).     

     Countering the logic represented in the reuse plan, a faction within the county, cent

upscale south Orange County, fought against the airport option and instead favored a park option

of redevelopment. Even though many of these residents of south Orange County were the p

movers of recent development in the County and region, and were certainly the largest 

consumers, they cited the creation of the airport as a negative impact on the county because t

argued it would spur further growth. Therefore, they argued, by not increasing airport capacit

new business and residents would cease to arrive in Orange County at such a rapid rate. As for 

the open space argument, there is an abundance of open space and parkland in the County, al

much of it is in the Santa Ana Mountains and areas to the south and east. Nearly 62% of the land

area in Orange County is now incorporated as cities, leaving 38% of the land unincorporated.  

Cities now account for over 95% of Co
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     California’s State government includes a referenda system whereby crucial issues are deci

directly by voters. Even though the El Toro reuse issue had previously been put before the voters

county-wide and the airport option had been approved, the anti-airport faction was successful in 

getting the issue on the ballot again in March 2002. This time, the vote was against the airport.  

The federal, state, and county governments, having spent years of time and millions of dollars o

the airport option, were stunned. Because the airport option made sense to the federal 

government, and many regional and local actors, it was decided that even if the airport were no

to be built, at least for now, planned corridors adjacent to runway approaches and take-off 

patterns would be left undeveloped (Radcliffe, 2002a and 2002b). Remarkably, many of the 

same speculators and developers who had worked to block the airport were now crying fou

about the decision to maintain the airport corridors as undeveloped areas. It appears that

ded 

 

n 

t 

l 

 the 

ction claiming that the airport option would bring more development to Orange County wants 

to develop the area surrounding the former air base. While these factions argued against the 

airport option on the basis of open space, many of these actors had other motivations, including 

the development of most of the air base as uses other than parkland (City of Irvine, 2003; Offelie 

and Royalty, 2002; Songstad, 2002).   

     Meanwhile, conditions at John Wayne Airport are growing worse, freeways get nearer to 

gridlock, and other regional airports are also speaking out on this new development. The largest 

capacity airport in the region, Los Angeles International Airport, issued a statement that it would 

not be able to increase capacity enough to absorb the additional passengers from Orange County 

(County of Orange, 2002a and 2002b). In response, anti-airport groups suggested that airports 

being built or expanded in the Riverside, Ontario, San Bernardino, and Victorville areas (all the 

result of BRAC military base closures) could absorb the Orange County air passengers. It is a 

fa
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long freeway journey to these airports, all referred to as being located in the “inland empire”. 

Freeways are already stretched to overcapacity with commuters who cannot afford to live in 

Orange County, and will become more congested in the future due to ongoing population 

growth, even without considering additional autos driving to and from remote airports. 

 

 
Figure 5.3  Relative Locations and Proximity to Urban/Rural Areas of John Wayne Airport and 

s Air Station El Toro.  Source: Modified From County of Orange, 1999a.  Marine Corp
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     Figure 5.3 shows the relative locations of John Wayne and El Toro. A conclusion of the 1999

sound tests was that sound levels at El Toro would be well within the limits set for commercial 

airports, and much less noisy than existing conditions at John Wayne. El Toro has more area for

departing flights to climb before leaving airport property, and would retain existing buffer zon

Discussion 

     On the face of the evidence to date, Austin emerges as a winner in recognizing that it had

airport problem, then finding and implementing a solution. Austin has solved its airport problems

for the foreseeable future, at a fraction of the cost of bu
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 an 

 

ilding a completely new set of runways 

renda 

 

e 

, at 

 

he I-

o could Orange County convert John Wayne Airport into a 

private/business aircraft field, or mixed-use development including a regional park, reducing 

and taxiways, although the cost for new terminals was significant. On the other hand, Orange 

County, California was faced with a nearly identical problem and an opportune air base closure 

that could have easily been used to solve it. Factions for and against the airport resorted to 

various political tactics designed to further their cause, including the perversion of the refe

system to repeatedly put the same issue on the ballot. 

     Results for Orange County, as well as for the surrounding Southern California region, from 

the closure of MCAS El Toro are significant. Worsening are problems of commercial passenger

aviation and cargo capacity, additional freeway traffic, and the prospect of additional acreag

being opened to development. While Austin is in the process of constructing freeways

significant cost, in order to link downtown with the new airport, and provide a loop alternative

for I-35 traffic to avoid downtown, Orange County already has freeway access to El Toro. T

5 and I-405 interchange is within sight of MCAS El Toro property, and a Metrolink commuter 

rail line already passes nearby. Just as Austin is now able to convert Mueller Airport into a 

mixed-use development, s
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noise, congestion, and provide some open space. El Toro has so much more land than John 

Wayne to make approaches and takeoffs, that even if development completely surrounded the

new airport, noise impact would be less than that existing at John Wayne, while flight capac

would more than double. 

     As for parkland in Orange County, there are still considerable amounts of potential parklan

available, especially in the inland region near the Santa Ana Mountains and in south Orange 

County, as well as coastal areas such as Bolsa Chica Wetlands near Huntington Beach and 

Hellman Ranch in Seal Beach. An additional new source of potential open space is Tustin 

Marine Corps Air Station, another BRAC closure in central Orange County (Figure 5.3). An 

overriding question is if the County can resist developing all this valuable property into more 

profitable uses, just as developers seek to develop the relatively small areas associated with th

buffer zones beyond the runway approaches near the former El Toro MCAS? To add insult to 

injury, if these areas were developed, a new commercial airport and parkland would be nee

more than ever. One crucial difference in the cases concerns the level of development around the

closing air base. While the surrounding Bergstrom is still rural, El Toro is urban. A different 

outcome may have come about in Orange County had the area surrounding MCAS El Toro still 

been rural. A table such as Table 5.1 detailing population figures for the 
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area surrounding 

alle. 
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AC airbase closures suitable for redevelopment 

Bergstrom was unnecessary because it was so rural save for the small community of Del V

Here may lie the crucial difference that caused Austin to embrace Bergstrom and Orange County 

to reject El Toro. While both counties are growing rapidly, there was a different situation aroun

the sites of the two bases, leading to the outcomes also being different.  

     Austin, Texas shared with the Orange County, California metropolitan area a growing 

population, a need for a new airport, and local BR
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into a regional airport. This comp  that local politics can dictate 

use agenda, and that even when a new use is identified, redevelopment can be slowed or 

stopped by unforeseen events, while in other cases, a similar match between community needs 

and potential reuse is quickly brought to fruition. 

Comparative Case Study Two 

 
able 

 federal actors are involved in, and 

  

ting a 

o 

d bases at a single location, creating a base with a 

y value and rate of utilization. Outcomes from this strategy are reduced 

 

pilots in 1942, it was stipulated at the time that land would be returned to the City as it was found 

arative case study demonstrates

re

NAS Dallas & Carswell AFB 

     Evidence exists that some original BRAC closure decisions were made based on question

data gleaned from various federal agencies, after which successive BRAC Commissions 

modified the earlier decisions. The case of two bases located within the Dallas-Fort Worth 

Combined Metropolitan Statistical Area (CMSA) illustrates this problem with the BRAC 

process, and points to the conflicts that arise when many

influence, the BRAC decision-making process. It is clear that something went awry with the 

1991 BRAC selection of NAS Dallas to remain open and Carswell AFB in Fort Worth to close.

In 1993, the Commission reversed the 1991 decision, closing the Dallas NAS and crea

Joint Reserve Base (JRB) at the former Carswell AFB.  

     An additional feature illustrated by this set of case studies is the BRAC Commission effort t

combine the functions at several underutilize

higher militar

infrastructure costs, less operating costs due to shared support functions, and a certain level of

stability for the local community considering that future BRAC decisions will be made on the 

military value and utilization rates of bases. 

NAS Dallas 

    Originally built on land leased by the City of Dallas to the federal government for training 
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upon closure of the base. NAS Dallas was located in the western side of Dallas 10 miles from the 

Central Business District (CBD), adjacent to the City of Grand Prairie. Mountain Creek Lake 
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 Next to NAS Dallas is a Naval Reserve 

provided for a buffer between the station and potential encroachment as well as a crash zone in 

case of a mishap. Just west of the base is a Navy Industrial Plant that manufactures aviation parts

that are shipped to customers via the adjacent railhead. 

      In the 1960s, the decision was made to construct a new commercial airport near the town of 

Grapevine. Located about halfway between Dallas and Fort Worth, the major cities of what had 

come to be called the Metroplex, the largest population metropolitan area in the State of Texas. 

Befitting Texas, the Dallas-Fort Worth International Airport (DFW) was to be the largest in the 

world, and would be about 9 miles northwest of the Dallas CBD. The new airport was to be bu

because the near-downtown Dallas Love Field was being encroached upon and could no longer 

handle the ever-increasing commercial air traffic, much less the projected amount predicted for 

the 1970s and beyond. The neighboring City of Fort Worth was 30 miles away, and plans for 

commercial aviation at Fort Worth’s Meacham Field never really took off. DFW airport opene

in 1973, and, due to proximity, air traffic at NAS Dallas came under the overriding control of th

DFW tower. As time went on and new runways and flights were added to DFW, the local area 

became one of the most congested air traffic areas in the U.S. (Urban Land Institute, 1998).   

Meanwhile, the City of Grand Prairie was growing. Businesses and houses sprung up north of 

the air station, and a Navy study stated that several areas surrounding the base were incompatibl

with Naval aviation (Chief of Naval Operations, 1978).

Industrial Plant, which produces parts for use on the airframes for Naval aircraft (Figure 5.4).  

Parts produced in the plant are hauled by truck or rail, and therefore the adjacent air base is not 

required to support the mission of the industrial plant. 
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      BRAC 1991 surprisingly ordered the closure of Carswell Air Force Base, while sparing NA

Dallas. In the BRAC 91 Report to the President, the Commission had been persuaded that NA

Dallas did not interfere with operations at DFW Airport as much as Carswell AFB, which was 

located on the west side of Fort Worth, over twice as far as NAS Dallas was to DFW Airport, 

S 

S 

and not in the direct flight paths of DFW Airport traffic. Carswell is much further than NAS 

Dallas from DFW, a  ordered a change 

to the decision made by BRAC 91, deciding that NASD did, in fact, interfere with DFW traffic 

s Figures 5.4 and 5.5 illustrate. Two years later, BRAC 93

 

Figure 5.4  DFW Control Area Map and Radar Locations 

 
Source: Carswell Base Reuse Plan 
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Figure 5.5 Dallas-Fort Worth Region including Major Airports, Highways, and Military

much more so than Carswell. As a result, Carswell was to remain open and NAS Dallas was 

selected to close. FAA influence is mentioned in both the 1991 and 1993 BRAC Commission 

Reports as having affected the decision to c

 Bases   

lose the selected base for the same reasons. The 1991 

 

it 

lled 

Metroplex decision could not be sustained due to safety hazards that would have resulted from

increased flights at NAS Dallas had Air Force military air traffic been shunted there from a 

closing Carswell AFB. Simultaneously, DFW Airport traffic was increasing to the point where 

was one of the top five busiest airports in the world. In addition, a new diagonal runway on the 

west side of DFW Airport directed additional traffic in the direction of NAS Dallas, further 

increasing the air traffic congestion in the immediate area of NAS Dallas, and the potential for 

aviation mishaps (Figure 5.5). 

     NAS Dallas closed in 1998, and its missions moved to the former Carswell AFB, now ca

NAS Fort Worth/Joint Reserve Base (JRB) Carswell Field. The City of Dallas CBD, remote 
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from, and never economically dependent on, the former NAS Dallas, was slow in producing a 

Base Reuse Plan. The base has not been marketed aggressively for reuse. A lease was signed fo

one user who maintained aircraft, Millenium Holdings Corporation, but this company was 

evicted due to non-payment of rent (Crawford, 2001). Grand Prairie, a smaller city adjacent to 

NAS Dallas, was much more dependent on the base than Dallas for employment, direct 

spending, and housing markets. Dallas city limits encompassed most of the base, and due to 

inaction and problems with environmental restoration, many of the buildings fell into disrepair, 

tending to dissuade potential new tenants. 

     In 2000, the City of Dallas sued the Navy

r 

 because of not returning the base to the City of 

on it was leased, as originally stipulated (Crawford, 2001). In addition, 

covered 

ent 

 

Dallas in the same conditi

chemical spills at the base caused by years of using aircraft cleaning solvents were dis

in the groundwater, with plumes already outside the boundaries of the former base. Both Grand 

Prairie and Dallas requested that the Navy clean the property to the level required if the land was 

to be used for residential use, regardless if the land was targeted for residential use in the Base 

Reuse Plan. The Navy and the cities settled in 2002, with the Navy agreeing to a cash settlem

and to clean the site to residential standards (Austin, 2002; Michaels, 2002). No significant 

redevelopment has taken place to date at the former base, now closed for over five years.  

Several reserve units do use a small portion of the base, and the adjacent Navy industrial plant is

still in operation. Environmental restoration is underway, including groundwater remediation, 

and is expected to continue until 2032 (DERP, 2002). Eventually, development should occur, 

considering the lakeside location of some of the property, the existing aviation facilities, access 

to major freeways, and the economic vitality of the metroplex region. A few smaller parcels of 

property have been approved for transfer because restoration is complete in those parcels. To 
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reuse the remaining acreage, it will have to be leased pending environmental restoration. If sold 

prior to restoration being completed, cleanup responsibility for the property will shift to the new 

owner, rendering this an unlikely scenario. 

Carswell Air Force Base 

     Carswell Air Force Base opened in 1942 as an air base, and provided runways for 

Consolidated Vultee Aviation, which constructed B-24 Liberator bombers at adjacent Air Force 

Industrial Plant Number Four. The base was located west of Fort Worth near the towns of White 

ake Worth and Westworth Village. When the decision was made in BRAC 91 to 
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e 

e 
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o it would have had to be 

 

n 

Settlement, L

close the base, a drawdown began and a Base Reuse Plan was developed by the Westworth 

Redevelopment Authority. However, in 1993, after the base had closed, BRAC93 decided

reopen the base as NAS Fort Worth/JRB. Because so much work had already been done to 

implement the Base Reuse Plan by the community, a compromise between the community a

the military resulted in closing parts of the base especially suited for civilian reuse. So, while th

base was combining the military assets from several other bases, including Bergstrom Air Forc

Base in Austin and NAS Dallas, several areas formerly part of Carswell were being redevelop

for civilian use. Base housing was being sold and the houses moved to other locations, the old 

base hospital was reused as a Federal Prison Hospital, and the land made vacant by selling the 

old base housing was developed for commercial use. Now a Lowes Home Improvement Center 

stands where military housing once stood. The housing was very old, s

torn down and rebuilt anyway, and a Pentagon initiative to privatize housing was put into effect 

to house many of the current base personnel in commercial apartments. Most controversial to the

many military personnel who play golf was the conversion of the base golf course into a civilia
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country club. This spurred yet another compromise agreement, this time to allow base personne

use of the country club. 

Discussion  

     It is clear from BRAC 93 actions that the 1993 Commission inherited a flawed BRAC 91 

decision to close Carswell AFB and keep NAS Dallas open. BRAC 93 reversed the 1991 

l 

decision, creating a Joint Reserve Base at Carswell. This action had several positive outcomes. 

First, it reduced military interference with DFW commercial aviation traffic (as Figure 5.6 

indicates, military traffic is generally shunted to the west, away from DFW traffic). Second, it 

maintained a major base in the Metroplex where many existing and potential aviation-trained 

reservists live. Third, it increased the military value of the “new” base by combining several 

inter-service functions together into a model of consolidation. Fourth, it preserved the essential 

military airfield adjacent to the Air Force Plant Number Four. More recently the largest military 

aviation contract in history has been awarded to build the Joint Strike Fighter at Air Force Plant 

Number Four, tending to further validate BRAC 93 decision making. 

     Geography plays a major role in the analysis of this comparative case study. First, the location 

of NAS Dallas did, in fact, interfere with DFW operations more than Carswell Air Force Base.  

Second, the Naval industrial plant adjacent to NAS Dallas did not require an airport to ship its 

products. The Air Force Industrial plant adjacent to Carswell AFB, which was making F-16 

aircraft at the time of the BRAC91 decision, did require an airport to test and ship its product. 

Now that the same plant recently won the bid to build the Joint Strike Fighter further lends 

credence to the BRAC93 actions. Third, factors of industrial geography, including a high 

concentration of aviation industry (such as Bell Helicopter) and trained aviation employees in the 

area who represent actual and potential Reservists, also complements the location of an aviation 
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Figure 5.6  NAS/JRB Fort Worth Designated Flight Paths  Source: Carswell Base Reuse Plan 

type military base in the Metroplex. Fourth, BRAC 93 pursued a geographic solution to excess 

base capacity through the consolidation of functions from widely scattered areas into fewer joint-

service bases, of which Carswell became a part when it was converted into a JRB. Among bases 

from where functions were moved to Carswell were NAS Dallas and Bergstrom AFB in Austin.     
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     While the Fort Worth base can proudly claim to have combined the assets of the different 

services together at one base where infrastructure can be more efficiently shared, the community 

can also proudly claim to have increased the local tax base and created economic opportunity 

with its redevelopment efforts. Dallas and Grand Prairie have not been so fortunate in improving 

the local tax base nor with redevelopment. 

Comparative Case Study Three 
Bee & Kleberg Counties, Texas 

     Two south Texas counties serve as case studies to compare the changing economic geography 

over time between two similarly rural counties, one of which had experienced a BRAC closure.  

BRAC 91 decided to close Naval Air Station Chase Field in Bee County, while Naval Air 

Station Kingsville located in Kleberg County survived BRAC, and absorbed much of the mission 

of the closed Bee County base (Figure 5.7). Kleberg County provides a control in this study to 

offset the strong likelihood that some economic changes in Bee County have been caused by 

regional and national economic trends other than BRAC. Because of the emphasis placed on the 

potential economic hardships that defense-dependent rural counties must endure when faced with 

a BRAC closure, this study also provides an analysis of the various sectors of the economy in 

both counties versus the nation.   

Bee County, Texas 

     Beeville is the County Seat of Bee County, Texas, located between the cities of San Antonio 

and Corpus Christi (60 miles away). Just outside Beeville is the site of the former Chase Field 

Naval Air Station. At Chase Field, student Naval Aviators learned to fly jet aircraft following 

initial flight training in Florida. Following the closure announcement in 1991, the Bee County 

Redevelopment Authority created a Base Reuse Plan that focused on an industrial park and a 
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prison. Chase Field closed in 1993, and most land was transferred to the Bee Redevelopment 

Authority in 1994. To date, the industrial park includes a manufacturer of prefabricated buildings 

 
Figure 5.7  South Texas Outline Map Highlighting Bee and Kleberg Counties 
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and one or two other small operations. However, most of the jobs created have been due to th

State prison, consisting of two units on opposite sides of the former base. More jobs have bee

created at the former Chase Field than on any of the other 9 rural BRAC bases1. 

     Existing aviation facilities have not yet been reused, and are falling into disrepair. Bee 

Redevelopment Authority is marketing Beeville as an excellent location due to transportation 

factors, access to Mexico, warm weather, quality of life, and existing facilities that can be h

free in exchange for creation of a certain number of stable jobs. Former military housing locate

in downtown Beeville is now used as housing for prison employees.   

Kleberg County, Texas 

     Kleberg County is home to the King Ranch, a large cattle ranch of notoriety even among 

sizeable Texas ranches. Kingsville is the Kleberg County Seat, and is located about 40 miles 
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from Corpus Christi on the route to the border town of Brownsville 120 miles to the south 

(Figure 5.7). Kingsville is geographically the closest rural community to Beeville (75 miles) with 

 era. Similar to the former NAS Chase Field, 

f 

ry 

sures can be devastating to the local community and county. If not for the 

 

he 

 

t maintained 

a military base that remained open during the BRAC

NAS Kingsville provides advanced jet aircraft flight training to Naval Aviators who have 

completed initial flight training in Florida. Because of the reduction in active duty and reserve 

forces after the Cold War totaling approximately one-third, fewer flight training facilities were 

needed by the Navy. BRAC responded by closing Chase Field in Bee County with a portion o

its flight training mission assumed by NAS Kingsville. Over the course of the post cold-war 

drawdown, operations at NAS Kingsville were reduced, and personnel fell from 1,019 milita

and 318 civilians in 1989 to 934 total personnel in 1997 (DoD, Directorate for Information, 

Operations and Reports, 1989; Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts, 1997). 

Economic Comparison of Bee & Kleberg Counties 

     Because of more opportunities in an urban setting for base redevelopment, the economic 

impact of rural base clo

prison or other significant new economic activity, Bee County would certainly be experiencing

hard times. It is difficult to separate the effects of a base closure on a local/regional economy 

from other factors, such as national economic cycles. Another factor was the post Cold War 

drawdown in DoD personnel, affecting communities that did or didn’t lose bases during t

BRAC era. Economic outcomes where bases remained open was not always predictable by 

comparison to national trends: missions and personnel were lost at some bases, other bases

gained, while others remained about the same. Kingsville is an example of a base tha

most of its personnel numbers through the drawdown, having absorbed some of the capacity lost 

at Chase Field NAS.   
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     An applied economics technique (Weinstein and Clower, 1999) is used to compare the two 

counties by numbers of jobs in various sectors of the economy for 1989 and 1997 (Table 5.2, see 

also Appendix). Employment data from the U.S. Census Bureau, Texas Department of Econom

Development, and Texas Workforce Commission is tabulated and compared for the two 

counties, for Texas, and for the U.S. First, numbers of employees are extracted for the 

and for the U.S. Second, relative percentages of jobs in each economic secto

ic 

county 

r versus total 

emplo

Specialization (COS) is calculated, a ratio betwee ty ati ges 

by e ata are presented for i  if re al 

specialization can help ain variation in local a ur COS e 

county is translated into potential numbers of job lt of al nd 

com y a s.  

case n o h a ng r 

ase ector e ay be under-

Bee & Kleberg Counties, Texas in Selected Economic Sectors, 1989 and 1997 

Industry (year) COS COS COS Bee        Kleberg 

yment are calculated within each geographic region. Third, the Coefficient of 

n coun  and n onal employment percenta

conomic sector. Texas d  compar son and to show gion

expl county specializ tion. Fo th, the  for th

s gained or lost as a resu  speci ization a

parison between local percentages of emplo ment by sector to nation l average  In some

s, a sector may be over-represented in a cou ty due t  a specialty, suc s mini . In othe

c s, an analysis such as this can uncover s s of the conomy that m

represented, and present perfect opportunities for new economic activity.   

Table 5.2  Coefficient of Specialization (COS) and Potential Job Gains or Losses for 

Bee Kle TX  Job Gains (Losses) 

Manufacturing (1989) 0.3258 0.5217 0.8692 836 593 
Manufacturing (1997) 0.1724 0.1785 0.8311 1,094 1,431 
Services (1989) 0.5586 0.6609 0.7329 967 743 
Services (1997) 0.6876 0.5322 0.8354 829 1,635 
State Government (1989) 0.4684 5.3610 1.1455 127 (1,043)
State Government (1997) 6.2824 4.2075 0.9787 (1,437) (1,285)
Federal Government, less Defense (1989) 1.0693 1.2387 1.2809 (12) (41)
Federal Government, less Defense (1997) 0.6832 7.0797 2.5242 978 (1599)
Federal Government, Defense (1989) 6.1641 7.1416 1.1296 (967) (1,150)
Federal Government, Defense (1997) 0.6337 5.8826 1.3600 30 (589)
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     Table 5.2 summarizes the COS for Bee and Kleberg Counties and potential jobs gained or lost 

for 1989 and 1997. Bee and Kleberg Counties were closely matched in 1989. What is striking, 

however, is that even after the closure of the base in Bee County in the 1997 data, employment in

the counties, especially the private sector

 

, remains fairly well matched. Bee County emerges 

ern 

overnment 

aham, 2002). 

mployment was also much higher in Kleberg County due mostly to the Texas A&M 

t in 

e 

targeting the new activity in the Base Reuse Plan to underserved sectors of the local and regional 

economically stronger than may have been expected considering its largest employer was lost, 

NAS Chase Field. Because Bee County is rural and sparsely populated, it is possible to disc

the effects of the base closure on federal employment, as well as the increase in state g

employment resulting from the new prison in the 1997 data. A few differences in county 

employment bear mention. Kleberg County employment in the agricultural sector is nearly three 

times higher than Bee County largely due to the King Ranch in Kleburg County (Gr

1989 State e

University located in Kingsville. Opportunities exist in both counties to increase employmen

manufacturing and services (Table 5.2). 

     National and regional trends and effects can be accounted for somewhat by the comparison of 

Bee to Kleberg County. Both Counties are populated sparsely enough so that employment 

patterns including the impact of the former base and current prison in Bee County are 

discernable. While it would take a much more detailed study to track the exact impacts of NAS 

Chase Field on Bee County when it was open as well as the impacts of the base closing, it can b

stated here that Bee County has successfully weathered the closure of Chase Field. 

Discussion 

     An economic analysis such as presented in this thesis can uncover certain problems and 

prospects in the economic geography of a community that may be possible to address by 
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economy. One possibility in Bee County is the manufacturing sector, which appears to be 

capable of supporting over 1,000 additional jobs based on the Coefficient of Specialization for 

that sector in the County. Therefore, it e Bee Redevelopment Authority plan 

 not as 

use 

se from the 

ed 

, 

rt 

 smooth 

and 

e 

would appear that th

for an industrial park is well suited to the needs of the area. Because manufacturing has

yet played a significant role in job creation at the former Chase Field, the prison has been 

essential in creating jobs and preserving the economic vitality of the local area. While the 

memory of Chase Field lives on with a mounted Navy jet trainer on the Bee County Courtho

lawn, the current economic vigor of the community can be credited to the respon

community, county, state, and federal governments to create a successful reuse plan which 

demonstrates that even in rural areas, base closures do not have to spell economic disaster. 

Chapter Summary 

     Comparative case studies provide additional breadth and depth to more completely 

understand the BRAC process and its varied outcomes. This chapter examined and compar

case studies of closed air bases, the most common functional type of closure and reuse. The first

Austin, Texas and Orange, County California demonstrated how the best and highest use as 

defined by OEA and the LRA may not coincide with the wishes of local actors. 

     In the case of Austin the need for new commercial aviation infrastructure coincided with the 

BRAC closure decision, providing an opportunity for the city to get a “ready-made” airpo

cheaply. Local political and economic actors quickly realized this potential, making for a

and successful reuse transition. In contrast, although Orange County also needed an airport 

the first reuse plan was to create one, lack of consensus amongst the actors resulted in th

rejection of the airport plan and the making of a new mixed-use plan to at least partially satisfy 
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multiple competing actors. Orange County may yet regret losing this opportunity at some future 

point, just as Austin is reaping the benefits of an opportunity that BRAC made possible. 

     The second set of case studies examined how conflicts between various federal government 

actors led initially to a faulty decision, but later to a new way of both consolidating base 

functions regionally and across military services, while selectively developing the more 

 

ral 

 

. 

 and 

ailed examples to compare, 

ontrast, describe, and to put a human face on the raw numbers. Second, Chapter 5 demonstrates 

at the BRAC Commission decision is only one part of the process, with many other “actors” 

volved with the crucial restoration, redevelopment, and reuse phases. Third, this Chapter ties 

gether several issues at the local, regional, and national scales so that patterns of closure and 

use can be better understood. Fourth, this Chapter demonstrates that positive outcomes from 

economically attractive parts of a number of bases. Sharing of functions between different 

military services has resulted in agglomerative savings reducing the need for duplicate 

infrastructure, increasing base utilization rates, and providing a cushion against future closures.   

     The Bee and Kleberg County Texas, case studies demonstrate that rural communities do not

have to suffer economically—as was often predicted early on in the BRAC process. Since ru

closures were expected to have larger negative economic impacts, special attention was given to 

them by the DoD, and by local and state governments. Bee County’s reuse plan included a state

prison, while some of Bee’s military personnel were reassigned to Kleberg County. 

     These comparative case studies were intended to emphasize and amplify certain arguments, 

factors and effects that may not have been evident in the more quantitative analysis in Chapter 4

BRAC is a rather complicated process played out over many years, making closure patterns

relative success of reuse difficult to ascribe to a few simple tables and statistical explanations. 

This chapter couples the information in Chapter 4 with more det

c

th

in

to

re
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base closures are possible, even at rural locations, when the various levels of government, 

usiness, and the citizenry work together to achieve success by turning the potentially negative 

vent of a local base closure into a redevelopment opportunity. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION 

 

 

     This chapter attempts to weave together the results of the literature review, the empirical 

analysis and the comparative case studies, in order to address the question of BRAC impact on 

communities. A brief discussion on the prospects of the upcoming BRAC 2005 closure round 

and suggestions for future research concludes the chapter.  

Findings of the Thesis 

     Bridging the gap between earlier work on the topic of base closure and future efforts was a 

main goal of this thesis. Literature was discovered in a wide variety if disciplines that enabled a 

clear description of the BRAC process, a preliminary look at community impacts, and the 

interactions between geographic, political, economic, environmental and social issues interacting 

with BRAC. While the outcomes from BRAC as depicted in the academic literature and my 

findings did not appear to be as devastating as the potential outcomes reported in the popular 

literature, there was not a definitive, overall academic study of BRAC that could be found. Gaps 

in the literature lead to the development of a relational database of attributes for each major 

BRAC closure. Statistics derived from the database have served to describe national and regional 

attributes of BRAC so that individual cases and regions can now be compared to each other as 

well as to data at the national level. Other database attributes permitted an evaluation of the 

impact of BRAC closures on communities throughout the country. 

     Bases were generally selected for closure in roughly the same proportion as the existing 

pattern of bases, perhaps a reflection of BRAC attempts to achieve an even distribution. 

Exceptions to this pattern are found in several cases, such as in California, which absorbed a 

larger amount of closures due to the length of its coastline and pre-existing concentration of 
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Navy bases. Community impacts have been more positive than predicted at the outset of each 

BRAC round. Evidence suggests that job recovery times are relatively short and are getting 

shorter as the time period between BRAC closure decisions and base closures diminish. In 

addition, communities have benefited from conveyances, allowing for a smoother and cheap

redevelopment process. Probably the most difficult issue is environmental restoration, wh

greatly exceeded original projections.  

     Even in the arena, however, the future appears brighter due to innovations in environmenta

remediation technology and the ongoing cleanup of all military bases. Both of these factors can 
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 from 

 

n that unfolded at Dallas Naval Air Station and Carswell Air Force 

be expected to reduce BRAC base cleanup times and costs in future BRAC rounds. A general 

finding is that the BRAC process is becoming more efficient over time, leading to innovations 

and better methods. Major BRAC bases now close in three years on average after the BRA

decision. In addition to better environmental restoration technologies, property can now be 

transferred in parcels or in long term leases pending complete environmental restoration. 

Targeted restoration strategies are also reducing restoration times and costs. Another finding is 

that redevelopment has been able to quickly replace lost jobs in most cases when closure and 

restoration times were short and the new economic activity closely aligns with community ne

     Comparative case studies demonstrated that regardless of the care taken to ensure the fairne

and efficiency of the BRAC process, local actors can and will change the outcomes of reuse

what was determined to be the highest and best use of the property as demonstrated in the 

Orange County, California, example. This is not to say that the redevelopment process does not 

ever work as expected, as the new Austin-Bergstrom International Airport and concurrent

redevelopment of Mueller Airport amply demonstrates. Federal actors can and do make faulty 

decisions such as the situatio
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Base in the Dallas-Fort Worth Metropolitan Area. But the federal government can and does 

recover and learn from these decisions. Fort Worth is now home to a base that is much better 

utilized for the benefit of the military and the local community, and the cities of Dallas and 

Grand Prairie will eventually have prime land restored to residential standards and ready for 

development. Bee County demonstrates that even in a rural community, base closure in a defens

dependent community does not automatically equate to economic meltdown, even when 

compared to Kleberg County, the location of a base that survived BRAC, has a university, and 

the sprawling King Ranch.  

     Regarding the BRAC approach, early questions of independence and political use of clos

locations as punishment have largely been addressed by making the BRAC independent of the

DoD, and assigning BRAC members equitably across party lines. Questions of regional loy

amongst the Commission members remain, however, and may be more difficult to overcome. 

One finding that could improve the results of Commission decisions and further streamline the 

BRAC process would be to change the rules regarding the num

e 

ure 

 

alties 

ber of years between a BRAC 

closure decision t closures have, 

 idea, 

and the actual closure. This is currently set at six years but recen

on average, taken three years. BRAC should reduce allowable times from six to three years. 

While this would place additional burdens on DoD to hasten transfers, consolidations, and 

restoration, it would certainly benefit communities, and is in keeping with the current closure 

average. In addition, this reduction to three years would further maximize DoD savings by 

closing bases sooner, creating a win-win situation. Transfer of property in parcels is a good

even before a base is closed, especially in more remote parts of bases where the base mission is 

not impacted and little environmental restoration is required. 
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Prospects of BRAC 2005 and Suggestions for Future Research 

     Further research on the BRAC process is needed. In light of the upcoming 2005 BRAC rou

it is timely to consider how to further reduce negative community impacts as well a

nd, 

s how to 

c 

otential 

 

 

re is 

 

re realistic target is probably 

 

better achieve DoD infrastructure reductions. Controversy still exists along the lines of economi

harm to communities, with many states creating committees to protect their bases from p

BRAC closure decisions. If the BRAC decisions can be made even more equitable, times 

between closure decision and closure shortened, Base Reuse Plans more closely aligned to local 

needs, while at the same time the geographic pattern of remaining bases maximized DoD 

efficiency and cost savings, the goals of BRAC would be met. However, until the perception that 

BRAC equals local economic devastation is overcome, the process will continue to be feared, 

fought and loathed despite the best intentions and results. Perhaps the BRAC process needs a

more positive public image that is more closely aligned with reality. 

     What is new is that the geopolitical situation has changed, given the 9/11/01 attacks in New

York and Washington D.C. Politicians, citizens and others question the soundness of an 

additional BRAC round, given that the seemingly ever increasing military missions may require 

additional personnel and infrastructure to house, equip, and train these units. It appears likely the 

2005 BRAC process will proceed, but it will be unlikely that the 2005 Commission will reduce 

the infrastructure by the announced 20% (though my findings support the conclusion that the

about 20% overcapacity in DoD infrastructure). First, uncertainties about the future will likely

restrain BRAC. Second, it took four earlier BRAC Commissions to reduce infrastructure by 

20%, and it is unlikely that one 2005 Commission would be able, politically or physically, to 

reduce the remaining infrastructure by an additional 20%. A mo

10%. I am often asked about the relationship between BRAC and Coast Guard bases, and
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between BRAC and overseas bases. These factors are not under the direct purview of BRAC, b

it is true that the Coast Guard falls under the Navy in time of declared war to protect coasts, an

it is also true that the overseas base infrastructure is changing and this change affects the need

for domestic base infrastructure. As more domestic bases are closed, the more future BRAC 

Commissions will have to consider the location of Coast Guard bases, the impact of overseas 

bases and forward deployed troops, the unfolding global geo-political situation including the r

of DoD in “homeland security”, the strategic dangers inherent in loss of redundancy, and the role 

of geographic location in the selection of future base closures. 

     A suggested direction of research is to seek to improve the reporting of data from the 

individual services to DoD, and the ranking/selection process DoD derives from this data and 

subsequently forwards to the BRAC Commission. The problem that exists relates to a hard to

correlate mismatch of data. Each service branch uses different analytical methods to rank the 

importance of bases, and DoD then takes this disjointed data and makes an analysis using yet 

another set of models. BRAC is then left with the problem of visiting bases and determining if 

the data fed in is correct, and, in many cases, basic data has changed between individual bas

inputs and the information the Commission finally receives from DoD. An additional problem is 

that many of the solutions that BRAC will be able to find are the type exemplified in the case of

the new Joint Reserve Base at Fort Worth: closure of several bases of different military services

and consolidating those functions at fewer bases. A common system, beyond the current model

used by the services and DoD should be used jointly from the start to rank bases, functions, 

locations, and other attributes in order to ensure that BRAC has the proper data it needs to 

decisions that give the military Services, DoD, and communities outcomes that reflect the most 

efficient use of resources and are fair. An article by Senator Kelly (R-Alaska) appearing in t

ut 

d 

s 

ole 

 

e 

 

 

s 

make 

he 
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Anchorage Daily News states the need for this research, using the cases of several bases in 

Alaska that were considered separately by the different services during past BRAC Rounds. This

thinking carried forward to DoD, and was presented to BRAC, which tends to make most of its 

closure decisions along the lines of DoD recommendations. While the location of joint servic

bases are one consideration, another basic location problem yet to be resolved with the BRAC

process is the question of whether one particular geographic location has any strategic or tactica

 

e 

 

l 

d 

r. 

se. 

 the 

s instituted even though Kelly 

 

intenance of 

advantage over another in the post-modern era. One piece of evidence says yes, when the 

location of Homestead Air Force Base, though leveled by Hurricane Andrew in 1992, was save

from closure even after BRAC ordered it closed in 1993 because of its location near Cuba. 

Another piece of evidence says geographic location matters little, considering the closure of 

strategic bomber bases in northern states.  Although the Soviet Union no longer exists, the polar 

route is the closest air route to China as well, our most probable future adversary in a major wa

Yet BRAC closed three of these bases in Maine and Michigan. It should be added that these 

BRAC decisions may indicate a shift in strategic thinking away from strategic bombing from 

airplanes to an increased reliance on submarines. BRAC did not close a single submarine ba

     Considering the evidence from past BRAC rounds, the current personnel force structure and 

base infrastructure, BRAC 2005 will have little choice but to finally address excess Air Force 

industrial capacity. BRAC 1995 attempted to close Kelly Air Force Base in San Antonio, but

base was realigned instead and a privatization in place scheme wa

was not needed, and represented gross overcapacity. Although it will be a tough move for BRAC 

2005, perhaps Kelly Air Force Base should be at the top of the closure list, along with at least 

one other Air Force Depot. Considering that many future airframes will be the same amongst the

services, the Joint Strike Fighter for one, BRAC should pursue joint depot level ma
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aircraft. It may decide that San Antonio may be the right location for such a move, instead 

closing another depot such as Tinker Air Force Base in Oklahoma City. However, before su

decision can be made, the economic vitality of Oklahoma City must be weighed against that of 

San Antonio. If this were the deciding factor, then Kelly in San Antonio would be the depot 

chosen for closure and Tinker would house the new joint depot.   

ch a 

   Additional research is also needed to develop a common process to determine the highest and 

est use of land should it become available due to a base closure that could be applied to various 

cations to see if they have better chances for a good transition to civilian use, such as was the 

ase in Austin. Another potential item for future research is the use of the applied 

conomic/applied geographic technique presented in the case study on Bee and Kleberg counties 

 match potential reuse options with community needs and the best and highest use of the 

roperty. While further research is certainly needed on the BRAC process, it is hoped that this 

esis will lay some of the groundwork for future research through an extensive bibliography, 

atabase development leading to national level statistics, and preliminary research findings. 
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END NOTES 
 
Chapter 1 
 
1. R r he n l and C 
deci ot close. es the re  of 
bases n for closu AC decis
order to share resources.  
 
2. T e following flow hart d as  ope 95 
BRAC cycles. The primary cle was
reported directly to the Secr rded the reco  
Con ress via the Pres ent.
 

Figu he B AC P

Congress makes 
law and BRAC 

Co
me

 
DoD form

 or 

 
gathers additional data, visits 
bases, votes on actions, and 

ealignment occu
sion, but does n
 that are chose

s w n a base loses or gains person
 Realignments are sometim

re, or the result of a BR

e  missions as a result of a BRA
sult of redistributing the assets
ion to consolidate functions in 

h  c epicts the BRAC process 
difference from the 1988 cy
etary of Defense, who forwa

it rated for the 1991, 1993 and 19
 that the BRAC Commission 

mmendations to the
g id  

re EN.1 Flow Chart of t

Services submit data to DoD. 
ulates and submits 

R rocess 

BRAC evaluates DoD List, 

list of bases it wants closed
realigned to the BRAC 

Commission 
submits BRAC Report to 

Congress via the President 

mmission 
mbers are 

selected 
     

BRAC Decisions  Congress considers the Report  President accepts or rejects 
 become law.  3 

sub-processes  
then occur… 

and votes to reject or accept 
the BRAC Report in its 
entirety. If accepted… 

BRAC Report in its entirety.  If
accepted, Report is forwarded to 

Congress 
     

  Base has 6 Years to close.  
Drawdown. Base Transition 
Coordinator (BTC) assigned 

 Base closes and property is s
retained by federal government, 

or conveyed to LRA 

old, 

     

  Defense Environmental 
Restoration Program (DERP) 
investigates and cleans base 

 EPA inspects and if satisfied 
issues Finding of Suitability for 

Transfer (FOST) 
     

  Community forms an LRA 
and develops an EIS and Base 

 Redevelopment and reuse take 
place by parcel, by lease, or by 

Reuse Plan entire base upon transfer 
 
 

sible 

3. Several other factors could be included under each heading.  Political considerations also 
include Congressional influence, seen as public speeches and media events, letter writing to the 
Commission and requesting investigations by the General Accounting Office, and newsletters 
distributed throughout the Congressional District where a base was being examined for pos
closure. Military considerations also include such things as loss of redundancy, strategic 
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locations and dispersing of assets, reserve training, and other issues. Environmental factors also
include new technologies, funding of the Defense Environmental Restoration Program at BRAC

 
 

ases as well as active bases, unexploded ordnance, underground storage tanks, formulation of 

rural 
ty in 

f 
pen 

AC 

n.   

 
 at 

 by 

r as 

 

 
as problematic in that it may have revealed certain aspects of the base structure that DoD had 

 
 

b
the Environmental Impact Statement, delay in base turnover awaiting restoration to be complete, 
the degree of restoration necessary for a planned end use of the property, and other issues.  
Factors involving economic geography also include potential tax revenue, real estate value, 
versus urban location, zoning, and determination of the best and highest use of the proper
the Base Reuse Plan. Social factors also include the homeless, community involvement with 
reuse planning, scare tactics among players designed to incite citizens against closure because o
perceived economic collapse of the community if a closure should occur, and the amount of o
space in a given reuse plan. 

 
Chapter 2 

1. An example of a well-rounded Commissioner was The Honorable W. Graham Claytor, J.D., 
who was Chairman of the Board for AMTRAK at the time of his appointment to the 1988 BR
Commission. Mr. Claytor had formerly served as Secretary of the Navy, as Deputy Under 
Secretary of Defense, and as a partner in a private law firm. During World War Two, he was the 
Commanding Officer of the USS Doyle (DE 368), the first ship to arrive on the scene after the 
sinking of the famous cruiser USS Indianapolis, returning from delivering a nuclear weapo
 
2. Major bases, as defined under the BRAC process, includes those bases where at least 300
Federal civilians are authorized to be employed. Less than 300 Federal civilians are authorized
minor bases.  Numbers of military personnel are not taken into account (Defense Secretary 
BRAC, 1988; DoD, 1992). There is significant disagreement in the literature concerning 
numbers of major and minor bases (GAO, DERP, DoD, Oryx Press, Data Research Associates, 
Military Living Publishers). Each military service has its own definition, based primarily upon 
missions performed at bases. DoD Base Structure Reports are formulated annually from the 
inputs of the individual services, and lists bases as major when they meet certain criteria of 
replacement cost of acreage and buildings (DoD Base Structure Report, 2002). BRAC lists bases 
as major when at least 300 civilian jobs are lost as a result of closure (BRAC Reports, 1988, 
1991, 1993, 1995). Further confusing the issue is that many of the bases categorized as major
BRAC had fewer than 300 civilian employees, while other bases categorized by BRAC as minor 
had over 300 civilian employees. An explanation for this disparity is that civilian employee 
numbers reflect numbers of civilian employees authorized at the base, not necessarily the 
employees actually assigned (OEA, personal communication, 2002). Another explanation is that 
often the numbers of civilian personnel working for the base paid with non-obligated funds o
contractors are included in the total, while in other cases they are not (BRAC 1988). In an 
attempt to overcome inconsistencies found in the existing literature, the original estimate in this
paper was based on comparing and cross-checking of multiple sources, and in many cases 
verification by base visits, telephone interviews, and internet searches. The resulting database
w
intentionally not disclosed due to classified operations.  This researcher was advised not to 
publish it, and therefore it will not appear here. Instead, data is extracted from Appendix J of the 
1998 Report of the Department of Defense Report on Base Realignment and Closure, and from
the four BRAC Commission Reports to the President. Advantages of using this data are that it is
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in the public domain, is directly from DoD, and will form the basis for the choices available to 
the 2005 BRAC Commission. Disadvantages of this data source are that it is not 100% accurate: 

 statement is included in Appendix J of the 1998 DoD Report that says certain bases were not 
included.  Additionally, many bases are list 98 that were closed by earlier BRAC 
rounds and do not have DoD personnel assigned any longer. Finally, some bases were deleted by 

t 
xcluded from the list 

r this reason, or due to classified operations. Future BRAC Commissions will not likely close 

ars 

rf, 

, 1995e, 1995f, 1996a, 1996b, 1996c, 1997a, 1997b, 1998a, 

 

ppened 
is in addition to other problems found in the BRAC 

 

.  
nse 

n 

e.  
made easy targets for BRAC because the Navy did not need them and local 

lists 

A
ed in the 19

DoD because they were expected to fall below the 300 authorized civilian threshold by 2003, bu
since these bases are not indicated it is not possible to separate the bases e
fo
bases where hard to relocate classified activities are underway in any case. An example of a 
“secret” base that is not included in DoD public records is the flight test base at Groom Lake, 
Nevada. It is known to exist based on media stories/images, published foreign satellite photos, 
and other accounts, and is where some of the most classified aviation projects of the last 40 ye
have been developed. One can only speculate as to whether this base is considered “major”. 
 
3. The literature is divided in using the terms direct and indirect versus primary and secondary 
for the same job losses, and sometimes they are used interchangebly. (Lynch, 1970; Udis, 1973; 
Erickson, 1977; Burrell, 1982; Kennedy, 1983; Henderson, 1990; Kirschenbaum and Marsh, 
1993; Bradshaw, 1993, 1999; Nathan, 1994; Behar, 1995; Chapman, 1995; Lindsey and Tyson, 
1995; Bielling, 1996; Dardia, et al., 1996; Fouladpur, 1996; Reffett, 1996; Rubin, 1996; Wa
1997; Frisch, et al., 1998; Greenberg, et al., 1998; Hooker and Knetter, 1999). 
 

Chapter 3 

1. GAO 1994, 1995b, 1995c, 1995d
1998b, 1998c, 1998d, 1999, 2001a, 2001b, 2001c, 2001d, 2002a, 2002b. 
 
2. Official BRAC documents list 97 major BRAC bases. Later documents that list 97 bases refer
back to the same BRAC Commission reports. The problem is that the original numbers were 
generated at the time closure decisions were made, and do not take into account what ha
later, which often was not a closure. This 
data. This thesis lists 92 Major BRAC closures, with 5 bases deleted from the initial 97 after a
thorough screening of bases appearing on closure lists. Deleted bases and rationale are: 
  Galveston Naval Station, TX and Lake Charles Naval Station, LA (BRAC 1988) never opened
Both were part of the Navy’s Strategic Homeporting Plan, a relic of the early/mid 1980s defe
buildup, so the ports were not needed for a Navy projected to decline by hundreds of ships in the 
1990s. In a site visit to Galveston, it was discovered that construction had never even started.  I
the case of Lake Charles, construction was incomplete, and was to be the homeport of one 
vessel, a refueling ship. BRAC 1988 listed these bases as major, however, they are currently 
listed by the Navy as minor because 300 Federal Civilians were not authorized at either bas
These “bases” 
economic impact was not an issue. To include the sites in a statistical analysis of BRAC base 
attributes would skew the results.   
  Bergstrom Air Force Base, TX (BRAC 1991, 1995). Bergstrom was selected for closure twice.  
Bergstrom Air Force Base was “closed” by BRAC 1991. In reality, the base was realigned as 
Bergstrom Air Reserve Base. BRAC 1995 then acted to close Bergstrom again. This thesis 
Bergstrom once under BRAC 1991. Listing the base twice for this study would double such 
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figures as environmental restoration, and would not make sense from the standpoint of 
community impact, which accrues once. 
  Naval Electronics Systems Engineering Center (NESEC), San Diego, CA (BRAC 1991) and 
Defense Personnel Support Center, PA (BRAC 1993). These two bases never really closed, from 
a personnel standpoint. NESEC San Diego was housed in a single building and sat on about 3 
acres of property.  The command moved across town to merge with a similar command, and 
actually gained employees in the process. A similar NESEC closed in the San Francisco area and
its personnel were transferred to the San Diego NESEC.  In this case, BRAC did not properly 
account for a major closure in the San Francisco area that lost jobs, then moved the people to 
place that did not really close and listed it as a major closure. The Defense Personnel Support 
Center moved across town (Philadelphia) and is alive and well as Defense Supply Center, 
Philadelphia.  
    There were some other cases that were somewhat questionable, but were kept in the datab
In the cases of several industrial bases closed but converted to perform the same function w
civilian contractors in th

 

a 

ase.  
ith 

e Privatization-in-Place (PIP) scheme, if the purpose of the closure was 
 reduce excess industrial capacity, closure of the base under PIP reuse does not accomplish the 

 at 

e 

ng 
ane 

 factors destroyed the base, and geography came to 
e rescue: it was feared that the proximity of Cuba to the U.S. posed enough of a threat that the 

So, Homestead 

t is 
l 

here 

 Reports, 
trengths by Regional Area and by County 

09a Report); Atlas/State Data Abstract for the United States and Selected Areas (LO3 Report); 

he 

epartment of The Air Force, Air Force BRAC Success Stories, 
ww.afbca.hq.af.mil/factsht/success.htm (1999); United States Department of the Air Force, 

Final Environmental Impact Statement: Disposal and Reuse of Bergstrom Air Force Base, Texas 

to
goal. BRAC 1995 was handed the difficult task of choosing two of five Air Force aviation 
maintenance depots. With the assistance of the President and other actors, PIP was to be used
the two depots chosen for closure, McClellan Air Force Base, CA, and Kelly Air Force Base, 
TX. Both bases underwent the same closure decision with the same reuse in mind under the sam
BRAC Commission, however the Texas base was listed as a realignment while the California 
base was listed as a closure. There were other questionable BRAC “closures”, such as the listi
of Homestead Air Force Base in south Florida as a major closure in BRAC 1993 after hurric
Andrew demolished it in 1992. Geographical
th
U.S. could not afford to lose the closest Air Force Base to Cuba, albeit destroyed. 
was reduced to an Air Reserve Base, amounting to a partial closure. Another Air Force Base 
appearing on the closure lists is Carswell Air Force Base in Fort Worth, Texas (BRAC 1991). It 
is alive and well as Naval Air Station/Joint Reserve Base Fort Worth (BRAC 1993). Again i
retained here because it amounted to a partial closure, with the hospital converting to a Federa
Medical Center (prison hospital), the golf course and most of the housing transferred to the 
Westworth Redevelopment Authority, and a new home improvement center located w
housing once sat. 
 
3. United States Department of Defense, Directorate for Information, Operations and
Annual Reports: Active Duty Military Personnel S
(3
Defense Almanac, Department of Defense Annual Statistical Report; Military and Direct Hire 
Civilian Manpower Statistic (MO2 Report). Also Adjusting to the Drawdown: The Report of t
Defense Conversion Commission (1992); The Report of the Department of Defense on Base 
Realignment and Closure (1998); DoD Office of Economic Adjustment, Civilian Reuse of 
Former Military Bases, 1988-1999 (1999a). 
 
4. United States D
w
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(1993); United States Department of the Air Force, Final Environmental Impact Statement: 
Disposal and Reuse of Carswell Air Force Base, Texas (1994); United States Congress, Post-
Closure of Military Bases, S6679-S6685, (1995); United States Department of Commerce, 
Census of Government (various years); United States Department of the Navy, Final 
Environmental Impact Statement: Disposal and Reuse of Naval Air Station Chase Field (1993); 
United States Department of the Navy: Draft Environmental Impact Statement: Disposal and
Reuse of Naval Air Station Dallas (1995);

 
 Lockwood (2001). www.afbca.hq.af.mil, 

ww.navfac.navy.mil/brc, www.hqda.army.mil). 

 Hill, 

n, 

, 1993; Burke and Eljenholm, 1996; 
onnolly, 1988; Crock, 1999; Dallas Morning News, Texas Almanac (various Years); Eaton, 

1988; Elboghdady, 1997; Evinger, 1991; Fl Flynn, 1997; Fouladpour, 1996; Gramm, 
1999; Landay and Tyson, 1995; Lamar, 1989; Lee, 2001; McGonigle, 1993; McLemore, 1995; 

7. Tustin Marine Corps Air Station (California), El Toro Marine Corps Air Station (California), 
Long Beach Naval Complex, including Long Beach Naval Station, Long Beach Naval Shipyard, 
nd Long Beach Naval Hospital (California), Orlando Naval Training Center (Florida), Orlando 

Naval Hospital (Florida), Pensacola Naval Air Station (Florida), Williams Air Force Base 
(Arizona), Charleston Nav on and Charleston Naval 
Shipyard (South Carolina), Southern Division of he Naval Facilities Engineering Command 

outh Carolina), Reese Air Force Base (Texas), Galveston Naval Station (Texas), Chase Field 
s), 

San Diego Nav  Mobile (Alabama), and the Air 
niversity Library at Maxwell Air Force Base (Alabama). 

Air Station (Al ), 
Jefferson Prov e (Maine), K.I. Sawyer and Wurtsmith 

ir Force Bases (Michigan), Seneca Army Depot (New York), and Fort Picket (Virginia). 

 

w
 
5. Allen, 1998; Benton, 1997; Bieling, 1996; Bradshaw, 1993, 1999; Braman, 1997; Cassidy, 
1992; Dering, 1996; Erickson, 1977; Fisher, 1995; Frisch, et al, 1998; Garcia, 1996; Gordon, 
1992; Greenberg, et al, 1998; Grizzle, 1993; Hague, 1992; Hadwiger, 1993; Hansen, 1996;
1998, 2000; Kirchenbaum et al, 1993; Lauzon, 1999; Matsuoka, 1997; Minton, 1994;Nathan, 
1994; Nathan and Bronstein, 1998;  O Huallachain, 1987; Pidgeon, 1996; Reffett, 1996; Rona
1997; Rubin, 1996; Strubble, 1996; Trescott, 1998; Warf, 1997; Wegman and Bailey, 1994; 
Williams, 1999. 
 
 6. Auster, et al, 1993; Auster, 1995; Barry and Morganthau
C

oyd, 1996; 

Military Living Publishers, 1993; Minton, 1994; Nicholas and Rossi, 1993; Phillips, 1989; Sia, 
1988; Smith-Heimer and Shiver, 1996; U.S. News and World Report (1989); Weiss, 1995; 
Whittle, 1993; Whittle and Camia, 1995. 
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Chapter 5 

1. In addition to Chase Field in Beeville (Texas), other rural BRAC bases included Adak Naval 
aska), Eaker Air Force Base (Arkansas), Savanna Army Depot Activity (Illinois
ing Ground (Indiana), Loring Air Force Bas

A
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LIST OF ACRONYMS AND GLOSSARY 
 

AAP    d 

 
AB    

mbined with classroom and field training. 

n 

 
ANGB   

raining the Air National Guard. 
 

 
BRIM ion Manual. Manual issued by the Department of 

Defense to Base Transition Coordinators, communities, and Local Reuse 

ilitary to civilian control. An 
outcome of the 1993 President’s Five Part Plan for Revitalizing Base Closure 

 
BRAC   ess 

C” Commission that serves about a year 
ntil it’s recommendations have cleared the President and Congress. The 1988 

y 
w 

 
C    Base Transition Coordinator. Since 1993, have been assigned by DoD to bases in 

 of the 
of the 

 
CERCLA   

 
DERP   

 

 
Army Ammunition Plant. Usually indicates manufacturing of ordnance, an
sometimes maintenance and storage as well. 

Army Base. Usually indicates a large infantry training base, perhaps a recruit 
training base co

 
AD    Army Depot. Indicates a supply and/or industrial process. Can be an ammunitio

depot where ordnance is manufactured and stored, or can indicate a depot level 
maintenance facility for aircraft or tanks.  

Air National Guard Base. An air base falling under the jurisdiction of the Air 
Force specifically for t

AFB    Air Force Base. Can indicate an active aviation base, a reserve air base, a training 
air base, or a support base. 

Base Reuse Implementat

Authorities to standardize and simplify the process of completing a base 
reuse plan and guide the transition of a base from m

Communities.  

Base Realignment and Closure. Used in reference to both the “BRAC” proc
spanning several years, and the “BRA
u
Commission operated directly under the Secretary of Defense, much differentl
from the independent Commissions of 1991, 1993 and 1995. All four are no
referred to as BRAC. 

BT
order to provide a link between the LRA and federal government outside
base chain of command in order to cut through red tape smooth transition 
base to the community. 

Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act. The
EPA program commonly known as the Superfund. 

Defense Environmental Restoration Program. Responsible for the  
environmental restoration of both BRAC and active bases. Has been in 
operation since before the BRAC process, and continues to clean up spills 
and other contaminants from bases. 
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DoD Department of Defense.  Reports to the President. All branches of the service 
report to DoD, except the Coast Guard, which reports to the Department of 
Transportation. The Coast Guard does report to DoD in the case of a declared 

   

war, however. 

EIS 
on, as well as habitat, historical 

buildings, geology, soils, site and situation, and other environmental and human 

 
 

y 
created by a contractor with the assistance of the Local Reuse Authority (LRA). It 

ice 
often 

n.   
 
EPA f the federal government created to 

protect environmental quality, and to manage cleanup of past pollution. Monitors 

 
FOST 

s 
now suitable for transfer to the LRA. 

GAO ible for oversight 
and investigation of government programs and activities. GAO has provided, 
often as a request from Congress, some of the best analysis to date on the BRAC 
process. GAO also provides direct BRAC oversight per BRAC legislation. 

JRB 

conversion from Carswell Air Force Base. 

LRA rmal group of people composed of administrators, 
planners, politicians, local bureaucrats, and other interested parties. Charged with 

RAC Committee. 

S 

 
 
 

   
Environmental Impact Statement. A document created to record all past 
environmental damage, spills, and polluti

factors about a BRAC base. The EIS forms the basis of the environmental 
restoration to be performed at a base before it is turned over for civilian use. In
addition, the EIS serves as the reuse plan for the base, where the future impacts of
several alternative reuses are presented. The EIS/Base Reuse Plan are usuall

is then submitted to the civil engineering division of the branch of military serv
of the base and the EPA for approval. Upon approval, another contractor is 
hired by the LRA to manage development in accordance with the EIS/Reuse Pla

Environmental Protection Agency. Branch o

cleanup of BRAC sites and approves cleanup measures and property transfers.  

Finding of Suitability to Transfer. An EPA document issued upon its finding that 
environmental restoration has been completed and that the former base property i

 
General Accounting Office. Federal government office respons

 
Joint Reserve Base. An option for consolidation of functions amongst several 
military services at a single base. One service acts as host and operates the 
support functions that all the others share. One of the first examples created by 
BRAC was the Fort Worth Naval Air Station and Joint Reserve Base after 

 
Local Reuse Authority. A fo

the responsibility to formulate a combined Environmental Impact Statement and 
Base Reuse Plan after a base closure decision is made by the B

 
MCA Marine Corps Air Station. Function as bases for fighter/attack aircraft, and/or 

helicopters. Marine flight training is combined with the Navy. 
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MSA 
ify the location of rural bases where additional help may be 

required to create reuse options. Most MSAs have a need for some form of 

ounded by more defense dependent communities. 

P 

air wings, bases for patrol/anti-submarine aircraft, or training. 

NPL  
y. NPL listing identifies especially troublesome 

locations where restoration is needed quickly in order to prevent the continued 

 
NSY ns 

  
TC Naval Training Center. Designed for recruit and classroom/technical training.    

OEA r 
 due to base closures and realignments. 

Provides direct grants to LRAs. 

OLF 
were 

 
e in order to produce the same military 

products as when the facility was a military base. Often the arrangement is a 

. 

ned 
as an interface between the community and the federal government in issues 
relating to environmental restoration. 

 

Metropolitan Statistical Area. A Census Bureau designation for urban areas that 
can be used to ident

economic activity and can be more easily converted to new economic activity, 
while rural bases tend to be surr

 
NADE Naval Aviation Depot. Industrial facility for major repairs and upgrades to Navy 

and Marine Corps aircraft. 
 
NAS Naval Air Station. Usually functions as a shore based facility for aircraft carrier 

 
National Priority List. An element of the Superfund (CERCLA) program of the
Environmental Protection Agenc

spread of contaminants, to prevent imminent threats to human health, and to 
provide the necessary funding to enable the cleanup to begin as soon as possible 
and be completed. 

  
NS Naval Station. Generally a seaport, with some intermediate maintenance, supply, 

support and training functions. 

Naval Shipyard. Industrial facility for major repairs, drydocking, and alteratio
to navy ships and submarines. 

N
 

Office of Economic Adjustment. Department of Defense Office responsible fo
reducing negative community impacts

 
Outlying Landing Field. These are emergency landing fields often found within 
10 miles of military airfields and usually closed along with the airfield they 
attached to in the case of a BRAC closure.   

  
PIP Privatization in Place. A scheme for reducing industrial base infrastructure while 

still maintaining industrial capacity through direct transfer of the base, buildings,
equipment, and sometimes the workforc

fixed-price long-term prime contract. The arrangement also preserves jobs in the 
community

 
RAB Restoration Advisory Board. Group composed of interested local people desig
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ROD Record of Decision. A document issued by the Department of Defense and 
seconded by the Environmental Protection Agency that records various decisions 
related to environmental restoration, such as a specific method designed to 
remedy a specific problem at a specific site. 

SIC ity 
sed 

eau and others. 

 of 

 
SAF United States Air Force. Was U.S. Army Air Corps until after World War II. 

USMC s 

the Navy, often with separate bases. 
 

SN United States Navy. During time of war declared by Congress, the United States 
Coast Guard, normally under Department of Transportation, comes under the 
Defense Department under control of the USN. Coast Guard basing is not 
considered by BRAC. 

UST Underground Storage Tank. Can be for gasoline at a base exchange gasoline 
station, lube oil, solvents or aviation fuel, or other uses. A common source of soil 
and groundwater contamination. 

UXO Unexploded Ordnance. Often found at training facilities, these are artillery and 
rifle shells, bombs, missiles, rockets, or other ordnance that did not explode as 
designed during training, but often explode when touched or moved decades later. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Standard Industrial Classification Code. Method of classifying economic activ
into sectors to monitor trends in employment, output, and other measures. U
by the U.S. Census Bur

  
USA United States Army. Depending on the context, can also denote United States

America. 

U
 

United States Marine Corps. Operates under the Secretary of the Navy, perform
missions with the Navy and independently, including a separate aviation arm from 

U
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APPEN IX
 

Geographic Distribution of Major as  B Base los
 

Table A.1  Major Base Accounti  B su ion a  St

b-Region 
 

Bas
Ope
1988

Pe
of
O

BRAC
Base
Close

Pe
of
C

P
o

Bases
Open
 2004

Pe
of 
O

P
o

D  

B es and RAC  C ures  

ng y Cen s Reg nd ate 

REGION or 
       State or 

Su
Territory

es 
n 
 

rcent
 Total 
pen 

s 
d

rcent
 Total 
losed 

ercent
f 1988 

Closed 

 

 

rcent 
Total 
pen 

ercent
f 1988 
Open 

WEST REGION 142 29.28% 33 35.87% 23.24% 109 27.74% 76.76%
Pacific  107 22.06% 28 30.43% 26.17% 79 20.10% 73.83%
      Alaska 5 1.03% 1 1.09% 20.00% 4 1.02% 80.00%
      Hawaii 1 12 2.47% 1 1.09% 8.33% 1 2.80% 91.67%
      California 7 1 2 2 3 4 11 4.64% 3 5.00% 2.39% 8 2.21% 67.61%
      Oregon 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0.00% 0 0.00% 0.00%
      Washington 1 14 2.89% 1 1.09% 7.14% 3 3.31% 92.86%
      Guam 5 1.03% 2 2.17% 40.00% 3 0.76% 60.00%
Mountain  35 7.22% 5 5.43% 14.29% 30 7.63% 85.71%
      Montana 1 0.21% 0 0.00% 0.00% 1 0.25% 100.00%
      Idaho 2 0.41% 0 0.00% 0.00% 2 0.51% 100.00%
      Wyoming 2 0.41% 0 0.00% 0.00% 2 0.51% 100.00%
      Nevada 2 0.41% 0 0.00% 0.00% 2 0.51% 100.00%
      Utah 7 1.44% 2 2.17% 28.57% 5 1.27% 71.43%
      Colorado 10 2.06% 2 2.17% 20.00% 8 2.04% 80.00%
      Arizona 7 1.44% 1 1.09% 14.29% 6 1.53% 85.71%
      New Mexico  4 0.82% 0 0.00% 0.00% 4 1.02% 100.00%
MIDWEST REGION 64 13.20% 15 16.30% 23.44% 49 12.47% 76.56%
West North Central  21 4.33% 1 1.09% 4.76% 20 5.09% 95.24%
      North Dakota 102 0.41% 0 0.00% 0.00% 2 0.51% 0.00%
      South Dakota 1 0.21% 0 0.00% 0.00% 1 0.25% 100.00%
      Nebraska 4 0.82% 0 0.00% 0.00% 4 1.02% 100.00%
      Kansas 4 0.82% 0 0.00% 0.00% 4 1.02% 100.00%
      Missouri 8 1.65% 1 1.09% 12.50% 7 1.78% 87.50%
      Iowa 1 0.21% 0 0.00% 0.00% 1 0.25% 100.00%
      Minnesota 1 0.21% 0 0.00% 0.00% 1 0.25% 100.00%
East North Central  43 8.87% 14 15.22% 32.56% 29 7.38% 67.44%
      Illinois 14 2.89% 5 5.43% 35.71% 9 2.29% 64.29%
      Indiana 8 50.00% 4 1.02% 50.00%1.65% 4 4.35%
      Ohio 27 3 %11 2. % 3.26 27.27% 8 2.04% 72.73%
      Michigan 9 1.86 2% 2.17% 22.22% 7 1.78% 77.78%
      Wisconsin 1 0.21 0 1% 0.00% 0.00% 1 0.25% 00.00%
NORTHEAST REGION 57 11.75% 16 17.39% 28.07% 41 10.43% 71.93%
New England  14 % 5 5.43% 35.71% 9 2.29% 62.89 4.29%
      Maine 2 % 10.41 1.09% 50.00% 1 0.25% 50.00%
      Vermont 0 % 00.00 0.00% 0.00% 0 0.00% 0.00%
      Rhode Island 2 % 0 10.41 0.00% 0.00% 2 0.51% 00.00%
      Connecticut 1 % 0 10.21 0.00% 0.00% 1 0.25% 00.00%
      New Hampshire 2 % 1 50.41 1.09% 50.00% 1 0.25% 0.00%
      Massachusetts 7 % 3 51.44 3.26% 42.86% 4 1.02% 7.14%
Middle Atlantic  43 8.87% 11 11.96% 25.58% 32 8.14% 74.42%
      New York 11 % 5 42.27 5.43% 5.45% 6 1.53% 54.55%
      New Jersey 8 % 11.65 1.09% 12.50% 7 1.78% 87.50%
      Pennsylvania 2 % 5 2 74 4.95 5.43% 0.83% 19 4.83% 9.17%
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Table A.1 on  

b-Region 
Base
Ope
198

Pe
of 
O

BRAC
Bases
Close

Pe
of 
Cl

Pe
o
C

Base
Ope
 200

Pe
of 
O

P

 (C tinued)

REGION or S
       State or T

u
erritory 

s 
n 
8 

rcent
Total 
pen 

 
d

rcent
Total 
osed 

rcent
f 1988 
losed 

s 
n
4 

rcent 
Total 
pen 

ercent
of 1988 

pen O
SOUTH REGION 222 45.77% 28 30.43% 12.61% 194 49.36% 87.39%
West South Central  41 8.45% 8 8.70% 19.51% 33 8.40% 80.49%
      Texas 25 5.15% 5 5.43% 20.00% 20 5.09% 80.00%
      Oklahoma 6 1.24% 0 0.00% 0.00% 6 1.53% 100.00%
      Louisiana 5 1.03% 1 1.09% 20.00% 4 1.02% 80.00%
      Arkansas 5 1.03% 2 2.17% 40.00% 3 0.76% 60.00%
East South Central  30 6.19% 5 5.43% 16.67% 25 6.36% 83.33%
      Kentucky 7 1.44% 2 2.17% 28.57% 5 1.27% 71.43%
      Tennessee 3 0.62% 1 1.09% 33.33% 2 0.51% 66.67%
      Mississipp 100.00%i 9 1.86% 0 0.00% 0.00% 9 2.29%
      Alabama 81.82%11 2.27% 2 2.17% 18.18% 9 2.29%
South Atlantic  151 31.13% 15 16.30% 9.93% 136 34.61% 90.07%
      West Virginia 0 0.0 0 0% 0.0 0.00%0% 0.0 0.00% 0 0%
      Virginia 55 11.34% 4 5% 12.98% 92.73%4.3 7.27% 51
      Delaware 1 0.21% 0 0.25% 0%0.00% 0.00% 1 100.0
      Maryland 20 4.12% 4 20.00% 4.07% 80.00%4.35% 16
      Washingto 12 2.47% 0 % 3.05% 0%n D.C. 0.00% 0.00 12 100.0
      North Carol 8 1.65% 0 2.04% 0%ina 0.00% 0.00% 8 100.0
      Sout 2.89% 3 21.43% 1 2.80% 78.57%h Carolina 14 3.26% 1
      Geor 2.68% 0 1 3.31% 0%gia 13 0.00% 0.00% 3 100.0
      Florida 5.36% 4 15.38% 5.60% 84.62%26 4.35% 22
      Puerto 2 0.41% 0 0.51% 0%Rico 0.00% 0.00% 2 100.0
TOTALS 485 100% 92 100% 18.97% 393 100% 81.03%

         Data Source  Base Realignment and Closure; BRAC Commission Reports to the President for 
              1988, 19
 

ase Clo res by Census Region and BRAC Year 

1  1991 1993 1995 Totals 

s:  1998 DoD Report on
91, 1993, 1995.  

Table A.2  Major B su

Region 988
WEST 5 11 9 9 33 

    Pacific 4 8 9 7 28 
    Mountain 1 2 0 2 5 
MIDWEST 3 5 5 2 15 

    West North Central 0 1 0 0 1 
    East North Central 3 4 5 2 14 

NORTHEAST 4 4 2 6 16 
    Middle Atlantic 2 2 2 5 11 
    New England 2 2 0 1 5 

SOUTH 2 6 11 9 28 
    West South Central 0 5 1 2 8 
    East South Central 1 0 1 3 5 

    South Atlantic 1 1 9 4 15 
Totals 14 25 27 26 92 
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Figure A.1a Major BRAC1988 Base Closures By Service Branch 
 

 
 
 

ase Closures 

, CA 
rancisco, CA 

nter, Watertown, MA 

, NY 
elphia, PA 

Cameron Station, Alexandria, VA 

Table A.3a Major BRAC1988 B

George Air Force Base, Victorville, CA 
Mather Air Force Base, Rancho Cordova, CA  
Norton Air Force Base, San Bernadino
Presidio of San Francisco, San F
Chanute Air Force Base, Rantoul, IL 
Fort Sheridan, Lake Forest, IL 
Jefferson Proving Ground, Madison, IN 
Lexington Army Depot, Lexington, KY 
Army Material Mechanical Research Ce
Pease Air Force Base, Portsmouth, NH 
Naval Station Brooklyn, Brooklyn
Philadelphia Naval Hospital, Philad
Fort Douglas, Salt Lake City, UT 
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Figure A.1b Major 1991 BRAC Base Closure Decisions By Service Branch 
 

 
 

Table A.3b Major BRAC 1991 Base Closures 

Eaker Air Force Base, Blytheville, AR Wurtsmith Air Force Base, Oscoda, MI 
Williams Air Force Base, Mesa, AZ Richards-Gebaur Air Reserve Station, Kansas City, MO 
Castle Air Force Base, Merced, CA Rickenbacker Air National Guard Base, Columbus, OH 
Fort Ord, Salinas, CA Naval Station Philadelphia, Philadelphia, PA 
Hunters Point Annex, San Francisco, CA Philadelphia Naval Shipyard, Philadelphia, PA 
Naval Air Station Moffett Field, Mountain View, CA Myrtle Beach Air Force Base, Myrtle Beach, SC 
Naval Station Long Beach, Long Beach, CA Bergstrom Air Force Base, Austin, TX 
Sacramento Army Depot, Sacramento, CA Carswell Air Force Base, Ft. Worth, TX 
Tustin MCAS, Tustin, CA Naval Air Station Chase Field, Beeville, TX 
Lowry Air Force Base, Aurora, CO Naval Station Puget Sound (Sand Point), Seattle, WA 
Fort Benjamin Harrison, Indianapolis, IN 
Grissom Air Force Base, Kokomo, IN 
England Air Force Base, Alexadria, LA 
Fort Devens, Ayer, MA 
Loring Air Force Base, Limestone, ME 
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Figure A.1c Major 1993 BRAC Base Closure Decisions By Service Branch 
 

 
 

Table A.3c Major BRAC 1993 Base Closures 

Naval Station Mobile, Mobile, Alabama Naval Air Station Glenview, Glenview, IL 
Mare Island Naval Shipyard, San Francisco, CA O'Hare IAP Air Reserve Station, Chicago, IL 
Marine Corps Air Station El Toro, Irvine, CA NavElexSysEngCen (NESEC) St. Inigoes, MD 
Naval Air Station Alameda, Alameda, CA K.I. Sawyer Air Force Base, Marquette County, MI 
Naval Aviation Depot Alameda, Alameda, CA Plattsburgh Air Force Base, Plattsburgh, NY 
Naval Hospital Oakland (Oak Knoll), Oakland, CA Naval Station Staten Island, New York, NY 
Naval Station Treasure Island, San Francisco, CA Gentile Air Force Station, DefElecSupCen, Dayton, OH 
Naval Training Center San Diego, San Diego, CA Newark Air Force Base, Heath, OH 
Naval Air Station Cecil Field, Jacksonville, FL Naval Station Charleston, Charleston, SC 
Naval Aviation Depot Pensacola, Pensacola, FL Charleston Naval Shipyard, Charleston, SC 
Naval Training Center Orlando, Orlando, FL Naval Air Station Dallas, Dallas, TX 
Homestead Air Force Base, Homestead, FL Naval Aviation Depot, Norfolk, Norfolk, VA 
Naval Air Station Agana, Agana, Guam Vint Hill Farms Station, Warrenton, VA 
Naval Air Station Barbers Point, Honolulu, HI  
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Figure A.1d Major 1995 BRAC Base Closure Decisions By Service Branch 
 

 
Table A.3d Major BRAC 1995 Base Closures 

Naval Air Facility Adak, Adak, AK NavSurfWarCen Dahlgren, White Oak Detachment, MD
Fort McClellan, Anniston, AL Fort Holabird, Dundalk, MD 
Fort Chaffee, Fort Smith, AR Bayonne Military Ocean Terminal, Bayonne, NJ 
McClellan Air Force Base, Sacramento, CA Roslyn Air Guard Station, Roslyn, NY 
Naval Shipyard Long Beach, Long Beach, CA Seneca Army Depot, Romulus, NY 
Oakland Army Base, Oakland, CA Fort Indiantown Gap, Annville, PA 
Fleet and Industrial Supply Center (FISC), Oakland, CA NAWC, Aircraft Division, Warminster, MA 
Ontario IAP Air Guard Station, Ontario, CA Defense Distribution Depot Memphis, TN 
Fitzsimmons Army Medical Center, Aurora, CO Reese Air Force Base, Lubbock, TX 
Ship Repair Facility, Guam, Apra, Guam Defense Distribution Depot, Ogden, UT 
Savanna Army Depot Activity, Savanna, IL Fort Pickett, Blackstone, VA 
NAWC, Aircraft Division, Indianapolis, IN 
NAWC, Crane Division Detachment, Louisville, KY  
Naval Air Station, South Weymouth, MA 
Fort Ritchie, Washington County, MD 
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Figure A.2a Major BRAC Army Base Closure Decisions, 1988-1995 

 
 

Figure A.2b Major BRAC Air Force Base Closure Decisions, 1988-1995 
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Figure A.2c Major BRAC Navy/Marine Corps Base Closure Decisions, 1988-1995 
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Jobs Lost Due to BRAC Base Closures and Jobs Created Through Base Reuse 

 
Table A.4 Military and Civilian BRAC Job Losse

 

s 
 Range 

 Mean Median Sum Min Max 
Military Personnel 2,988 1,462 274,915 1 20,264 

Civilian 1,922 1,147 176,791 43 12,100 
 

w Ci by Bas nction

d J

 
Table A.5a Ne vilian Jobs e Reuse Fu  

 Close  Bases Jobs Lost 1999 obs 2001 Jobs 
 Total Sa e  Meanmpl Sample Mean Sample Sample Mean

Mixed 43 28 39,975 1,428 19,952 713 23,796 1,082
Aviation 14 8 19,587 2,448 11,063 1,383 11,432 1,429
Industrial 12 8 29,524 3 7,327 916 9,025 1,691 ,128
Retained 9 2 695 348 225 113 304 152 
Education 3,506 877 3,682 921 5 4 11,670 2,918
Seaport 3 1 2,015 2,015 0 0 252 252 
Other 6 3 4,331 1,444 5,864 1 1,955 5,231 ,744
Totals 92 54 107,797 1,996 47,937 888 53,722 995

 

 
ew C s by B ion Ye

d J

Table A.5b N ivilian Job RAC Decis ar 

 Close  Bases Jobs Lost 1999 obs 2001 Jobs 
 Total Sa e mpl Sample Mean Sample Mean Sample Mean 

1988 14 10 25,370 2,537 13,541 1,354 16,543 1,654 
1991 25 18 30,169 1,676 21,463 1 20,162 1,120 ,192
1993 27 15 30,897 2,060 7,676 512 9435 629 
1995 26 11 21,361 1,942 5,257 478 7,582 689 
Totals 92 54 107,797 1,996 47,937 888 53,722 995 

 

 
T  Civil  Rural an Lo

J

able A.5c New ian Jobs by  Versus Urb cation 

 Closed Bases Jobs Lost 1999 obs 2001 Jobs 
 Total ple MSam Sample Mean Sample ean Sample Mean 
Urban 82 47 102,051 2 1,035 ,171 43,619 928 48,632 
Rural 10 7 5,746 821 4,318 617 5,090 727 
Totals 92 54 107,797 1,996 47,937 888 53,722 995 
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Environmental Restoration 

Table A.6a Environmental Restoration Cost Summ
Non-NPL Ba

 
 

ary 
ses NPL Bases  

 
Category 

 
n                         % 

Cost 
  Sum           %       Mean 

 
n     % 

Cost 
Sum             %         Mean 

A  ir Force 15 24.6 641,280,400 27.4 42,752,027 13 41.9 2,747,000,000 50.4 211,307,692 
Army 17 27.9 668,271,000 28.6 39,310,059 8 25.8 1,316,000,000 24.1 164,500,000 
Navy 29 47.5 1,028,304,000 44.0 35,458,759 10 32.3 1,389,900,000 25.5 138,990,000 
Totals 61 100 2,337,855,400 100 38,325,498 31 100 5,452,900,000 100 175,900,000 

Airports 19 31.1 971,260,400 41.5 51,118,968 17 54.8 2,539,900,000 46.6 149,405,882 
Support 9 14.8 61,232,000 2.6 6,803,556 0 0 0 0 0 

Industrial 14 23.0 685,265,000 29.3 48,947,500 11 35.6 2,108,200,000 38.7 191,654,545 
Training 9 14.8 391,871,000 16.8 43,541,222 3 9.7 804,800,000 14.7 268,266,667 
Seaports 10 16.4 228,227,000 0 0 0 9.8 22,822,700 0 0 

Source: DERP Reports, 1995-2003 

 
Table tal Restoration Time S

Non-NPL B NPL Bas

 

 A.6b Environmen ummary 

 ases es 
 
Category 

 
n         Me      % 

Years  
Sum  %     an 

 
n    % 

Years 
 Sum      %       Mean 

Air Force 15 24.6 370 37.4 25 13 41.9 858 64.8 66 
Army 17 27.9 178 18.0 10 8 25.8 170 12.8 21 
Navy 29 47.5 442 44.6 15 10 32.3 297 22.4 30 
Totals 61 100 990 100 16.2 31 100 1325 100 42.7 
Airports 19 31.1 469 47.4 25 17 54.8 986 74.4 58 
Support 9 14.8 78 7.9 9 0 0 0 0 0 
Industrial 14 23.0 237 23.9 17 11 35.6 248 18.7 23 
Training 9 14.8 105 10.6 12 3 9.7 6.9 91 30 
Seaports 10 16.4 101 0 0 0 0  10.2 10 0 

Source: DERP Reports 1995-2003 

 
Table A.7 NPL Bases by BRAC Year, Service Branch and Functional Type 

1988 1  1  1  

 

 991 993 995  
Type A  Ar Na A Ar N A Ar Na AF Ar Na F F a F Totals 
Airports 4   5  1 2  3   2 17 
Support             0 
Industrial  1   1 1   2 1 4 1 11 
Training 1    2        3 
Seaports             0 
Totals 5 1 0 5 3 2 2 0 5 1 4 3 31 
Air Force 5   5   2   1   13 
Army   1   3   0   4  8 
Navy    0   2   5   3 10 
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Bee and Kleberg Counties, T parative Case Study 

Table A.8a Private & Pub t, 19

de(s)
    

Bee             Kleber Employ .S. Em
Forestry, Fisheries 3

2
ation 

1 2 1 2
nsurance, Real Estate 

9 Services 1,22 1,44 1,436,527 38,227,00

ub-Total Em 5, 1
ment 1 1

1
se) 

ense) 
blic Sector 

t rand Total 
Populat ,806,937 246,819,230

Data Sources: U.S Bureau of the Census, Texas Workforce Commission, DoD 

 

Table A.8b Employment in Sectors as

de Bee % Kle % TX % S %
orestry, Fisheries 

1 1
ation 

2 3 2 1
nsurance, Real Estate 

0-89 2
ment 2 1

1
se) 

 Federal Government (Defense) 15.1682 17.5736 2.7797 2.4607
 

 

 

 

exas Com
 
 

lic Sector Employmen
County Employment 

89 
Texas 

SIC Co  Industry g ment U ployment
01-09 Agriculture, 144 422 80,515 ,199,000
10-14 Mining 381 510 168,857 719,000
15-17 Construction 147 220 308,098 7,680,000
20-39 Manufacturing 404 647 964,900 1,652,000
40-49 Transportation, Communic 178 235 374,934 8,094,000
50-59 Wholesale & Retail Trade ,595 ,286 ,669,478 4,230,000
60-67 Finance, I 374 249 417,532 7,988,000
70-8 3 7 0
99 Unspecified 0 0 0 0
S ployment, Private Sector 4,446 6,016 420,841 11,789,000
 City/County Govern ,713 1,432 758,600 0,606,000
 State Government 112 ,282 245,200 4,175,000
 Federal Government (less Defen 183 212 196,225 2,988,000
 Federal Government (Def 1,154 1,337 189,303 3,268,498
Sub-Total Employment, Pu 3,162 4,263 1,389,328 21,037,498
Employmen , G 7,608 10,279 6,810,169 132,826,498

ion  25,869 30,957 16

 a Percent of Total Employment, 1989 

SIC Co Industry  of TE  of TE  of TE U  of TE
01-09 Agriculture, F 1.8927 5.5468 1.1823 2.4084
10-14 Mining 5.0079 6.7035 2.4795 0.5413
15-17 Construction 1.9322 2.8917 4.5241 5.7820
20-39 Manufacturing 5.3102 8.5042 4.1685 6.3010
40-49 Transportation, Communic 2.3396 3.0889 5.5055 6.0937
50-59 Wholesale & Retail Trade 0.9648 0.0473 4.5145 8.2418
60-67 Finance, I 4.9159 3.2729 6.1310 6.0139
7 Services 16.0752 19.0195 21.0939 8.7796
 City/County Govern 2.5158 18.8223 1.1392 7.9849
 State Government 1.4721 6.8507 3.6005 3.1432
 Federal Government (less Defen 2.4054 2.7865 2.8814 2.2496
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Table A.8c Coefficient of Specialization (COS), Bee & Kleberg Counties, 

Texas, 1989 

SIC Code Industry Bee COS Kle COS TX COS
Job Gains (Losses)  
Bee           Kleberg 

01-09 Agriculture, Forestry, Fisheries 0.7859 2.3031 0.4909 39 (239)
10-14 Mining 9.2515 12.3838 4.5805 (340) (469)
15-17 Construction 0.3342 0.5001 0.7824 293 220 
20-39 Manufacturing 0.3258 0.5217 0.8692 836 593 
40-49 Transportation, Communication 0.3839 0.5069 0.9035 286 229 
50-59 Wholesale & Retail Trade 1.1493 1.6472 1.3439 (207) (898)
60-67 Finance, Insurance, Real Estate 0.8174 0.5442 1.0195 84 209 
70-89 Services 0.5586 0.6609 0.7329 967 743 
 City/County Government 2.8198 2.3572 1.3950 (1,106) (825)
 State Government 0.4684 5.3610 1.1455 127 (1,043)
 Federal Government (less Defense) 1.0693 1.2387 1.2809 (12) (41)
 Federal Government (Defense) 6.1641 7.1416 1.1296 (967) (1,150)

 

Table A.9a  Private & Public Sector Employment, 1997 

SIC Code(s) Industry 
County Employment   
Bee          Kleberg 

Texas 
Employment 

U.S. 
Employment 

01-09 Agriculture, Forestry, Fisheries 94 530 96,262 727,344
10-14 Mining 236 491 153,423 586,227
15-17 Construction 308 337 435,734 5,512,547
20-39 Manufacturing 228 311 1,055,036 18,632,696
40-49 Transportation, Communication 167 128 477,782 6,246,593
50-51 Wholesale Trade 199 120 471,245 6,810,072
52-59 Retail Trade 1,404 2,218 1,508,529 22,002,559
60-67 Finance, Insurance, Real Estate 320 296 436,049 7,366,687
70-89 Services 1,824 1,860 2,127,375 37,380,074
99 Unspecified 4 5 2,288 34,324
Sub-Total Employment, Private Sector 4,784 6,296 6,763,723 105,299,123
 City/County Government 1,709 1,685 959,648 10,227,429
 State Government 2,110 1,862 315,573 4,733,000
 Federal Government (less Defense) 52 710 184,441 1,072,560
 Federal Government (Defense) 78 954 160,700 1,734,440
Sub-Total Employment, Public Sector 3,949 5,211 1,620,362 17,767,429
Employment, Grand Total 8,733 11,507 8,384,085 123,066,552
Population  28,512 31,000 19,200,000 267,743,595
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Table A.9b Employment in Sectors as a Percent of Total Employment, 1997 

SIC Code Industry Bee % of TE Kle % of TE TX % of TE U.S. % of TE
01-09 Agriculture, Forestry, Fisheries 1.0764 4.6059 1.1482 0.5910
10-14 Mining 2.7024 4.2670 1.8299 0.4763
15-17 Construction 3.5269 2.9287 5.1972 4.4793
20-39 Manufacturing 2.6108 2.7027 12.5838 15.1403
40-49 Transportation, Communication 1.9123 1.1124 5.6987 5.0758
50-51 Wholesale Trade 2.2787 1.0428 5.6207 5.5336
52-59 Retail Trade 16.0769 19.2752 17.9928 17.8786
60-67 Finance, Insurance, Real Estate 3.6643 2.5723 5.2009 5.9859
70-89 Services 20.8863 16.1641 25.3740 30.3739
90-99 Unspecified 0.0458 0.0435 0.0273 0.0279
 City/County Government 19.5694 14.6433 11.4461 8.3105
 State Government 24.1612 16.1815 3.7640 3.8459
 Federal Government (less Defense) 0.5954 6.1702 2.1999 0.8715
 Federal Government (Defense) 0.8932 8.2906 1.9167 1.4094

 

Table A.9c Coefficient of Specialization (COS), Bee & Kleberg Counties, Texas, 1997 

SIC Code Industry Bee COS Kle COS TX COS 
Job Gains (Losses)  
Bee           Kleberg 

01-09 Agriculture, Forestry, Fisheries 1.8212 7.7932 1.9427 (42) (462)
10-14 Mining 5.6731 8.9576 3.8416 (194) (436)
15-17 Construction 0.7874 0.6538 1.1603 83 178 
20-39 Manufacturing 0.1724 0.1785 0.8311 1094 1431 
40-49 Transportation, Communication 0.3767 0.2192 1.1227 276 456 
50-51 Wholesale Trade 0.4118 0.1885 1.0157 284 517 
52-59 Retail Trade 0.8992 1.0781 1.0064 157 (161)
60-67 Finance, Insurance, Real Estate 0.6121 0.4297 0.8689 203 393 
70-89 Services 0.6876 0.5322 0.8354 829 1635 
90-99 Unspecified 1.6422 1.5579 0.9785 (2) (2)
 City/County Government 2.3548 1.7620 1.3773 (2752) (2723)
 State Government 6.2824 4.2075 0.9787 (1437) (1285)
 Federal Government (less Defense) 0.6832 7.0797 2.5242 978 (1599)
 Federal Government (Defense) 0.6337 5.8826 1.3600 30 (589)
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